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Abstract

Precision tests of the Standard Model of Particle Physics and searches for phenomena
beyond the Standard Model are the focus for the ATLAS experiment at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) over the next decade. The beginning of Run 3 of the
LHC in 2022 and the eventual commissioning of the detector for High Luminosity
operations with an upgraded LHC from 2029 provides a unique opportunity to
extend the coverage of Beyond the Standard Model searches to new and hard to
reach particle properties (parameter space). Many signatures of both Standard
Model and Beyond the Standard Model physics involve the production of hadronic
jets, sprays of composite particles called hadrons.

Low-mass searches for new particles using hadronic jets are limited by extremely
high-rate background processes – there are significant limitations on the amount
of LHC data that can be saved for analysis. The application of novel techniques
for data acquisition and selection (triggering) plays an important role in collecting
datasets with su�cient statistical power and high sensitivity to the production of
low-mass particles. This thesis describes studies of di↵erent triggers that could be
used in Run 3 searches for multi-jet resonances from supersymmetric particles in the
mass range between 100 GeV and 400 GeV. Additional discussions of early studies
to project the sensitivity of these analyses in the conditions of the High-Luminosity
LHC (HL-LHC) are also included.

In the high-mass and high-momentum region of parameter space the decay products
of hypothetical particles can be highly collimated and reconstructed within a single
large jet (a “cone” around the decay products). The identification of the “parent
particle” of these jets is an important aspect of selecting data to analyse. The
jet identification (tagging) focus of this thesis consists of the development of top
quark identification algorithms for use in HL-LHC simulations. Basic tagging
algorithms are developed and compared to more complex Run 2 taggers to provide a
first set of recommendations for identifying hadronic top quark decays in HL-LHC
simulations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Standard Model of Particle Physics correctly describes a wide range of phenomena
in the visible Universe yet does not account for the prevalence of dark matter and
dark energy. Combined, dark matter and dark energy make up approximately 95%
of the total energy density of the Universe, while visible matter accounts for a mere
5% of the matter-energy density [1]. Clearly, our models of fundamental physics are
incomplete – we need extensions to the standard model to describe new phenomena.
The ATLAS Experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is at the forefront of
tests of the Standard Model and searches for signatures of new physics. In proton-
proton (pp) collisions at the LHC, hadronic jet production (collimated sprays of
particles called hadrons) is common and is also a prevalent feature of many Beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) physics processes. As further constraints are placed on
the production of new high-mass particles in hadronic processes, it remains important
to explore the boundaries of low-mass parameter space.

This thesis focuses on triggering and reconstructing jets in both boosted (high-
momentum, resulting from the decays of heavy particles) and low-mass (and therefore
low-energy/low-momentum) topologies. The high-momentum particles produced by
decays of massive particles (or simply produced with large momenta) are su�ciently
boosted so that their decay products are enclosed in a single jet (a “cone” around
the particles). The work on triggering focuses on preparations for the application
of novel data-taking techniques involving (nearly) real-time analysis in searches for
multi-jet resonances predicted by R-parity violating (RPV) supersymmetry (SUSY).
While many searches have been conducted for R-parity conserving SUSY, extending
consideration to RPV models removes requirements on the stability of the lightest
supersymmetric particle allowing greater flexibility in the model parameters. The
application of these novel data-taking techniques will be instrumental in overcoming
trigger bandwidth limitations in searches for low-mass SUSY particles. These studies
are undertaken in preparation for both Run 3 of the LHC (2022-2026) and the
eventual transition to the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) (2029-). The challenging
conditions resulting from the increased luminosity of the HL-LHC will lead to a
significant increase in the low-momentum hadronic activity in pp events, degrading
the performance of existing jet reconstruction and calibration methods. Thus, the
consideration of low-mass (m ⇡ 100 � 400 GeV) signal searches is important to
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2 Introduction

identify a way forward to maintain and increase sensitivity to such low-momenta
signatures that can benefit many other physics scenarios in the ATLAS physics
program.

For boosted particles, the consideration of the substructure of jets containing some
or all decay products of the parent particle plays a pivotal role in identifying that
particle. In HL-LHC conditions, as for low-mass searches, increased pile-up levels
will degrade the performance of jet identification techniques applied in previous LHC
runs. The jet reconstruction studies in this thesis focus on the identification of top
quark jets in HL-LHC conditions where the top quark has su�cient momentum
for its decay products to be completely enclosed within a single large jet – boosted
jet tagging. These studies focus on using selections on variables that describe the
substructure of the jets to discriminate between top quark jets and other commonly
produced hadronic radiation. The focus of these tagging algorithms (taggers) is
limited to two-variable selections involving both the mass of the jet and another
substructure-sensitive variable. However, an existing machine learning tagger used
for Run 2 analyses is also studied to evaluate its performance in HL-LHC conditions.
The final set of tagging recommendations is chosen based on the stability of the
tagger performance in di↵erent conditions and di↵erent kinematic regimes for the
jets in question.

The structure of this thesis is as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides an introduction to elementary particle physics, the Standard
Model of Particle Physics, and extensions to the Standard Model through BSM
physics.

• Chapter 3 introduces the LHC systems and the ATLAS Experiment.

• Chapter 4 provides a detailed introduction to the reconstruction of events in
pp collisions with the ATLAS detector.

• Chapters 5 and 6 describe the results of studies for the application of Trigger-
object Level Analysis in Run 3 of the LHC and at the HL-LHC, respectively.

• Chapter 7 discusses the development of simple top quark taggers for implemen-
tation in HL-LHC simulations of the ATLAS detector.

Finally, concluding remarks and future directions are discussed in Chapter 8.



Chapter 2

The Standard Model of Particle
Physics and its extensions

The following Chapter presents a basic overview of our existing understanding of
elementary particle physics in addition to extensions of our current models – physics
beyond the Standard Model.

The basis of the Standard Model of Particle Physics is presented in Section 2.1. Later,
beyond the Standard Model physics is discussed through the lens of dark matter
physics with emphasis on models involving supersymmetry in Section 2.2.

2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

The Standard Model of Particle Physics is one of the most significant theories of
physics that explains a wide range of phenomena observed on the scale of elementary
particles. There are four fundamental forces (that we know of) in nature:

1. gravity,

2. the strong force,

3. the weak force,

4. the electromagnetic force.

The latter three forces are described in the Standard Model, but not gravity. The
detection of gravitational waves [2] motivates the existence of an associated force
carrier for gravity, the graviton, which is typically massless, but discussion of massive
gravitons does exist in the literature [3]. Nonetheless, the unification of gravity
and the Standard Model, or the underlying quantum field theory to be specific, is
challenging. The trouble in these theories lies in their ability to be renormalised1 [1].
The unification of gravity and the Standard Model is an ongoing area of study in
fundamental physics.

1Renormalisation is used to avoid divergences in theoretical calculations yielding finite, measurable
quantities [4].

3



4 The Standard Model of Particle Physics and its extensions

The Standard Model correctly accounts for the existence of a range of fundamental
particles: quarks, leptons, and bosons. Quarks and leptons have half-integer spin and
are classified as fermions, which must obey Fermi-Dirac statistics (most importantly
the Pauli exclusion principle) [5]. Bosons have integer spin and obey Bose-Einstein
statistics [5]. Within the SM, every charged fermion has an associated anti-particle
with identical mass but opposite electric charge (and other quantum numbers) [6].
A pictorial overview of the particle constituents of the Standard Model is shown in
Figure 2.1, while a more detailed discussion is presented in Section 2.1.1.

The mathematical picture of the strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces discussed
earlier originates from the interpretation of the Standard Model as a gauge field
theory. In this framework, the Standard Model is represented by a symmetry group,
SU(3)c ⇥ SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y , that governs the behaviour of these interactions [1].
The SU(3)c term is associated with quark-gluon (or gluon-gluon) interactions in
quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD). Its generators give rise to the eight gluons of the
QCD theory that mediate the strong force [1]. The SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y group governs
electroweak physics and possesses its own generators, which make up the electroweak
gauge bosons (the W - and Z-bosons, in addition to the photon) [1]. The breaking
of the Standard Model group symmetry through the introduction of the Higgs field
(and the associated Higgs boson) conrtibutes to the masses of the electroweak bosons
and other fermions. The process of this symmetry breaking and its consequences are
discussed further in Section 2.1.2.

Figure 2.1: A visual representation of the particles that make up the Standard Model.
Taken from [7].
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2.1.1 Standard Model particles

Quarks

In the Standard Model there are three (approximately mass ordered) generations of
quarks organised with one up-type (u, c, t) and one down-type (d, s, b) quark per
generation. The generations are summarised as [6]:

✓
u

d

◆
,

✓
c

s

◆
,

✓
t

b

◆
. (2.1)

Quarks (q)2 carry a colour charge [6]. This colour charge can be either red, green,
or blue, but quarks can also carry anti-colour charge (e.g. anti-red, etc.). They
interact with other colour-charged particles through the exchange of gluons (massless
bosons) [6]. Gluons themselves can self interact and carry both a unit of colour and
anti-colour charge [6]. The interactions of quarks and gluons are described by QCD,
which governs the strong force [6].

In nature, we do not observe states with colour – only colour neutral states are
seen as a result of colour confinement [6]. Colour confinement results from the
varying strength of the strong force as a function of the separation of two colour-
charged particles [6]. As the separation of two quarks (e.g. in a quark/anti-quark
pair) increases, the magnitude of the strong force increases. Eventually, it becomes
energetically favourable for the quark pair to split into two di↵erent quark/anti-quark
pairs (i.e. producing two separate q-q̄ pairs). Thus, only colour neutral states called
hadrons are observed [6].

The properties of the three quark generations are summarised in Table 2.1. The
weak hypercharge, representative of the U(1) component of the Standard Model, is
also included – this encapsulates a representation of both the electric charge and the
third “isospin”3 component of particles [6].

Quark (hadronic) matter is broadly categorised into baryons and mesons. Baryons
consist of three quarks (qqq) and having half-integer spin are fermions (e.g. the
proton [uud] and neutron [udd]). Mesons consist of quark anti-quark pairs (qq̄),
which have integer spin (e.g. pions; ⇡0, ⇡±).

In the Standard Model, the quark fields transform under the SU(3) gauge group as
triplets (i.e. 3⇥ 1 column vectors) [1]. The left-handed chirality quarks transform
under SU(2) as doublets (2 ⇥ 1 column vectors containing a single up-type and
down-type quark) (i.e. the weak interactions) [1]. The right-handed chirality fields

2The anti-particle of the quark is denoted q̄.
3The isospin 3-vector, ~T , is derived from the isospin generator ~⌧ , defined in terms of the Pauli
spin matrices [6]. The “component isospin”, T 3, is used to calculate the hypercharge Y in a
linear combination of Q (electric charge) and T

3 (e.g. with Y = 2(Q� T
3), but the factor of 2

normalisation varies) [1, 6].



6 The Standard Model of Particle Physics and its extensions

Table 2.1: Standard Model quark properties separated by family taken from [8].
The electric charge is denoted as Q. The Type column refers to whether the quark
is down (D) or up (U) type – important for electroweak interactions involving the
W -boson. The weak hypercharge is taken from Ref. [4] and varies depending on the
handedness (L- or R-handed) of the particles.

Quark Type Spin (J) Q (units of e) Y
(weak

hypercharge)
Mass

u (up) U 1/2 2/3
1/6 (L-handed)
2/3 (R-handed)

2.16 MeV/c2

d (down) D 1/2 �1/3
1/6 (L-handed)
�1/3 (R-handed)

4.67 MeV/c2

c (charm) U 1/2 2/3
1/6 (L-handed)
2/3 (R-handed)

1.27 GeV/c2

s (strange) D 1/2 �1/3
1/6 (L-handed)
�1/3 (R-handed)

93 MeV/c2

t (top) U 1/2 2/3
1/6 (L-handed)
2/3 (R-handed)

172.76 GeV/c2

b (bottom) D 1/2 �1/3
1/6 (L-handed)
�1/3 (R-handed)

4.18 GeV/c2

transform as singlets (individual states) under SU(2) [1]. All the quarks couple to
U(1) and have non-zero weak hypercharge [1].

Leptons

Like quarks, leptons are broadly categorised into three generations (or families), one
for each lepton flavour. Each of these families includes a fermionic, charged lepton,
`, and its anti-particle, ¯̀ [6]. The final constituent of each lepton family is a neutral,
light neutrino, ⌫` (and its associated anti-particle ⌫̄`) [6]. The Standard Model lepton
flavours include the electron, muon, and tau [6]. Table 2.2 provides a summary of
the key properties of these particles.

The leptons interact only electromagnetically (charged particles) and through the
weak interactions (W - and Z-boson exchange). The left-handed chirality leptons
transform as doublets containing a single neutrino and charged lepton (in the same
family) under SU(2) [1]. The right-handed chirality lepton fields (including anti-
neutrinos) transform as singlets under SU(2) [1, 6]. All the lepton fields except the
right-handed ⌫ fields have non-zero (weak) hypercharge [1, 6]. Originally neutrinos
were thought to be massless, like the photon and gluon. However, evidence for
neutrino oscillations where neutrinos change flavour as they travel over long distances
led to the discovery that they indeed have a non-zero mass [4, 8].
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Table 2.2: Standard Model lepton properties separated by family. Properties are
taken from [8]. The electric charge is denoted as Q. Neutrino masses are quoted
as upper limits from [8] with the confidence level of the limit in brackets (both the
⌫̄e and ⌫e mass limits are given). The weak hypercharge is taken from Ref. [4] and
varies depending on the handedness (L- or R-handed) of the particles.

Lepton Spin (J) Q (units of e) Y
(weak

hypercharge)
Mass

e
(electron/
positron)

1/2 ±1
�1/2 (L-handed)
�1 (R-handed)

⇠ 0.511 MeV/c2

⌫e
(electron
neutrino)

1/2 0
�1/2 (L-handed)
0 (R-handed)

m⌫̄ < 1.1 eV/c2 (90% CL)
m⌫ < 225 eV/c2 (95% CL)

µ
(muon/

anti-muon)
1/2 ±1

�1/2 (L-handed)
�1 (R-handed)

⇠ 105.66 MeV/c2

⌫µ
(muon

neutrino)
1/2 0

�1/2 (L-handed)
0 (R-handed)

< 0.19 MeV/c2 (90% CL)

⌧
(tau/

anti-tau)
1/2 ±1

�1/2 (L-handed)
�1 (R-handed)

⇠ 1776.86 MeV/c2

⌫⌧
(tau

neutrino)
1/2 0

�1/2 (L-handed)
0 (R-handed)

< 18.2 MeV/c2 (90% CL)

Bosons

Bosons mediate the interactions between fundamental (and composite) particles in
the Standard Model. In QCD and electroweak (EWK) physics, certain force carriers
(including the gluon and the Higgs boson) can also self interact. As discussed in earlier
Sections, the W - and Z-bosons interact both with the leptons and quarks, while
the gluon interacts only with colour charged particles. The photon only interacts
with electrically charged particles. Conversely, the Higgs boson [9–11] is a scalar
boson unlike the other Standard Model vector bosons, and it interacts with all the
Standard Model particles, except the right-handed neutrinos and photons or gluons.
Additionally, the Higgs boson has small couplings to low-mass particles – interactions
involving heavy particles are more common [6, 12]. The properties of Standard
Model bosons are summarised in Table 2.3.

The nature and origin of the masses for these particles is explained by the interpre-
tation of the Standard Model as a gauge field theory with important implications for
the existence of the Higgs boson discussed in the next Section.

2.1.2 The Standard Model as a gauge field theory

The interpretation of the Standard Model as a gauge field theory leads to a math-
ematical understanding of the fundamental interactions between leptons, quarks,
and bosons. The Lagrangian (L) of the Standard Model determines the interactions
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Table 2.3: Standard Model boson properties. Properties are taken from [8]. The
electric charge is denoted as Q. Only the Higgs field (not the boson itself) has a
non-zero weak hypercharge (1/2), the other bosons do not couple to U(1) [4].

Gauge boson Spin (J) Q (units of e) Mass (GeV/c2)

Photon (�) 1 0 0

Gluon (g) 1 0 0

Z-boson (Z0) 1 0 91.1876± 0.0021

W -boson (W±) 1 ±1 80.379± 0.012

Higgs boson (H0) 0 0 125.10± 0.14

and inherently the mass of each fundamental particle. In this interpretation, each
particle is described by a field with varying properties depending on its bosonic or
fermionic nature. The complete Lagrangian is lengthy, but can be summarised in
terms of contributions from di↵erent interactions and fields as [1]:

L = LG + Lf + LH + LfH (2.2)

where:

• LG describes the behaviour of the QCD gluons and EWK W - and Z-bosons.

• Lf describes the behaviour of fermions – leptons and quarks.

• LH describes the Higgs boson – and its mass.

• LfH describes the interactions of fermions with the Higgs boson field.

The Higgs field interactions generate the masses of the EWK bosons and contribute to
the masses of fermions through the Higgs mechanism involving spontaneous symmetry
breaking (SSB) of the Standard Model gauge symmetry. The nature of SSB was
studied by Brout, Englert, Higgs, and others in the 1960s leading to our current
understanding of how the Standard Model gauge bosons gain their mass [9, 13].

The Standard Model SU(2) ⇥ U(1) symmetry group alone, without the Higgs
mechanism, leads to massless gauge bosons – necessary to maintain the gauge
symmetry [14]. Terms that predict the masses of particles (mass terms) in L must be
gauge invariant. This refers to the fact that under as gauge transformation the mass
terms should not change, they must remain the same. For the case of the Standard
Model, a non-Abelian4 gauge theory, the gauge transformation has the generic form

4In an Abelian theory A⇥ B = B ⇥ A for two (complex) numbers but this is not the case for a
non-Abelian theory where A and B are represented by matrices that multiply vectors of fields.
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[1]:
 (x) ! V (x) (x) (2.3)

where  (x) is a particle field and V (x) is a matrix in the Standard Model symmetry
group SU(3)⇥SU(2)⇥U(1) (or SU(2)⇥U(1) if only the EWK symmetry breaking
is being considered). Both the field ( ) and complex transformation matrix (V )
are functions of the space-time coordinate x [1]. The definition of the “derivative”
is modified to have the same transformation property as in Equation (2.3), and is
called a covariant derivative. Restricting our consideration to the EWK symmetry,
the covariant derivative is defined in terms of the individual gauge fields prescribed
for each of the groups in the SU(2) ⇥ U(1) product [1]. The fields for SU(2) are
denoted W

i

µ
(i = 1, 2, 3; or ~Wµ in vector form) and the single field for U(1) is

denoted Bµ
5. The covariant derivative accounts for the change in the fields under a

gauge transformation and is then written as [1]:

Dµ (x) =

✓
@µ +

ig

2
~⌧ · ~Wµ +

ig
0

2
Bµ

◆
 (x) (2.4)

such that it transforms as [1]:

Dµ ! V (x)Dµ . (2.5)

In Equation (2.4), g and g
0 are the respective couplings to each gauge group, and

~⌧ = ~�/2 are the group generators of SU(2) defined in terms of the Pauli matrices
(~�).

The Higgs field is introduced into the theory as a complex scalar doublet of the form
[1]:

� =

✓
�
+

�
0

◆
. (2.6)

where �+ is a charged scalar field and �0 is a neutral scalar field. The Higgs portion
of the Lagrangian is written [1]:

LH = (Dµ
�)†(Dµ�)� V (�) (2.7)

where (Dµ
�)† is a Hermitian conjugate. The function V (�) represents the Higgs

potential [1]:
V (�) = µ

2
�
†
�+ �(�†

�)2, (2.8)

which describes a Mexican-hat shape in the complex plane defined by the real
and imaginary parts of �0 with a classical minimum (vacuum expectation value)
⌫ =

p
�µ2/� [1]. A convenient choice of the “unitary gauge” (where �+ = 0) leads

to an alternate form of the Higgs doublet (in practice, there may be extra exponential

5The fields themselves also change under gauge transformations! Furthermore, note that for each of
the SU(N) symmetry groups there are N

2
� 1 di↵erent generators, and therefore N

2
� 1 di↵erent

gauge fields that represent the bosons.
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terms multiplying the column vector below [4]) [1, 4]:

� =
1
p
2

✓
0

⌫ +H

◆
(2.9)

where H is an additional quantum field that describes fluctuations around the
classical value, ⌫.

The incorporation of the Higgs doublet in LH leads to an expression for the
(Dµ

�)†(Dµ�) term [1]:

(Dµ
�)†(Dµ�) =

1

2

�
0 ⌫

� g
2
~⌧ · ~Wµ +

g
0

2
Bµ

�2✓
0
⌫

◆
+ other terms. (2.10)

In Equation (2.10), the ~Wµ and Bµ fields combine into various superpositions to
form four di↵erent fields [1]:

W
±
µ

=
W

1

µ
⌥ iW

2

µ
p
2

(2.11)

Z
0

µ
=

gW
3

µ
� g

0
Bµp

g2 + (g0)2
(2.12)

Aµ =
g
0
W

3

µ
+ gBµp

g2 + (g0)2
(2.13)

which after rearrangement of Equation (2.10) gives [1, 4]:

(Dµ
�)†(Dµ�) =

⇣
g⌫

2

⌘2
W

+

µ
W

µ,� +
1

2

 p
g2 + (g0)2⌫

2

!2

Z
µ
Zµ + (0)Aµ. (2.14)

The coe�cients multiplying the fields are squares of the particle masses: the W -boson
mass is mW = g⌫/2 and the Z-boson mass is mZ = (

p
g2 + (g0)2⌫)/2, leaving Aµ as

the massless photon field [1]. Thus, the introduction of a scalar doublet to describe
the Higgs boson leads to SSB where the EWK SU(2)⇥U(1) group symmetry breaks
to a U(1) (electromagnetic) symmetry, resulting in massive gauge bosons [1].

The Higgs field also plays a role in the generation of fermion masses, which is not
discussed further here. Interactions of Standard Model leptons and quarks with the
Higgs boson lead to the generation of terms in the Lagrangian that are products of
both left- and right-handed fields (opposite chirality products), representing mass
terms [1, 4]. Higher-order terms in the Lagrangian also lead to (self-)interactions
between the W , Z, and Higgs bosons [1]. The Higgs boson itself has a mass term,
which appears in the Lagrangian of the theory [4].
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2.1.3 The interactions of the W and Z bosons with fermions

Interactions of the W - and Z- bosons occur between both quarks and leptons,
however, the charge of the W -boson allows it to engage in flavour changing in-
teractions. In W -boson (charged current) interactions the incoming quark/lepton
changes flavour/family during the interaction [14]. An example of a charged current
interaction, the decay of a top quark, is illustrated in Figure 2.2a.

t

b

q

q̄
0

W
+

(a) The hadronic decay of a top quark
through a weak interaction producing a b

quark (the flavour changed component) in
addition to two other quarks from the W -
boson decay.

q

q̄

q
0

q̄
0

Z
0

(b) The production of a Z-boson from a
quark-anti quark pair. The Z-boson decays
to quarks of a di↵erent flavour compared to
the initial qq̄ pair.

Figure 2.2: Feynman diagrams for common hadronic weak interactions.

Neutral current interactions preserve the flavour of particles and occur when the
Z-boson mediates weak interactions [14] – see Figure 2.2b for an example. Note
that the charged current interactions change the quark flavour such that up-type
(e.g. t) quarks are converted to down-type (e.g. b) quarks. The probability for the
decay of each of the up-type quarks into any down-type quark is governed by the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [4]. The Standard Model CKM matrix
is unitary6 – any deviation from unitarity is evidence of BSM physics. The matrix is
written [4]:

V =

0

@
Vud Vus Vub

Vcd Vcs Vcb

Vtd Vts Vtb

1

A (2.15)

where each element Vij is defined so that it describes the mixing between quark
flavours i and j in charged current interactions.

The next Section addresses key downfalls of the Standard Model and extensions
that can be used to explain fundamental questions, including the nature of dark
matter.

6A unitary matrix, V , satisfies V V
† = V

†
V = I where V

† = (V ⇤)T (i.e. transpose of the complex
conjugate of the matrix) and I is the identity matrix.
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2.2 Beyond the Standard Model

The Standard Model correctly explains a wide range of phenomena, but fails to
account for some other experimental observations. In a cosmological context, the
most striking flaw is the lack of a candidate for dark matter and dark energy in the
Standard Model. A combination of cosmological measurements have shown that
normal matter7 accounts for only about 5% of the total matter-energy density of the
Universe [1]. The remainder of the Universe is made up of dark matter (between
26% and 27%) and dark energy (between 68% and 69%) [1]. A model of fundamental
physics should be able to explain these constituents of the Universe. Hence, the focus
on collider searches for new physics that can explain the questions left unanswered
by the Standard Model in its current form. Other ambiguities in the Standard
Model raise questions about the origin of neutrino masses, the asymmetry between
matter and anti-matter in the Universe, and the unification of the fundamental forces
including gravity in a Grand Unified Theory (GUT) [1, 15].

A significant factor that motivates supersymmetry (SUSY) is the existence of the
hierarchy problem [1]. Theoretically, the Higgs boson mass can be written as [1]:

m
2

H
= m

2

H,0
+�m

2 (2.16)

where mH is the observed mass, mH,0 is called the bare mass, and �m
2 consists

of corrections that originate from higher-order Feynman diagrams where the Higgs
boson interacts with other particles (e.g. containing fermion loops) [1]. The correction
terms diverge, and are much larger than the experimental 125 GeV mass of the
Higgs boson [1]. Thus, if the correction terms are large and negative then the bare
Higgs mass must also be large enough to result in a small (positive) di↵erence. This
violates naturalness, which ultimately requires that measured observables are not
impacted by large corrections modified to balance “bare” quantities [1].

2.2.1 Dark matter

Dark matter, introduced briefly at the start of this Section, interacts primarily
through the gravitational force (from astronomical observations), and is essential
to the evolution of galaxies, galaxy clusters, and the Universe as we know it [16].
The absence of observations of electromagnetic (and strong/QCD) interactions of
dark matter led to the traditional description of dark matter as a stable and neutral
(non-baryonic) particle [17]. The e↵ect of cosmological dark matter on the structure
and evolution of the Universe is governed by the ⇤CDM cosmological model –
CDM represents cold (non-relativistic) dark matter and ⇤ represents dark energy
[17, 18].

Our understanding of dark matter originates from astronomical observations of
galaxies and galaxy clusters. In the 1930s, Fritz Zwicky measured red-shifts of

7Matter that interacts via the EM/weak/strong forces and is visible to detectors and telescopes.
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galaxies within the Coma cluster to determine the spread of their recessional velocities
due to the expansion of the Universe [19]. He compared these results to an expected
value calculated using the Virial theorem8 – the measured values were much larger
than the calculated value [19]. The discrepancy of these results led to the conclusion
that there was an over-abundance of non-visible (dark) material compared to visible
material in those galaxies [19].

Further studies of spiral galaxy rotation curves lead to similar conclusions [19, 20].
For instance, studies of the rotation curves of the Andromeda (M31), Pinwheel
(M101), and M81 spiral galaxies show that the curve remains stable at large radii
[19–21]. The rotational velocity of material gravitationally bound to the galaxies
should decrease proportional to {radius}�1/2 according to Kepler’s laws, but shows
a relatively flat trend with increasing distance from the galactic centre [20]. Thus,
there must be a significant concentration of mass in the halo of these galaxies – a dark
matter halo [19] – such that the galaxies extend beyond the region that is measurable
with visual astronomy techniques [21]. This raises the question: what actually makes
up dark matter? While many theories exist, ranging from primordial black-holes
from the early Universe to less likely MACHOs9, WIMPs (weakly interacting massive
particles) are thought to be a more probable candidate [19].

If dark matter is particle-like then its nature can be probed at collider experiments
that aim to produce dark matter candidates from Standard Model particles through
interactions proposed in BSM theories [22]. Since dark matter is not observed to
interact with Standard Model particles (except gravitationally) it must be non-
baryonic and unlike any particle already introduced in the standard model. The
WIMP (Weakly Interacting Massive Particle) description of dark matter typically
involves a thermal10 relic particle (e.g. a SUSY neutralino) [16]. This particle will
have existed in thermal equilibrium (number density approximately constant through
self-annihilation reactions) in the early Universe until the e↵ect of the expansion of
the Universe was su�cient to force the particle to freeze out of (exit from) equilibrium
and remain at an approximately constant number density [16]. The “WIMP miracle”
summarises this mechanism, which ultimately leads to the present day dark matter
density provided that dark matter particles self-annihilate with a cross-section on the
order of 10�26 cm3

/s/v (v is the magnitude of the relative velocity for the interacting
particles) [16, 19]. The estimated interaction cross-section for these particles is on a
similar scale to those in EWK interactions – hence the term WIMP [19, 23].

The particle candidate for dark matter could originate from models of SUSY or as
an alternative particle such as a light axion [16]. Nonetheless, the nature of dark

8The Virial theorem provides a relationship between the kinetic and (gravitational) potential energy
of a mass distribution required for stable orbits [20].

9Massive Astrophysical Compact Halo Objects – planets, stars, etc. in the galactic halo [19].
10This terminology arises from the fact that the particles were produced in thermal equilibrium
(thermal production).
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matter need not be described by a single particle, rather there may be a complete
dark sector of particles that interacts with dark matter candidate(s) [23].

2.2.2 Supersymmetry

Additional symmetry between fermions and bosons

SUSY extends the gauge symmetries of the Standard Model with the addition of
a new symmetry between fermions and bosons. This new symmetry is described
mathematically by the supersymmetric algebra11 in terms of an operator Q and its
conjugate Q† that act to annihilate or create states with spin di↵ering by 1/2 relative
to the initial state [1, 24]. To achieve this, the operators must satisfy [24]:

{Q, Q
†
} = �2�µP

µ (2.17)

[Q, P
µ] = 0 (2.18)

where P µ generates translations in four-dimensional space-time and �µ are the Dirac
matrices in the same space-time. Equations (2.17) and (2.18) encode the e↵ect
of the Q operators on di↵erent spin states, and their variation under space-time
coordinate translations (via P

µ; Equation (2.18) implies that Q does not change
under translations) [24, 25].

Acting with the respective generator on a fermion alters its spin to produce a
bosonic state and vice versa. Consequently, every Standard Model fermion (spin-1/2)
degree of freedom12 has a corresponding bosonic (spin-0) SUSY degree of freedom
[1]. Similarly, Standard Model boson degrees of freedom have accompanying spin-
1/2 SUSY degrees of freedom. Ultimately, the Standard Model particles have a
corresponding supersymmetric analogue referred to as a sparticle such that the
number of particles described in the extended model doubles [1].

The fact that SUSY has not yet been observed in any form at colliders indicates the
symmetry must be broken [1, 8]. Were this symmetry exact13, then the masses of
Standard Model particles and their superpartners would be identical [8]. Since this
is evidently not the case, the symmetry cannot be exact.

Particle content

The particle content of a basic supersymmetric model includes [1, 24, 26]:

11The mathematical foundation of SUSY will not be the focus here, so this information is stated
for completeness only.

12Fermionic particles have two degrees of freedom (spin-up and spin-down), whilst integer spin
bosonic particles have a single degree of freedom.

13Under an exact symmetry generated by G the Lagrangian is invariant ([G, L] = 0) and the action
of the generator on the empty vacuum state leads to a vanishing result (G |0i = 0) [1]. Where,
G |0i 6= 0 the symmetry is spontaneously broken by the generators [1].
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• The superpartners of the left-handed and right-handed quarks (q̃L and q̃R)
referred to as squarks (e.g. stop, etc.).

• The superpartners of the left-handed and right-handed charged leptons (ẽL
and ẽR) referred to as sleptons (e.g. selectron, etc.).

• The superpartners of the left-handed neutrinos (⌫̃L).

• Superpartners of the gauge bosons: winos W̃± and W̃
0, bino B̃

0.

• Superpartners of the Higgs boson(s).

• The superpartner of the gluon, g̃, the gluino.

• The original Standard Model particles (with a modified Higgs sector).

Notationally, the L or R sub-scripts for the SUSY particles only indicate the chirality
of their corresponding Standard Model partner [1].

The fields for the winos and binos are written in an analogous form to the description
of Standard Model EWK symmetry breaking – the three W̃ fields are representative
of the three SU(2) generators and the single B̃ field is representative of the U(1)
generator. Thus, every original Standard Model gauge field is assigned a superpartner
(like before we introduced the linear combinations of fields for theW± in Section 2.1.2).
However, unlike in the Standard Model, two di↵erent Higgs doublets are required to
achieve the same e↵ect of generating fermion masses [1]. One of the new doublets
interacts with u quarks and neutrinos, while the other interacts with d quarks and
charged leptons (e, µ, ⌧) [1]. In the MSSM (the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model) this leads to five di↵erent Higgs bosons with spin-0 [26]:

• h, H – neutral bosons with CP14 eigenvalues of +1 (even).

• A – a neutral boson with a CP eigenvalue of �1 (odd).

• H
± – two charged Higgs bosons.

The supersymmetric partners of the two Higgs doublets are referred to as higgsinos
– each field in the doublets has a superpartner as for all other Standard Model
particles [1, 26]. Linear combinations of the winos, binos, and higgsinos produce
the mass-ordered electroweakinos: charginos �̃±

j
(j = 1, 2 – two states) and the

neutralinos �̃0

i
(i = 1, . . . , 4 – four states) [1, 26].

Further constraints, including the conservation (or violation) of R-parity symmetry,
can be imposed on the theory to modify the complete Lagrangian. The phenomeno-
logical di↵erences that arise in these scenarios are discussed next.

14The CP (charge-parity) eigenvalues relate to the e↵ect of operators acting on quantum states. The
C (charge conjugation) operator acts to reverse the charge of the state (and also other internal
quantum numbers including but not limited to the baryon and lepton number [6]) and the P

(parity) operator acts to reverse the spatial orientation of the state (i.e. ~r ! �~r) [4, 5].
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R-parity and dark matter candidates

In a supersymmetric model the baryon number (B) and lepton number (L)15 are
used to define a new discrete quantum number, R-parity. R-parity (Rp) is defined
[1, 26]:

Rp = (�1)3(B�L)+2S (2.19)

where S is the spin of the particle. For fundamental particles this leads to Rp = +1
for Standard Model particles and Rp = �1 for their sparticle counterparts.

When R-parity is conserved all terms in the Lagrangian violating lepton number and
baryon number conservation vanish. This provides a convenient way to eliminate
proton decays in an R-parity conserving (RPC) theory [27]. Additionally, RPC
SUSY models only allow the production of sparticles in pairs [27, 28]. Each pair-
produced sparticle decays to another state, which contains an additional sparticle
for R-parity conservation and other Standard Model particles allowed by the process
[27]. Eventually, the decays of the sparticles will produce the lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP), which can be interpreted as a dark matter candidate provided it is
stable and neutral (e.g. a neutralino) [1, 27, 28]. The addition of RPC constraints
in models of SUSY including the phenomenological MSSM (pMSSM) significantly
reduces the number of parameters needed to fully describe the theory [26].

However, evidence of SUSY has not yet been observed at any collider experiment.
RPC constraints, while convenient for explaining the nature of dark matter, reduce
the total parameter space accessible to SUSY searches [26]. In nature, it is not
possible to predict with certainty that SUSY actually respects R-parity symmetry.
Searching uncovered parameter space for evidence of RPV (R-parity violating) SUSY
provides an avenue to further constrain our understanding of physics beyond the
Standard Model. The added flexibility in RPV models allow both baryon number
(L�B 6=0) and lepton number (L�L 6=0) violating processes encapsulated in the SUSY
Lagrangian as [24, 27]:

L�L 6=0 =
1

2
�
ijk
LiLj ēk + (�0)ijkLiQj d̄k + (µ0)iLiHu (2.20)

L�B 6=0 =
1

2
(�00)ijkūid̄j d̄k (2.21)

where �ijk, (�0)ijk, (µ0)i, and (�00)ijk are the coupling constants for each family
(leptons) or generation (quarks) of particles indicated by indices i, j, and k. The Li

fields represent leptons and the ēk fields their right-handed (chirality) counterparts
[27]. The Higgs doublet interacting with the u quarks is included as Hu and the
quark fields are denoted with Qi, ūi, and d̄i (the latter fields are for the up-type and
down-type quarks) [27].

15For B (L) a q (`) contributes 1/3 (+1) and a q̄ (¯̀) contributes �1/3 (�1).
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The �ijk term in Equation (2.20) results in multi-lepton processes, while the other
(�0)ijk and (µ0)i terms result in mixed quark and lepton, and lepton and Higgs sector
final states, respectively [27]. Conversely, the lone (�00)ijk term in Equation (2.21)
allows for purely hadronic finals states containing quarks – this term is referred to as
the �00 UDD coupling [27]. One consequence of the baryon number violating term is
that it allows the decays of sparticles to hadronic Standard Model finals states – e.g.
g̃g̃ ! 6q (three quarks from each gluino). These processes will be explored further
in Chapters 5 and 6 in the context of low-mass resonance searches.

A perceived disadvantage of RPV SUSY models is that the LSP is not necessarily
stable [26, 27]. Thus, there is no clear dark matter candidate in the model. However,
other descriptions of dark matter can solve this problem, including the existence
of QCD axions from a U(1) symmetry imposed to ensure unobserved CP violating
terms in the QCD Lagrangian vanish [1].

2.3 Summary

The Standard Model of particle physics describes a range of phenomena from elec-
troweak physics to QCD with great precision. However, the model cannot explain the
nature of dark matter or dark energy, which combined make up a far greater amount
of our Universe than normal matter alone. A range of extensions to the Standard
Model are possible to explain these phenomena. SUSY introduces a broad spectrum
of new particles and is a candidate for solving the hierarchy problem associated with
large corrections to the Higgs boson mass. The search for SUSY and alternative
models will continue at modern colliders to expand constraints on BSM theories
and reach uncovered regions of parameter space, including those introduced by the
relaxation of conditions such as R-parity conservation on models.





Chapter 3

The ATLAS experiment at the
LHC

The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) detector [29] at the LHC (Large Hadron
Collider) is a general-purpose physics detector that provides data for precision tests
of the Standard Model of Particle Physics and searches for Beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) physics. The ATLAS detector consists of several sub-detectors devoted
to reconstructing the products of proton-proton (pp) and heavy-ion collisions using a
combination of calorimetry and charged particle tracking. Additional trigger and
data acquisition (TDAQ) systems are essential to collecting “interesting” data in an
environment where pp collisions occur at a maximum rate of 40 MHz.

The following Chapter provides an overview of the LHC (Section 3.1) and ATLAS
detector systems (Section 3.2). Future upgrades, are discussed in parallel with the
existing configuration of the ATLAS experiment.

3.1 The LHC

The LHC (Large Hadron Collider) is designed to deliver high energy proton collisions
from two counter-rotating beams up to a

p
s = 14 TeV centre-of-mass (CM) frame

energy [29–31]. Early Run 1 collisions occurred at
p
s = 7 TeV or

p
s = 8 TeV,

while Run 2 collisions occurred at energies up to
p
s = 13 TeV [31]. During Run 3,

the LHC will be run at
p
s = 13.6 TeV, and at the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC)

the CM frame energy will reach
p
s = 14 TeV. The LHC is also capable of delivering

heavy-ion collisions of lead ions at 2.8 TeV beam energies [30]. Collisions are delivered
at various points around the LHC ring where detectors are situated – including
ATLAS, CMS, ALICE, and LHCb. The configuration of the LHC ring is shown in
Figure 3.1.

Protons are injected into the LHC ring at an energy of 450 GeV but first undergo
a sequential acceleration procedure. Hydrogen anions are accelerated in the linear
accelerators, LINAC, to reach an energy of 50 MeV [33]. Then the acceleration of
the protons continues in the four rings of the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PS) to
reach an energy of 1.4 GeV [33]. The Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) proceeds

19
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Figure 3.1: The CERN accelerator complex showing the various accelerators used
to inject high-energy protons into the main LHC beam-line. The positions of the
various experiments are also highlighted. Protons take the path indicated by grey
arrows to reach the LHC, starting at the Booster from hydrogen ions accelerated at
one of the linear accelerators, LINAC. Taken from [32].
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to accelerate the particles to the energy at which they enter the LHC rings [33].
Further acceleration up to 7 TeV (for

p
s = 14 TeV pp collisions) is achieved with

superconducting magnets and radio-frequency cavities in the LHC ring [33, 34].

Protons are collided in bunches of O(1011) protons to achieve a reasonable number
of interactions per bunch crossing and therefore a su�ciently large data rate [30, 31].
The LHC is designed to deliver pp bunch crossings every 25 ns [31]. The collision
rate is quantified using the luminosity for a Gaussian beam defined [30, 31]:

L =
N

2

b
nbfrev�F

4⇡✏n�⇤ (3.1)

where:

• Nb is the number of protons per bunch.

• nb is the number of bunches per beam.

• frev is the revolution frequency of the beams (frev = 11246 Hz for proton beams
[35]).

• � is the Lorentz factor (from special relativity) of the beam
(e.g. � = Ebeam/mpc

2, mp is the proton mass).

• �
⇤ is the value of a “betatron” function that describes the squeezing of the

beam through an aperture of the LHC magnets.

• ✏n is the normalised beam emittance ranging from 1 µm to 3.5 µm and describes
the space that the beam occupies in combination with �⇤ [36].

• F is a scale factor accounting for increases in the relative angle between bunches
at collision points – in these regions the beams travel through the same section
of the beam pipe (and are not separated), which can lead to parasitic (unwanted)
collisions [30].

The total integrated luminosity is given by integrating the instantaneous luminosity
(measured at a particular instant in time) over the duration of data collection:

L =

Z
Linst dt (3.2)

where Linst is the instantaneous luminosity in units of {area}�1
⇥ s�1. The integrated

luminosity has units that are the inverse of those for the cross-section for a given
process (a measure of how often it occurs) and the expected yield (number of
events) for a process can therefore be calculated as N = � ⇥ L ⇥ ✏ (where � is
the cross-section, L is the integrated luminosity, and ✏ is some e�ciency for the
detection/reconstruction of that process) [30]. An individual run of the LHC for a
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duration Trun achieves an integrated luminosity of [30]:

Lint = L0⌧L(1� e
�Trun/⌧L) (3.3)

where L0 is the initial luminosity and ⌧L ⇡ 14.9 h is the luminosity lifetime, which is
a measure of how long it takes for the luminosity (and beam intensity) to fall due
to beam losses associated with nuclear and machine e↵ects. The optimal Trun value
depends on the magnitude of ⌧L in addition to the time taken to fill and clear the
LHC beam pipes at the start and end of a run, respectively [30]. Trun typically takes
on a value between 5.5 and 12 hours [30]. Consequently, if the LHC is operated for
200 days per year a total (integrated) luminosity of 80 � 200 fb�1 is achieved for
L0 ⇡ 1034 cm�2 s�1 [30].

Luminosity measurements are an essential part of monitoring data quality. The
ATLAS experiment has several methods for measuring this quantity, including using
the LUCID detector discussed later in Section 3.2.7. The cumulative integrated
luminosity of collisions recorded by the ATLAS experiment in Run 2 is shown as
a function of time in Figure 3.2a, which includes the 139 fb�1 of data usable for
analyses.

An alternate formulation for Equation (3.1) is [35]:

L =
X

b

Lb (3.4)

where Lb is the instantaneous luminosity for a single proton bunch [35]:

Lb =
µvisfrev

�vis
. (3.5)

In this Equation µvis is the number of visible interactions per bunch crossing and
�vis is the cross-section for these visible interactions [35]. Importantly, µvis (and hµi,
the average number of interactions per bunch crossing) describe the number of extra
inelastic pp interactions that take place every bunch crossing (in addition to the
hard-scatter event that is useful for physics) [35]. These extra interactions are referred
to as “pile-up” and produce challenging conditions for data collection. Reconstructed
particles and objects originating from pile-up interactions might need to be rejected
in favour of radiation from the hard-scatter interaction of interest as discussed in
Chapter 4. Pile-up contamination levels will increase in Run 3 of the LHC and at the
High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) where hµi will reach 200 interactions per bunch
crossing compared to a value of 33.7 from Run 2. The hµi distribution for data taken
at the ATLAS experiment during Run 2 of the LHC is shown in Figure 3.2b for the
complete ATLAS Recorded dataset from Figure 3.2a.
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(a) The cumulative (integrated) luminosity as a function of time from stable beam conditions
measured during Run 2 of the LHC. The Good for Physics luminosity in blue corresponds
to data that can be used for physics analyses and totals 139 fb�1 for the Run 2 dataset.
Taken from [37].

(b) The integrated luminosity as a function of the mean number of interactions per bunch
crossing (µ) during Run 2 data-taking at

p
s = 13 TeV. The mean number of interactions

per bunch crossing is a useful measure of the pile-up conditions in the detector and peaks
between 30-40 interactions per bunch crossing for the final years of Run 2 data collection.
Taken from [37].

Figure 3.2: ATLAS luminosity and pile-up results from Run 2 operations.
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3.2 The ATLAS Detector

The ATLAS experiment sub-detectors provide a wide range of measurement capabil-
ities and are also instrumented with hardware used to identify events of interest –
trigger and data acquisition systems. The following Section introduces some of these
detector systems and their purpose. A labelled diagram of the detector is shown in
Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: A labelled diagram showing the various sub-detectors that make up the
ATLAS experiment. Taken from [38].

3.2.1 Detector Coordinate System

Events reconstructed in the ATLAS detector are described using a right-handed
coordinate system where the origin lies at the nominal interaction point (IP) and
the cartesian z-axis lies along the beam pipe. The x-axis and y-axis lie in the plane
transverse to the beam such that the positive x-axis points towards the centre of
the collider ring and the positive y-axis extends vertically [29]. The passage of
a detected object is parametrised by coordinates (pT, ⌘, �) [29]. Here, � is the
azimuthal angle of a cylinder around the IP, ⌘ is the pseudo-rapidity defined as
⌘ = � ln tan

�
✓

2

�
where ✓ is the polar angle relative to the beam, and pT is the

transverse momentum measured in the xy-plane (pT =
p

p2
x
+ p2

y
) [29]. A schematic

of the ⌘ coordinate definition is shown in Figure 3.4. Distances in ⌘ � � space are
calculated as �R =

p
�⌘2 +��2 [29]. Since the pseudo-rapidity is an approximation

for massless particles, the rapidity (y) is used for massive particles/detector objects,
including hadronic jets [29]. The rapidity is substituted for ⌘ in the �R calculation
for these objects, and is given by [29]:

y =
1

2
ln

✓
E + pz

E � pz

◆
(3.6)
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where E is the energy of the object and pz is the component of its momentum along
the z-axis (beam-line).

z

y
⌘ ! 0, ✓ = 90�

⌘ ! 1, ✓ = 0�

⌘ = 1, ✓ ⇡ 40�⌘ = �1, ✓ ⇡ 140�

✓

Figure 3.4: Pseudo-rapidity (⌘) diagram showing example values from the definition:
⌘ = � ln tan

�
✓

2

�
. The ⌘ coordinate is defined in terms of the polar angle ✓ with

respect to the z-axis. In this case, the x-axis lies perpendicular to the page and the
coordinates are visualised in the yz-plane. Within the ATLAS detector, complete
coverage up to |⌘| ! 1 is not achieved because this would overlap with the beam
pipe. The |⌘| coverage of the detector terminates at |⌘| = 4.9 [29]. Adapted from
[39].

The use of transverse coordinates is motivated by momentum conservation, to the
extent that the net transverse component (~pT) of the total 3-momentum possessed
by the interacting partons within the colliding protons is zero. Whereas, the total
longitudinal component of their momentum is unknown, since the rest-frame of their
interaction relative to the detector frame is not known. When the total ~pT of all
collision products does not vanish, “missing transverse momentum” can be measured
and attributed to undetected neutral particles, including undiscovered particles such
as the lightest supersymmetric particle in R-parity conserving supersymmetry models
[29, 40].

3.2.2 Magnet System

An extensive superconducting magnet system consisting of a solenoid magnet and
three toroid magnets is used to deflect charged particle trajectories so that precision
position and momentum measurements can be made by tracking detectors [29]. The
inner detector (ID) discussed further in Section 3.2.3 is concentrically enclosed by a
2 T superconducting solenoid in the region defined by |⌘| < 2.5 [29].

The Muon Spectrometer (Section 3.2.5) relies on magnetic fields produced by super-
conducting air-core toroid magnets arranged parallel and perpendicular (aligned with
the solenoid) to the beam axis in the barrel region and two end-caps, respectively [29].
The barrel and end-cap magnets provide coverage over |⌘| < 1.4 and 1.6 < |⌘| < 2.7,
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respectively, and both contain 8 symmetrically positioned (relative to the beam axis)
coils [29]. Overlapping toroid magnetic fields in the region 1.4 < |⌘| < 1.6 worsen
the bending performance relative to other regions with a single dominant magnet
[29].

3.2.3 The Inner Detector

The inner detector (ID) (ID) (Figure 3.5) provides essential charged particle tracking
capabilities in the |⌘| < 2.5 region [29]. Measurements made with the ID contribute to
momentum and vertex reconstruction, electron identification, and pattern recognition
[29]. These capabilities are crucial for the rejection of pile-up tracks [41] and for
identifying the decays of Beyond the Standard Model particles (e.g. dark matter
signatures involving disappearing tracks or emerging jets [42, 43]). The tracking
detectors in the barrel region are layered concentrically relative to the beam axis,
and those in the end-caps are positioned perpendicular to the beam axis [29]. Several
sub-detectors are used, including the semiconductor tracker (SCT), pixel (high
granularity silicon) detectors, and transition radiation tracker (TRT) [29].

Innermost detectors, the SCT and pixel detectors, provide precision tracking capabil-
ities, including for vertex identification. Impact parameter and vertex measurements
for ⌧ lepton and heavy-flavour particle identification1 are performed with the SCT
using silicon strips aligned parallel and radial to the beam direction in the barrel
region and end-caps, respectively [29].

The transition radiation tracker (TRT) continues charged particle tracking up to
|⌘| < 2.0 in the transition region between the inner detector and electromagnetic
calorimeters [29]. Small-diameter straw tubes of varying lengths in the barrel and
end-caps are used to provide tracking at large radii compared to the SCT and pixel
detectors [29].

In the lead up to the commissioning of the HL-LHC, a new silicon tracking detector,
the Inner Tracker (ITk), will be installed [45]. The |⌘| coverage of the ITk will be
much larger than the existing detectors allowing charged particle tracking up |⌘| = 4
[45]. This will improve particle reconstruction and identification in the forward region
at large ⌘, while also assisting in the rejection of radiation from pile-up interactions
[45].

3.2.4 Calorimeters

Calorimeters (Figure 3.6) are responsible for measuring the energy deposits of both
charged and neutral particles [29]. These detectors are one of the most important tools
for measuring the energy of hadronic jets identified as energy clusters in the hadronic
calorimeter [29]. Each calorimeter system is designed to ensure electromagnetic and

1For example, jets originating from b-quarks [44]
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Figure 3.5: A labelled diagram of the inner detector. Taken from [46].

hadronic showers are contained within the detectors to a high degree while limiting
the number of non-muon particles that reach the muon detectors [29, 47].

The calorimeter design depends on whether it is used for electromagnetic (EM)
or hadronic particle detection. EM calorimeters are used to detect electrons and
photons in EM showers, which do not penetrate as far into the calorimeter system
as their hadronic counterparts (e.g. hadrons including pions) [29, 47]. Consequently,
high granularity EM calorimeters are situated in the innermost region of the detector
outside the tracking region [29]. Both barrel (|⌘| < 1.475) and endcap wheel
(1.375 < |⌘| < 3.2) calorimeters immersed in liquid argon (LAr) cryostats (for cooling
and to contain the LAr) are used for EM energy measurements [29].

Hadronic energy measurements are obtained with the Tile, LAr hadronic end-cap,
and LAr forward calorimeters, with less granularity than those for EM measurements
[29]. The Tile calorimeter is a three-layer sampling calorimeter, which provides
coverage over |⌘| < 1.0 in the barrel and 0.8 < |⌘| < 1.7 in the overlapping extended
barrel [29]. A sampling calorimeter consists of one material (in this case steel) that
produces detectable signals, and another active material (in this case scintillating
tiles) that measures these signals [29, 47]. The scintillating tiles readout calorimeter
signals into photomultiplier tubes [29]. The hadronic end-cap calorimeter uses copper
wheels immersed in the same LAr cryostat as the EM end-cap calorimeter to cover
1.5 < |⌘| < 3.2 [29]. The LAr forward calorimeter is also contained within the same
LAr cryostat and comprises three components, the innermost component made from
copper and the two outermost components made from tungsten [29]. The calorimeter
granularity decreases in subsequent layers (and in the forward region for the EM
calorimeter) [29], which has important implications for hadronic jet reconstruction
discussed further in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.6: A labelled diagram of the ATLAS calorimeters. Taken from [48].

3.2.5 The Muon Spectrometer

The muon spectrometer (MS) provides measurements of muons, which do not deposit
all of their energy in the calorimeters like other particles [29]. Magnetic fields provided
by the toroid magnets introduced in Section 3.2.2 bend the paths of charged particles
in order to identify muon tracks using various detection chambers [29]. Similar to
other systems, detection chambers are positioned cylindrically around the beam
axis in the barrel region, and perpendicular to the beam axis in the end-caps and
transition regions [29]. Three layers of chambers are used in each of these regions
[29].

The monitored drift tubes (MDTs) are used for precision tracking over |⌘| < 2.7
and |⌘| < 2.0 for the innermost layer [29]. Cathode strip chambers (CSCs) on
the inner end-cap are used for tracking at larger |⌘| in the 2.0 < |⌘| < 2.7 region
[29]. Resistive plate chambers (RPCs) are used in the barrel region (|⌘| < 1.05) for
triggering and measurements of the second track angular coordinate [29]. Thin gap
chambers (TGCs) serve the same purpose, and are situated in the end-cap regions
1.05 < |⌘| < 2.7 and 1.05 < |⌘| < 2.4 for the measurement and trigger chambers,
respectively [29].

A key feature of the MS is that the alignment of the chambers in the magnetic field
of the toroids must be very precise to accurately reconstruct muon candidates [29].
Consequently, alignment sensors are used in the MDTs to identify chamber positions
and Hall sensors are used to monitor the toroid magnetic field [29]. Simulation
comparisons are used to identify the toroid locations and the e↵ects of other magnetic
material in detector components [29].
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During Run 3, the MS will include the two New Small Wheels (NSWs) installed during
Long Shutdown 2. These detectors lie in the end-cap regions (1.0 < |⌘| < 2.7 (2.4)
for tracking (triggering)) and consist of layers of small-strip TGCs and Micromegas,
a gaseous particle detector [49].

Figure 3.7: A labelled diagram of the ATLAS muon detection systems. Taken from
[50].

3.2.6 Triggering and data acquisition

Architecture of ATLAS triggering and data acquisition systems

Triggering and data acquisition (TDAQ) is a significant focus of this thesis and plays
a fundamental role in processing data readout by the ATLAS detector. The LHC
provides collisions at a peak rate of 40 MHz – it is not possible to record all this
data2. To reduce the rate at which data are recorded, the ATLAS experiment uses a
two-level TDAQ system [51, 52]. A trigger menu comprising di↵erent signatures and
selections on objects defines a set of “rules” that events must satisfy to be saved for
analysis and broadly influences the phenomena that are studied [52].

The first level, the Level-1 (L1) trigger, is implemented as a hardware trigger that
makes low-latency (2.5 µs) event selections using coarsely reconstructed detector
information [29, 51]. Information from the calorimeter (L1Calo) and muon (L1Muon)
hardware triggers is amalgamated in combination with information from the L1
topological (L1Topo) trigger in the Central Trigger Processor (CTP) to determine
whether the event is passed on to the High-Level Trigger (HLT) [29, 51]. L1Topo
information includes geometrical and kinematic selections involving quantities such

2Saving 1 MB of data per event for every event would lead to 40 TB of data being saved per second!
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as the invariant masses and angular separations of objects. The L1Muon system
passes information to the CTP through the Muon CTP Interface (MUCTPI) [29, 51].
During Run 3, the muon trigger systems will include hardware for both NSWs.

The L1 trigger identifies regions-of-interest (RoIs), which are readout by Front-End
electronics at the L1 output rate of 100 kHz and transmitted to the HLT through
Read-Out Drivers (RODs) and the Read-Out System [51]. The HLT consists of
a CPU farm that makes software-based selections using o✏ine-like reconstruction
algorithms [51]. At the HLT, a trigger hypothesis decides whether an event passes
a particular trigger signature(s). When this occurs, the Sub-Farm Output (SFOs)
processors save data for later reconstruction [51]. This results in an output rate for
the HLT on the order of 1 kHz (1.2 kHz during Run 2) [29, 51].

Figure 3.8: Configuration of the ATLAS trigger system in Run 2. The Fast TracKer
(FTK) was not used during Run 2 and will not be used during Run 3 in favour of
fast tracking algorithms at the HLT [53]. Taken from [51].

Trigger streams

A range of trigger streams are used to collect data for di↵erent purposes [52]. The
Physics-main stream is devoted to data collection for all physics analyses [52].
However, this thesis will discuss the use of other streams with di↵erent applications.
Data-scouting or Trigger-object Level Analysis (TLA) streams use high-rate triggers
and small event sizes to overcome bandwidth limitations of the Physics-main stream
[52] – this is discussed further in Chapter 5. During Run 3 of the LHC, a Delayed
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Stream [54, 55] will also be used. This stream operates like the Physics-main stream
with the exception that events saved to disk are not reconstructed immediately
alongside other data. Rather, the data remain in storage until su�cient CPU
resources are available for opportunistic reconstruction.

Resource usage and estimating trigger costs

TDAQ systems must consider both CPU costs and limitations on the amount of
data that can be stored for analysis. A key quantity that encapsulates the rate at
which data is saved and the size of events stored on disk is the bandwidth:

{bandwidth} = {event size}⇥ {trigger rate} (3.7)

where the trigger rate3 could be the rate of an individual trigger chain (consisting of
an L1 trigger and/or HLT selection) or that of an entire trigger stream. During Run
2, the output bandwidth of the HLT reached 1.2 GB/s [51].

To estimate the trigger CPU and rate costs in preparation for the operation of the
ATLAS detector, enhanced bias data is used to emulate real data-taking conditions
[56]. In principle, the rate at which trigger chains fire is calculable with an unbiased
event sample that is arbitrarily large [56]. However, this is unrealistic and impractical
given the size of the dataset that would be required [56]. Instead, a suite of L1
triggers (5 di↵erent chains in Run 2) is used to collect a dataset with “enhanced
bias” that favours events identified to contain many objects (high multiplicity) with
large momenta [56]. The events are assigned an event weight indicative of the “true”
probability of seeing such an event to remove the bias introduced by the L1 trigger
selections [56]. Then the rates of any HLT (or L1) trigger signature can be estimated
using the sum of the weights assigned to events passing the trigger divided by the
time in which the dataset is collected [56].

There are several important factors relating to this estimation and data-collection
procedure [56]:

• Trigger pre-scales: pre-scales are used to reduce event rates. A pre-scale of
n corresponds to a probability 1/n of keeping an event that passes the pre-
scaled trigger. By introducing this probability into the event weights during
estimation one can determine the e↵ect of pre-scales on any trigger.

• Estimates for trigger rates/CPU usage are only representative of run condi-
tions at the average luminosity throughout the enhanced bias data-taking. If
the conditions for data-taking change considerably (e.g. average number of
interactions per bunch crossing, hµi, or the collision CM energy,

p
s), then a

new enhanced bias dataset is needed.
3For an individual trigger this is the number of times an event passes the selection in a particular
time period. The trigger stream rate combines the rates of all trigger signatures assigned to the
stream.
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• Enhanced bias data are collected in parallel with data used for physics analyses.
Consequently, the L1 selections used for data collection can be shared with
the main physics trigger menu and therefore might have an existing pre-scale.
Where this is the case, a random choice of L1 trigger (from a list of pre-defined
L1 triggers for a complete L1 and HLT chain) is used to seed HLT triggers.

Changes towards high-luminosity operations

The ATLAS TDAQ systems will be upgraded to handle a significant increase in
pp collision rates anticipated at the High-Luminosity LHC. This will include a
significant change to the output rates of di↵erent trigger levels. The existing L1
trigger will transition to the Level-0 (L0) hardware trigger with an output rate of 1
MHz [45]. This system will include various components including the L0 calorimeter
and muon triggers (L0Calo and L0Muon) in addition to other feature extraction
electronics used for jet, electron, global, and forward (large |⌘|) reconstruction [45].
The Global Trigger, within the L0 trigger, will use o✏ine-like reconstruction, apply
topological selections, and calculate event-level observables with high-granularity
detector information [45]. The Central Trigger Processor, like for the Run 2 and Run
3 TDAQ architecture, will make a collective decision on whether an event satisfies
selections, and passing events will be readout and transmitted through a central
DAQ system [45]. The HLT (Event Filter) will apply software-based reconstruction
and selections to reduce the output rate of the detector to on average 10 kHz for
storage [45].

3.2.7 Forward Detectors

The ATLAS detector systems include various sub-detectors situated in the forward
region on either side of the primary detector, which are used for luminosity and heavy-
ion collision measurements [29]. Each detector has two components positioned at an
equal distance on either side of the IP (i.e. the centre of the ATLAS detector).

The LUCID (LUminosity measurement using Cerenkov Integrating Detector) is
responsible for real-time (online) pp collision luminosity measurements at a position
±17 m from IP [29]. The ALFA (Absolute Luminosity for ATLAS) detector also
provides luminosity measurements at a location ±240 m from the IP using a tracking
detector equipped with scintillating material [29].

Measurements of centrality in heavy-ion collisions are provided by the ZDC (Zero
Degree Calorimeter) ±140 m from the IP [29]. However, since this thesis focuses on
pp physics there will be no further discussion of this apparatus.

3.3 Summary

This Chapter provided a brief description of the LHC and its operation before
discussing the ATLAS experiment in detail. The ATLAS detector draws on a complex
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network of sub-detectors to precisely reconstruct pp and heavy-ion collisions. These
sub-detectors include the calorimeters and inner detector, which are foundational for
identifying the energy deposits and trajectories of particles contained in hadronic
jets. The evolution of the detector systems to handle a more demanding collision
environment at the HL-LHC will prove to be an essential component of extending
existing measurements and searching for undiscovered phenomena.





Chapter 4

Hadronic final state reconstruction
at the ATLAS experiment

Hadronic jets are an important feature in many Standard Model (SM) and Beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) physics processes. The reconstruction of hadronic final states
involves translating raw detector signals into the high-level information used to define
the objects and observables used in physics analyses. A complete understanding of
detector performance in the reconstruction of all objects – leptons, photons, jets,
and missing transverse momentum – is therefore essential. After the initial stages of
reconstruction, the calibration of physics objects brings their energy scales close to
those of particle-level (truth) objects from simulations.

This Chapter introduces jet physics and provides an overview of the ATLAS re-
construction algorithms. Hadronic jets are introduced in Section 4.1 and their
reconstruction is discussed further in Section 4.2 onwards. Lepton/photon and
missing transverse momentum reconstruction are briefly discussed in Section 4.3 and
Section 4.4, respectively. Section 4.5 provides an overview of jet calibration methods
and Section 4.6 discusses reconstruction within the ATLAS trigger systems. The
final Sections of this Chapter focus on boosted object reconstruction (Section 4.7)
and jet identification (tagging) (Section 4.8).

4.1 Hadronic jets at collider experiments

Hadronic jet production is one of the most significant processes at modern hadron
collider experiments and originates from the hadronisation of particle showers con-
taining quarks (q) and gluons (g) into sprays of colour neutral hadrons [57]. Their
formation is closely linked with asymptotic freedom and colour confinement in QCD
(i.e. the strong force). A hard-scatter (HS) interaction of two protons leads to the
interaction of one quark from each of the protons to produce another high energy q

or g [4, 58]. As this particle propagates, it radiates gluons, which themselves radiate
both qq̄ pairs and additional gluons, producing a parton1 shower [4, 58]. As the

1A collective term for quarks and gluons.
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length scale of the interactions increases, the strong-force magnitude increases with
the strong coupling, ↵s [4, 58]. It eventually becomes energetically favourable to
produce colourless hadrons from the parton shower (hadronisation linked to colour
confinement) [4, 58], resulting in the spray of charged and neutral hadrons measured
by tracking detectors and calorimeters.

Additional hadronic contributions to events include pile-up, additional simultaneous
and inelastic pp interactions during a bunch crossing, and the underlying event [58].
If only one of the three quarks in the proton interacts in a hard-scatter interaction,
the remaining quarks can continue to interact, contributing an additional low-energy
background to the event, called the underlying event [57, 58]. Experimentally, the
underlying event looks quite similar to low-pT pile-up contributions [59]. Multi-jet
events of interest later in this thesis arise when the “leftover” proton quarks interact
in additional hard scatterings [58].

The experimental definition of a jet (in practice) is somewhat arbitrary compared
to the QCD picture of a spray of hadrons originating from a q or g [57]. The
“experimental” definition of a jet involves [57, 59]:

1. Detector measurements (input objects) that describe the jet 4-momentum
(energy, 3-momentum, position) (e.g. calorimeter clusters, charged particle
tracks,. . . ).

2. A jet clustering algorithm that groups input objects into jets.

3. Some form of size parameter related to the “area” of a jet that determines the
average (spatial) size of jets.

These definitions should be (relatively) easy to implement in experimental and
theoretical scenarios, and they should produce measurements that are calculable
(and do not diverge) in QCD perturbation theory results [57, 60]. A simple jet
definition consists of a cone (initially) centred on some seed particle chosen as the
hardest (highest pT) particle in the event, clustering every particle within an angular
distance, R, and iteratively re-defining the “seed” as the combined 4-momentum
of the constituents until no additional jet constituents are found [57]. Iterative jet
finding leads to issues associated with overlapping jets that share particles, and
there are several approaches to resolve this [57]. However, with these modifications,
the iterative algorithms fail to satisfy the requirements of IRC (Infra-red [IR] and
Collinear [C]) safety defined in the next examples. For cone algorithms seeded by
the hardest particle in an event, IR safety is violated when an alternative jet seed
is identified after adding additional soft radiation [57]. If an algorithm is IR safe,
then the jet clustering results do not change with the addition of soft radiation as
described in Figure 4.1a [57]. Similarly, the prevention of jet overlap by removing
the particles inside a “stable” (fully clustered) cone violates collinear safety [57]. If
a high-pT particle splits into two softer and nearly collinear particles, the choice of
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seed for the next iteration might change as in Figure 4.1b, leading to a di↵erent set
of jets being identified [57].

The IRC safe jet-finding algorithms currently used widely at hadron colliders (the
LHC in particular) are sequential recombination algorithms. In certain cases they
also yield useful information that is analogous to the QCD splitting behaviour [57].
These algorithms are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.

(a) An example of jet clustering failing IR safety requirements. Originally, two jets would
be identified (left). After the addition of soft radiation (gluon in red), the jet clustering
outcomes change – only a single jet is identified (right).

jet jet 1 jet 2

(b) An example of jet clustering failing collinear safety requirements. The splitting of a
hard particle into two softer particles results in a new hard seed (right), altering the final
jet(s) identified by the clustering algorithm.

Figure 4.1: Illustrative examples for both IR safety and collinear safety. Adapted
from [57].

4.2 Building jets from detector information

Translating detector information into objects similar to the QCD definition of a jet
requires the use of jet algorithms discussed in Section 4.1 and input objects built
from detector information. For this purpose, the jet algorithm of choice at many
collider experiments including the CMS and ATLAS experiments is a variation of
a sequential recombination algorithm introduced in Section 4.2.1. At the ATLAS
experiment these algorithms take as input: topological clusters (calorimeter clusters),
charged particle tracks, or more complicated combinations of the two objects. These
are discussed further in Section 4.2.2.

Besides the reconstruction of jets from real detector information, the execution of jet
clustering algorithms on particles produced by Monte-Carlo (MC) event generators
(generator-level particles) is used to identify truth- (or particle-) level jets. These are
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essential to the calibration of the jet energy scale (Section 4.5 and Appendix A.3),
which relies on information about the properties of “true” jets without detector e↵ects.
Beyond calibrations, the truth-level objects play an important role in representing
the “true” properties of a particle or physics object (jet, etc.) to study detector or
analysis performance.

4.2.1 Sequential recombination algorithms

Sequential recombination algorithms iteratively cluster jets using distance metrics to
compare the separation of jet inputs from other jet inputs and the “beam”. Like for
other algorithms, these jets have a user-defined size parameter, R, involved in the
angular part of the distance metric.

The distance measure between jet inputs is defined as [57]:

dij = min(p2n
T,i
, p

2n

T,j
)

✓
�Rij

R

◆2

(4.1)

where pT,i and pT,i are the transverse momenta of the ith and jth jet input, while
�Rij =

p
(⌘i � ⌘j)2 + (�i � �j)2 is the angular distance between the two jet inputs

in the (⌘, �) plane.

Similarly, the beam-jet input distance is [57]:

diB = p
2n

T,i
(4.2)

where n is an integer that controls the behaviour of the algorithm.

Jet finding proceeds iteratively for inclusive2 algorithms [57]:

1. All dij and diB are calculated.

2. The smallest dij and diB are compared to determine if the inputs are grouped:
if dij < diB the jet inputs i and j are nearby and clustered together into a jet.
The algorithm then returns to step (1) with the exception that j is removed
and i is now replaced by the “jet”3 consisting of the clustered inputs.

3. If dij > diB the jet inputs are su�ciently separated that they are not members
of the same jet. In this case, i is classified as a (complete) jet and removed
from the list of “jets”/inputs.

The exclusive variant of these algorithms continues clustering jets until a stopping
condition, for instance on the number of jets found by the algorithm, is satisfied
[57, 61]. This version of the clustering with the kt variant (discussed next) of the
algorithm (n = 1) is sometimes used to consider the substructure of large-R jets.

2These algorithms continue until no inputs for the jet reconstruction remain unclustered [57, 61].
3Not a complete jet!
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The jet-finding procedure for the n = 0 and n = 1 algorithms is computationally
expensive when many jet inputs exist – the runtime scales as O(N3) for N jet inputs
[57, 62]. After the application of computational geometry techniques in the FastJet
package, the runtime of these algorithms scales as O(N lnN) [57, 62].

The kt algorithm

The kt algorithm is a variant of the sequential recombination above with n = 1

[57]. Thus, the power of 2 in dij = min(p2n
T,i
, p

2n

T,j
)
�R

2
ij

R2 results in soft particles being
clustered before hard particles [57]. This causes the final collection of jets to contain
irregularly shaped jets as in Figure 4.2 [57].

An advantage of the kt algorithm is that the clustering sequence is like what one may
expect in QCD branchings of a parton shower [57]. This makes the algorithm useful
for identifying smaller sub-jets (size parameter R0 < R) within a jet, used extensively
in the calculation and measurement of jet substructure observables. Additionally,
since the algorithm favours soft radiation it has important implementations for the
removal of pile-up radiation from jets, discussed in Section 4.5.

The Cambridge-Aachen (C/A) algorithm

Like the kt algorithm, the Cambridge-Aachen (C/A) algorithm clustering sequence
is a proxy for the QCD branching of a parton shower [57]. With n = 0 there is no
dependence on jet input momentum in this variant of the clustering algorithm and
the resulting jets are only dependent on the angular separation of the jet inputs
[57]. Again, this is useful for exploring the substructure of large jets and results in
irregularly shaped jets.

The anti-kt algorithm

The anti-kt algorithm uses n = �1 in the distance measures, which results in the
clustering of hard jet inputs before soft jet inputs [57]. Unlike the cone algorithms
discussed earlier in the Chapter, the anti-kt is IRC safe due to the form of the
distance metrics used for the clustering and their behaviour for collinear splittings
(small �R) and soft (IR) radiation (the hardest radiation is clustered first) [57].
Importantly, the clustering sequence of the anti-kt algorithm is such that circular
jets (Figure 4.2) are produced like those from cone algorithms [57]. The benefit
of the similarity between cone and anti-kt jets becomes evident in jet calibration
(Section 4.5) where a well-defined jet area [57] allows pile-up radiation subtraction
and the consideration of detector e↵ects.

4.2.2 Inputs for clustering

Inputs to jet reconstruction can consist of calorimeter only information, track-only
information, or a combination of the two. Jet inputs with tracking information
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Figure 4.2: The shapes of R = 1.0 jets clustered with sequential recombination
algorithms. Note the irregular shape of the kt and C/A jets compared to the circular
shapes of anti-kt jets. Taken from [57].
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are more robust against pile-up contamination – it is possible to reject pile-up
radiation using charged particle tracking. Additionally, they are seen to improve the
reconstruction performance of the jets in a particle-flow approach [63].

Topoclusters

Calorimeter clusters are the most basic input to jet reconstruction. They are built
from the three-dimensional energy deposits of hadrons (and leptons/photons) in
the calorimeters referred to as topological clusters, topoclusters [64]. A significance-
based cell clustering algorithm is applied to build topoclusters [64]. First, the cell
significance, ⇠, is defined in terms of the measured calorimeter cell energy (Ecell) and
the total calorimeter noise (�total) incorporating an electronic (�electronic) and pile-up
(�pile-up) noise contribution (summed in quadrature) [64]:

⇠ =
Ecell

�total
. (4.3)

where [64]:
�total =

p
�pile-up + �electronic. (4.4)

Since the cell energy, Ecell, can be negative, |⇠| is used to calculate the cell significance.
In practice, negative energy cells arise from pile-up and noise fluctuations [64]. There
are three di↵erent clustering steps that use significance thresholds to ascertain the
cells to group in clusters [64]. The progression of the clustering procedure is illustrated
in Figure 4.3. The first clustering step identifies seed cells with |⇠| > S, where S is
the significance threshold (see Figure 4.3a) [64]. Then the surrounding cells with
significance, |⇠|, above a threshold N are added to the cluster (see Figure 4.3b)
[64]. Finally, the cells surrounding the incomplete cluster with |⇠| > P are added
to obtain a complete topocluster (see Figure 4.3c). The typical configuration for
o✏ine reconstruction has thresholds: S = 4, N = 2, P = 0 [64]. The latter threshold
means that all neighbouring cells are added to the cluster in the final step [64]. The
combination of both positive and negative energy cells inside a single topocluster
inherently results in noise (including pile-up!) suppression since the fluctuations
(with di↵erent sign) e↵ectively cancel each other [64].

By design, the ATLAS calorimeters are non-compensating, which means an elec-
tromagnetic energy deposit produces a larger calorimeter signal than a hadronic
deposit [64]. Therefore, topoclusters produced from raw calorimeter cells are cal-
ibrated to an electromagnetic (EM) scale. Additional calibrations are needed to
account for the non-compensation and correct the energies of hadronic deposits, so
they are not systematically lower than their EM counterparts. This procedure is
referred to as Local Hadronic Cell Weighting (LCW) [64]. Additional calibrations
correct for e↵ects including energy losses in dead (inactive) calorimeter material, the
deposition of energy outside the topoclusters (out-of-cluster correction), and recon-
struction thresholds imposed by the detector configuration (noise, etc.) that cause
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signal losses [64]. Further details of the LCW calibration procedure are discussed in
Appendix A.1.

(a) Initial seeding of clusters with cells that
have significance above S.

(b) Addition of neighbouring cells with sig-
nificance above N .

(c) Complete clusters formed after adding re-
maining cells with significance above P .

Figure 4.3: The procedure for the reconstruction of a dijet event in the forward
calorimeter with topoclusters, displayed using polar angle ✓ and azimuthal angle �.
Taken from [64].

Charged particle tracks

Charged particle tracks are not just used for jet reconstruction, but to identify any
charged particle produced in the detector. Hits from charged particles recorded by
the semiconductor tracking detector and pixel detectors within the inner detector
are used to produce clusters that define space points, and map out the trajectory a
charged particle takes in the detector magnetic fields [65]. The tracking algorithms
proceed iteratively to identify a wide variety of possible track candidates using
many combinations of space points/clusters [65]. The combinatorial nature of these
methods leads to track candidates that share clusters, which indicates that either
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the candidate was mis-reconstructed, or it originates from a dense (high energy)
environment where many objects are identified [65]. Track candidates are evaluated
using an ambiguity solver that aims to distinguish between cases where hit clusters
are correctly or incorrectly assigned [65]. First candidates must satisfy a series of
quality criteria relating to their kinematics (pT > 400 MeV and |⌘| < 2.5), selections
on measured values of impact parameters, and requirements on the number of
assigned clusters and missing hits referred to as holes in di↵erent layers of the
tracking detectors [65]. Candidates passing these requirements are assigned a score,
which penalises poor reconstruction and determines the order they are processed in
during ensuing steps – from highest to lowest score [65]. Neural networks are then
used to continue the ambiguity solving steps only for track candidates with merged
clusters (i.e. those candidates that share clusters) [65]. The final step in the track
reconstruction for candidates passing all previous stages is a precision fit that draws
on additional neural networks to predict the particle trajectory (track position) and
uncertainties in measurements [65].

Particle-flow methods

The combination of tracking and calorimeter information provides an avenue to
increase jet reconstruction performance – the resolution of objects and their pile-
up stability (e.g. pile-up tracks can be rejected). Particle-flow (PFlow) jets are
reconstructed from a combination of charged particle tracks and topoclusters using a
track-cluster matching procedure [66, 67]. These objects implement a subtraction
method to prevent double counting track and topocluster energy contributions at low-
pT, and have improved mass and energy resolution [63, 66, 67]. Recent developments
in the reconstruction of large-R jets include the development of inputs that are
more performant at high-pT (Track Calo-Clusters) where the PFlow double-counting
subtraction is disabled, and a combination of these and PFlow inputs to obtain
good reconstruction performance across a wide pT range (Unified Flow Objects) [66].
These inputs are discussed further in Appendix A.2.

4.2.3 Common jet definitions

A multitude of jet definitions (inputs, algorithm, size parameter) exist and are used in
analyses. However, a select group of jet definitions are used for the studies and work
presented in this thesis. These commonly used jet definitions and their abbreviations
are summarised below:

• small-R EMTopo jets: anti-kt R = 0.4 jets built from EM-scale topoclusters.

• small-R EMPFlow jets: anti-kt R = 0.4 jets built from EM-scale particle-flow
objects.

• large-R LCTopo jets: anti-kt R = 1.0 jets built from LCW scale topoclusters.
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The substructure of large-R (LCTopo) jets is typically probed by reclustering the
original jet with the (exclusive) kt algorithm (and a smaller size parameter) or the
C/A algorithm.

4.3 Lepton and photon reconstruction

Charged leptons (e, µ, ⌧) and photons (�) deposit energy in calorimeters and can
produce charged particle tracks in the inner detector. These deposits may overlap
with reconstructed hadronic jets, and jets (leptons) may be misidentified as leptons
(jets) – the case of jets “faking” leptons is more common due to the abundance of
jets. The reconstruction of these objects may be used to study hadronic processes by
ensuring isolated jets are identified and vetoing events from (semi-)leptonic processes
(e.g. semi-leptonic top quark decays).

Tau lepton reconstruction

Hadronic tau (⌧) lepton decays are readily reconstructed from combined tracking
and calorimeter information due to their relatively short lifetimes compared to the
size of the detector [68]. Tau reconstruction historically draws on small-R jet(s),
which are used to locate the decay vertex with the sum of the pT for tracks within a
�R < 0.2 cone around the jet axis [68]. More recent reconstruction strategies rely on
multivariate analysis algorithms referred to as Boosted Decision Trees (BDTs), which
are trained to di↵erentiate between background (quark/gluon) jet production and true
⌧ leptons [68]. The charged pion decay products are reconstructed separately from
neutral pions using a PFlow-like method compared to the BDT-only identification of
their neutral counterparts [68]. The reconstruction of ⌧ leptons in this Tau Particle
Flow algorithm improves the energy and spatial resolution of the final ⌧ candidates
[68].

Muon reconstruction

Muons deposit little energy in calorimeters but can be identified from their charged
particle tracks produced in the inner detector (ID) and the muon spectrometer
(MS) surrounding the calorimeters and tracking region [69]. Candidate muons are
reconstructed from a combination of ID tracks, MS tracks, and calorimeter deposits.
The di↵erent types of muon candidates reconstructed in Run 2 include [69, 70]:

• Combined muons (CB) – combined track reconstruction from matched MS and
ID tracks.

• Inside-out combined muons (IO) – built from extrapolated ID tracks associated
with MS hits.

• Segment-tagged muons (ST) – extrapolated ID tracks are stringently matched
to MS track segments using angular requirements.
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• Calorimeter-tagged muons (CT) – ID tracks are extrapolated to the calorimeter
and matched to energy deposits from minimum ionising particles4 (mips). An
additional pT > 5 GeV requirement is imposed for these candidates to mitigate
contamination from other low-pT radiation in the calorimeters.

Di↵erent reconstruction purity and identification e�ciency working points are then
defined by requirements on the track 4-momentum coordinates (i.e. �, ✓) and its
fit, the charge to momentum (q/p) ratio of the track measured in the MS, impact
parameter measurements from the ID, and ratios of the pT for tracks identified with
di↵erent reconstruction requirements [69–71].

Electron and photon reconstruction

Like other leptons, electrons and photons are reconstructed from both their calorime-
ter deposits and charged particle tracks [72]. The interaction of photons with detector
material leads to the production of e+e� pairs that are identifiable with charged
particle tracks (photon conversion vertices) despite the electrical neutrality of the
original photon [72]. The electrons and photons are reconstructed from superclus-
ters combining track or vertex matched (dependent on the photon/electron origin)
topoclusters [72]. Photon conversion vertices are instead reconstructed with fixed-size
calorimeter clusters that are loosely associated with tracks [72]. The reconstruction
sequence solves ambiguities where photon/electron candidates may share clusters
(a consequence of independent reconstruction)5 and includes an energy calibration
[72].

Like muon reconstruction, di↵erent working points are designed to yield di↵erent
e�ciencies for the identification of photon/electron candidates of varying purity [72].
Electron identification algorithms di↵erentiate “prompt” electrons (i.e. electrons that
do not originate from a background process) from background objects using ratios
of individual likelihoods defined for prompt electron and background classification
[72]. The Loose working point provides an e�ciency (for electroweak processes) of
95%, which decreases to 88% for the Medium working point and is lowest for the
80% e�ciency Tight working point [72]. The photon identification working points
are defined by selections on one-dimensional distributions of variables sensitive to
di↵erences between prompt photons and backgrounds such as those from hadronic
jet production [72]. These selections are binned in ⌘ (and ET for the Tight working
point) [72]. Loose working point selections are made on shower shape variables,
and the Medium working point combines shower shape and EM LAr (first layer)
calorimeter energy di↵erence ratio6 selections [72]. The Loose and Medium working
points are primarily used for triggering, while the Tight working point is used for

4A particle with energy such that the ionisation density (energy lost per unit length of the path
traversed by a particle) is minimised [47].

5In these cases, the photon (or electron) can also be identified as an electron (or photon) based on
the reconstruction procedure implemented so far [72].

6The di↵erence between the energy of the leading and second-leading energy deposits of a cluster
normalised by their sum [72].
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o✏ine reconstruction and selects a subset of the Medium working point photons
[72].

4.4 Missing transverse momentum reconstruction

Missing transverse momentum, ( ~Emiss

T
), is used to infer the presence of weakly

interacting neutral particles (including neutrinos in electroweak decays such as
W

±
! l

±
⌫) that do not deposit energy in calorimeters [73]. ~E

miss

T
is also used

to constrain models of BSM physics such as supersymmetry, where the lightest
supersymmetric particle (LSP) is neutral and stable [73]. The calculation of the
~E
miss

T
and its application in searches for new physics (or tests of the SM) relies on the

conservation of the total momentum in the plane transverse to the beams [73].

The ~Emiss

T
observable is unique in that it encapsulates the total energy of an event

from both leptons/photons and hadrons [73]. Thus, the detector objects must be
sequentially reconstructed to avoid mistaking the energy deposits from a lepton
for those of a jet, for example [73]. The typical sequence for the reconstruction
of the detector objects begins with muons (reconstructed primarily from tracks
in the ID and MS) [73]. Then electrons, photons, and hadronically decaying ⌧

leptons are reconstructed and identified [73]. Finally, either EMTopo or PFlow jets are
reconstructed [73]. Overlap removal procedures are applied to prevent any double
counting of contributions from nearby jets, leptons, or photons [73]. Any remaining
calorimeter deposit or track contributes to the soft ~Emiss

T
term from energy deposits

not directly associated with the high-pT leptons and jets [73]. The expression for
the ~E

miss

T
is broken into the hard term (leptons, jets, etc.) and the soft term in a

two-dimensional (xy-plane) vectorial sum [73]:

~E
miss

T
= ~E

miss(µ)

T
+ ~E

miss(e)

T
+ ~E

miss(⌧)

T
+ ~E

miss(�)

T
+ ~E

miss(jets)

T
+ ~E

miss(soft)

T
(4.5)

where the contribution of each type of object is calculated in terms of the transverse
momentum as [73]:

~E
miss(obj)

T
= �

X

objects

~pT. (4.6)

Pile-up contamination for the hadronic component of ~Emiss

T
reconstruction negatively

impacts the reconstruction performance. Therefore, a pile-up mitigation/rejection
step is included to remove jets that originate from pile-up activity [73]. This is
implemented as a Jet Vertex Tagger selection discussed further in Section 4.8.1 [73].
The di↵erent ~Emiss

T
reconstruction working points (Loose, Tight) are defined in terms

of these jet selection requirements [73]. The Tight working point provides a higher
purity measurement with less pile-up contamination [73]. An additional reconstruc-
tion working point rejects forward pile-up jets (outside the tracking acceptance) to
reduce pile-up contamination in ~E

miss

T
distribution tails [73].
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4.5 Small-R jet calibration

The small-R jet calibration modifies EM-scale jets such that their energy scale is
similar to truth-level jets through a sequence of steps shown in Figure 4.4. The initial
stages of the jet calibration7 correct the angular coordinates of the jet 4-momentum
to point from the reconstructed primary vertex rather than the centre of the detector
(an origin correction) [74]. Next, contributions from pile-up radiation are estimated
with a momentum density observable (momentum per unit area) calculated with
kt jets and subtracted from the anti-kt jets after a measurement of their area (i.e.
subtract the product of the momentum density and the jet area) [67, 74]. An
additional step in the pile-up subtraction aims to eliminate the dependence of the
jet pT on other observables sensitive to pile-up – the number of primary vertices and
the number of interactions per bunch crossing [74]. The motivation for this is linked
to the calculation of the momentum density observable for central jets (within the
tracking acceptance) such that very energetic jets or those with large ⌘ (forward jets)
show residual pile-up dependence [67, 74].

The jet energy scale (JES) correction is then derived from MC simulation and aims to
recover the truth-level jet energy scale [67, 74]. This correction applies a calibration
scale factor derived from the jet energy response, the ratio of the reconstructed
to truth jet energy, to the complete jet 4-momentum vector [67, 74]. Transitions
between the sub-detectors in di↵erent detector regions lead to di↵erences between
the ⌘ coordinate of truth-level and reconstructed jets [67, 74, 75]. This necessitates a
correction to the jet ⌘ using the di↵erence between the truth-level and reconstructed
jet ⌘, and a correction to the jet pT applied using a jet energy scale factor, but
without modifying the complete 4-momentum [67, 74, 75].

The final calibration stages include the Global Sequential Calibration (GSC) and
the in situ calibration. The GSC accounts for di↵erences in the jets due to their
initiating particle – quark-initiated jets penetrate further into calorimeters and the
hadrons inside them carry a larger fraction of the jet pT unlike gluon-initiated jets [74].
The correction derives scale factors (using similar methods to the JES correction)
in terms of five di↵erent variables that encapsulate the di↵erences between quark-
and gluon-initiated jets [74]. Finally, the in situ correction uses both data and
MC simulation to correct the energy scale of the jets to that seen in “real” jets by
balancing8 well-measured objects in data against jets under calibration [74].

Further details on the jet calibration procedures are provided in Appendix A.3.

7Unless this step is already done at the jet input level.
8Exploiting the conservation of momentum for di↵erent processes with recoiling objects.
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Figure 4.4: Small-R jet calibration sequence starting from jet inputs involving
calorimeter or charged particle track inputs (or a combination of these). Taken from
[67].

4.6 Trigger reconstruction

4.6.1 L1 reconstruction

L1 trigger reconstruction is quite di↵erent to o✏ine reconstruction since the algorithms
generally produce more coarse objects with a significant energy scale di↵erence
(electromagnetic-scale) compared to calibrated o✏ine objects. The calorimeter
trigger (L1Calo) identifies jets from coarse (in ��⇥�⌘) calorimeter towers [76] and
no tracking information is available, so additional pile-up mitigation steps (e.g. JVT
in Section 4.8.1) are not possible. As discussed in Section 3.2.6, the principle of the
L1 reconstruction is that the hardware trigger will readout information from the
detectors and where the reconstructed objects are above reconstruction thresholds
a region-of-interest (RoI) is defined [52]. The RoI information is carried through
the TDAQ systems and used for further selections at the HLT where more complete
reconstruction takes place [52].

The L1Calo reconstruction uses �⌘⇥�� = 0.1⇥0.1 granularity trigger (calorimeter)
towers (the ⌘ granularity decreases for jets in the forward region) and sliding window
algorithms for both lepton/photon and jet reconstruction [76]. The lepton/photon
algorithms iterate over clusters of the EM calorimeter towers and identify an RoI
where the

P
ET in an inner 2 ⇥ 2 tower cluster shown in Figure 4.5 is at a local

maximum (in case of overlapping windows) [52, 76]. Additional requirements are
imposed on the isolation of energy deposits for lepton/photon reconstruction: all
ET deposits in a ring around the EM calorimeter 2⇥ 2 cluster and in/around the
2⇥ 2 “core” in the hadronic calorimeter must be below a certain threshold [76]. To
identify tower clusters above reconstruction thresholds, an ET sum is calculated
for adjacent towers (that share an edge) in the 2⇥ 1 or 1⇥ 2 geometries indicated
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Figure 4.5: Diagram illustrating the energy-sum and calorimeter tower clustering
procedure used in the L1Calo trigger. Taken from [52].

in Figure 4.5 [76]. When reconstructing ⌧ leptons (their hadronic decays), the
energy deposit in the hadronic calorimeter core is added to the four possible ET

sums from the EM calorimeter cluster [76]. This
P

ET is then required to pass the
reconstruction thresholds used to define RoIs discussed above [76]. The (L1) jet
reconstruction relies on jet elements, 2 ⇥ 2 tower clusters combining the EM and
hadronic calorimeter measurements, and considers whether the total

P
ET in the

“window” of the algorithm passes thresholds [76].

The Run 2 sliding window sizes for jet reconstruction included a 4⇥ 4 and an 8⇥ 8
trigger tower option, producing window sizes of 0.4⇥ 0.4 and 0.8⇥ 0.8 in �⌘ ⇥��,
respectively [52]. Smaller windows lead to the identification of more jets compared to
larger window sizes with higher reconstruction e�ciency9 [76]. Processing of the L1
jets proceeds using clusters of jet elements centred on a local maximum [76].

9It is more likely that
P

ET calculations are above thresholds for reconstruction [76].
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4.6.2 HLT reconstruction

High-Level Trigger (HLT) jet reconstruction uses similar algorithms to those applied
for o✏ine reconstruction, including calibrations [52]. HLT jets are commonly re-
constructed with the anti-kt algorithm and can be clustered from a combination of
calorimeter and track inputs (e.g. topoclusters and PFlow10 objects). The use of
tracking information in the ATLAS HLT jet reconstruction in Run 3 will allow pile-
up mitigation algorithms including the rejection of pile-up jets with the Jet Vertex
Tagger (JVT) (introduced in Section 4.8). The flexibility of HLT jet reconstruction
allows for only the regions of interest identified in the L1 trigger or all the detector
information to be considered [52]. The latter case is necessary for the reconstruction
of global event quantities (e.g. ~Emiss

T
) and full-detector tracking of charged particles

[77]. Tracking algorithms in the HLT function similarly to those used o✏ine and
include a fast-tracking stage (important for fast decision-making and pre-selections11)
that provides (lower precision) input to a precision (o✏ine-like) tracking algorithm
[52].

The energy scale di↵erences between L1, HLT, and o✏ine objects ultimately lead
to a “turn-on” in trigger e�ciency curves. Thus, a trigger will not necessarily have
100% e�ciency above the kinematic thresholds used to define the trigger signature.
Rather, there will be a smooth turn-on of the trigger e�ciency to a plateau at
(usually) 100% e�ciency. These e↵ects are most significant for L1 triggers where no
calibrations are applied (EM-scale jets). However, HLT reconstructed jets have an
energy scale comparable to objects reconstructed o✏ine, resulting in sharper turn-on
curves [52].

4.7 Techniques for boosted jets

Boosted jets are a consequence of the production (and decay) of high-mass or high-
momentum particles. As the pT of an object increases, its decay products become
more collimated to the point that they can be reconstructed in a single large-R jet –
in these cases, small-R (e.g. R = 0.4 jets) would overlap. For example, in Figure 4.6
the angular separation of the W -boson and b-quark in a t-quark decay is su�ciently
small (less than 1.0) for the decay products of the t-quark to be reconstructed in a
single R = 1.0 jet for ptop-quark

T
> 350 GeV.

The following Section will briefly introduce the reconstruction and calibration of
large-R jets and related observables that are used to quantify the substructure of
these jets.

10New for the trigger in Run 3!
11An object/event selection made before more costly (e.g. CPU usage) algorithms are applied.
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Figure 4.6: A two-dimensional histogram of the �R between the W -boson and
b-quark originating from t ! Wb decays. The �R is plotted as a function of the
t-quark pT to highlight the increasing containment of the Wb decay products with
pT. Taken from [78].
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4.7.1 Pile-up removal

As for small-R jets, pile-up mitigation and subtraction algorithms are an important
part of large-R jet reconstruction. The removal of pile-up radiation can take place
at di↵erent stages in the reconstruction of jets. Some pile-up mitigation algorithms
are applied at the level of jet inputs before jet clustering [66]. Whereas grooming
algorithms are designed to be executed on jets after clustering – they remove
constituents that are soft (low-pT) or are emitted at wide-angles to the jet axis [66].
The soft and wide-angle nature of the removed radiation is a characteristic typical of
pile-up.

While many algorithms exist, only those applied directly in the HL-LHC tagging
studies in Chapter 7 will be discussed. Namely, grooming methods consisting of the
trimming and soft-drop algorithms.

Trimming

The process of trimming involves re-clustering the constituents of the large-R jet
using a jet clustering algorithm with a smaller size parameter (Rsub) favouring soft
radiation – commonly the kt algorithm (producing irregularly shaped sub-jets) [66].
The resulting sub-jets are tested to determine if they have a pT that is smaller
than fcut ⇥ p

large-R

T
, where fcut is a tunable parameter (between 0 and 1) and p

large-R

T

is the original large-R jet pT [66]. If this is the case, the sub-jet in question is
removed from the large-R jet – removing soft radiation but not necessarily wide-angle
radiation.

Soft-drop grooming

Soft-drop grooming eliminates both soft and wide-angle radiation from an ungroomed
large-R jet. The original large-R jet is re-clustered with the C/A jet algorithm, and
the QCD-like C/A clustering sequence is iterated over from the final clustered branch
(i.e. reversing the sequence). At every 2-branch splitting, the soft-drop condition in
Equation (4.7) is checked (subscripts 1 and 2 are indicative of the di↵erent branches)
[66]. The grooming algorithm discards the softer branch when the condition is not
satisfied, at which point it continues iterating through the clustering history along the
harder of the two branches [66]. If the condition is satisfied, the grooming algorithm
stops iterating over the branches, yielding the final groomed jet [66].

min(pT,1, pT,2)

pT,1 + pT,2

< zcut

✓
�R12

R

◆�

. (4.7)

In Equation (4.7), � controls the acceptance of wide-angle jet radiation and zcut

controls the acceptance of soft jet radiation12 [66]. Other variants of these algorithms

12A simple case: if � = 0 and zcut is large then the condition is almost always satisfied. But, if zcut
is lowered, the softer emissions within the jet will gradually fail the condition.
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(recursive and bottom-up soft-drop) exist to avoid problems associated with exiting
the grooming algorithm early (at a hard splitting) when other soft branches may
still exist in the clustering history [66].

4.7.2 Calibration

Large-R jet calibration (Figure 4.7) is similar to small-R jet calibration, but the
pile-up subtraction step for small-R jets is substituted for a grooming step (trimming
in Run 2) [79]. Additionally, there is no Global Sequential Calibration step for
large-R jets [79]. The large-R jets are corrected with the JES calibration and an
extra in situ correction, which is applied only to data, after grooming [79].

Figure 4.7: Large-R jet calibration sequence starting from calorimeter clusters (topo-
clusters) calibrated to LCW scale. In principle, a similar procedure could be applied
using alternative jet inputs. Taken from [79].

The JES calibration applies numerical inversion (discussed for small-R jets in Ap-
pendix A.3.3) to scale the reconstructed jet energy to that of truth-level jets [79].
An additional Jet Mass Scale (JMS) calibration corrects the reconstructed jet mass
to the scale of truth-level jets [79]. This procedure exploits the jet mass response
(Rm = hmreco / mtruthi) in a numerical inversion correction after the JES correction,
but only changes the jet pT and mass [79]. The correction coe�cient is determined
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as a function of the reconstructed jet energy (after JES), ⌘det13, and log(mJES/EJES)
(mJES, EJES are the jet mass and energy after JES) [79]. The complete correction is
applied like so [79]:

EJES+JMS = cJESEreco (4.8)

mJES+JMS = cJES ⇥ cJMS ⇥mreco (4.9)

⌘JES+JMS = ⌘reco +�⌘ (4.10)

p
JES+JMS

T
= cJES

q
E2

reco
� c

2

JMS
m2

reco
(4.11)

where “JES+JMS” and “reco” refer to the calibrated and uncalibrated quantities,
respectively.

The large-R jet in situ calibration begins by balancing well-measured objects against
the large-R jet being calibrated (like for small-R jets). Some of these steps also use
small-R jets including the multi-jet balance14 step where a collection of small-R jets
are balanced against the large-R jet. A second correction is derived with tt̄ events
where the top quarks decay to leptons and jets – a mixture of semi-leptonic and fully
hadronic decays [79]. The mass response is measured with fits to peaks in the jet
mass distribution characteristic of boosted W bosons (semi-leptonic events) and top
quarks (fully hadronic events) [79]. The results of these measurements combined
with a second15 are used to produce the complete calibration coe�cient for the jet
mass calibration [79].

The HL-LHC boosted jet tagging studies in Chapter 7 do not use any calibration
besides the LCW calibration applied to topoclusters since the studies explicitly focus
on calorimeter based LCTopo jet tagging.

4.7.3 Jet substructure observables

Jet substructure observables parameterise the distribution of large-R jet constituents
(individual jet inputs or sub-jets from the reclustering of jets with a certain algorithm)
in both energy and space (angular coordinates). To discriminate between resonances
from heavy particles and radiation from QCD jets or another hadronic process,
the observables must be sensitive to decays with a certain number of hard prongs.
In top quark identification, the observables must be sensitive to 3-prong decays
(e.g. t ! Wb ! qq̄

0
b), while in W/Z-boson decays they must be sensitive to

2-prong decays (e.g. W ! qq̄
0, Z ! qq̄). Ultimately, di↵erent observables will

provide di↵erent separation performance, dependent on the “signal” topology under
consideration.
13The detector ⌘ measured with respect to the centre of the detector.
14More discussion of general in situ corrections is available in Appendix A.3.5, otherwise, the
calibration is discussed in more detail within Ref. [79].

15Using ratios between calorimeter and track measured jet pT in dijet events [79].
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The jet mass (mjet) is one commonly used discriminating variable and can be
reconstructed from a combination of track and calorimeter information [80] – this
thesis will only consider the calorimeter jet mass constructed from (LCW-scale)
topoclusters. When the decay products of a boosted particle are fully contained in a
jet, mjet represents the invariant mass of the decaying particle.

More general observables used to identify N -prong decays include N-subjettiness
variables [81–83], (generalised) energy correlation functions [82, 84, 85], and ratios
of each of the latter observables. Further substructure variables are associated with
jet shapes, and measure the symmetry of the distribution of jet constituents within
the large-R jet – including sphericity and aplanarity [86]. Finally, combinations of
constituents can be used to define variables such as the minimum invariant mass
of sub-jet pairs, QW , used for top quark identification [87], or the distance metrics
of the kt algorithm can be considered to quantify the splittings between “particles”
enclosed in the jet [87, 88].

This is by no means a complete collection of jet substructure observables. Most of
these are suited to identifying W -bosons and top quarks (the focus of Chapter 7), but
many more variables exist that are tailored to the identification of di↵erent particles.
A complete introduction to a selection of these variables including those used for the
tagging studies in Chapter 7 can be found in Appendix B.

4.8 Jet tagging

Jet tagging is the process of identifying the origin of a hadronic jet whether that is
the nature of the initiating particle (a top quark, b-hadron, etc.), or the hard-scatter
or pile-up association of the jet. This Section provides a brief introduction to several
of these key applications including pile-up rejection in Section 4.8.1, b-jet (b-hadron)
identification in Section 4.8.2, and boosted object tagging in Section 4.8.3.

4.8.1 Pile-up jet rejection with JVT

The small-R and large-R jet calibrations remove pile-up within jets, but pile-up
interactions alone can produce additional jets. Identifying and rejecting jets that do
not originate from the hard-scatter vertex is achieved with the likelihood-based Jet
Vertex Tagger (JVT), which relies on information from tracks associated with jets
[41]. The variables contributing to the likelihood are: corrJVF, the JVF (Jet Vertex
Fraction, measuring the scalar sum of the pT of tracks associated to the hard-scatter
vertex relative to that from other vertices) corrected for dependence on the number
of primary vertices, and RpT [41]. The corrJVF variable is defined as [41]:

corrJVF =

P
k
p
trk,k

T
(PV0)

P
l
p
trk,l

T
(PV0) +
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n�1

P
l
p
trk,l

T
(PVn)

⌘
/ (k ⇥ n

PU

trk
)

(4.12)
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where PVi is the ith primary vertex (PV0 is the primary vertex with highest
P

p
2

T
),

n
PU

trk
is the number of tracks from pile-up interactions, ptrk,j

T
is the pT of the jth

track associated to a primary vertex. The k parameter, set to 0.01, represents an
approximation of the slope of the average pile-up track pT as a function of the number
of tracks from pile-up interactions [41].

The RpT variable is defined using ratios of the pT of jet-matched tracks and the total
jet pT [41]:

RpT =

P
k
p
trk,k

T
(PV0)

p
jet

T

(4.13)

where p
jet

T
is the jet pT from the sum of constituent 4-momenta.

The likelihood variables are correlated such that a hard scatter jet has large RpT and
corrJVF, while a pile-up jet has small RpT and corrJVF [41]. The JVT discriminant
is determined from a k-nearest neighbour algorithm, and for a region around each
(RpT, corrJVF) point determines the probability that the jet originates from the
hard scatter interaction [41]:

JVT =
number of hard scatter jets

number of hard scatter + pile-up jets
. (4.14)

The JVT discriminant is skewed to 1 for hard scatter jets and skewed to zero for
pile-up jets [41]. If a jet has no matched tracks the JVT discriminant is assigned a
value of �0.1 [41].

The default JVT working point for EMPFlow jets is the Tight selection: JV T > 0.5
for jets within |⌘| < 2.4 and with 20 < pT (GeV) < 60. The selection on the jet pT
ensures that only jets with pile-up characteristics are considered for JVT selections
to avoid rejecting hard-scatter jets16. Typically, the ⌘ selection is also made with
the detector ⌘ measured with respect to the geometrical centre of the detector. As
discussed in Section 4.6, JVT selections were not available for HLT jets in Run 1
and Run 2 of the LHC, but they will be in Run 3, allowing pile-up rejection to be
used in trigger signatures.

4.8.2 B-hadron reconstruction and identification

The production of B-hadrons (and b-quarks) occurs in many SM and BSM processes
– especially those involving the decays of top quarks or the Higgs boson [44]. The
identification of B-hadrons in jets (b-jets) relies on the key di↵erences between
b-hadrons and lighter partons – especially the longer b-hadron lifetime, which leads
to the production of a secondary vertex after they decay [44]. The prevalence of
the secondary vertex in b-hadron decays motivates the use of tracking information
for b-tagging, the reconstruction and identification of b-jets, combined with the
reconstructed jet(s) themselves [44]. The b-tagging procedure begins with the

16The author thanks Caterina Doglioni for clarifying this.
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application of likelihood methods to discriminate between the b-jet signal and light
jet backgrounds (c-quarks, etc.) using low-level tracking information (for tracks
matched to the b-jet candidate) including impact parameters and secondary vertex
track fitting [44]. High-level algorithms that use both the discriminants for the low-
level algorithms and additional tracking observables (including track multiplicities
and ratios of the energies of all associated tracks to that of the jet) have been
developed to provide a binary classification score (MV2, a Boosted Decision Tree
tagger) and a multi-classification result (DL1, a deep neural network tagger) to
produce the high-level tagger discriminant [44].

4.8.3 Large-R jet tagging for boosted particles

Since boosted object tagging is a significant focus of Chapter 7, large-R jet tagging
will only be introduced briefly here. As described in Section 4.7, the decays of
boosted particles permit the use of the substructure of jets to discriminate between
boosted objects from signal and background processes. The most basic jet tagger
consists of a set of selections (cut-based requirements) on suitable observables [80]
– including those briefly introduced in Section 4.7.3 and Appendix B. To achieve
su�cient discrimination power, selections on several variables can be combined to
better isolate the kinematics of the signal object (e.g. a heavy boson or quark)
[80].

The rise of machine learning (ML) in high-energy physics has led to the development
of a range of ML-based taggers that take several variables as input and provide
output in the form of a tagger score [80]. The tagger score is parametrised as a
function of jet pT to determine a smoothly varying selection that achieves stable
performance across a wide kinematic regime [80]. Such techniques were applied to
develop a DNN (deep neural network) tagger for trimmed large-R jets during Run 2
of the LHC [80]. The DNN takes several variables as input [80]:

• The combined jet mass – reconstructed from calorimeter and track-assisted jet
mass measurements [80].

• The jet pT.

• N-subjettiness variables: ⌧1, ⌧2, ⌧3, ⌧21, ⌧32.

• (Generalised) Energy correlation functions and their ratios: e3, C2, and D2.

• kt splitting scales:
p
d12 and

p
d23.

• The QW observable – the minimum invariant mass of a pair of jet constituents.

These observables are defined in more detail in Appendix B. The DNN tagger has
pre-defined working points at fixed 50% and 80% signal (top quark) e�ciency for
the identification of contained and inclusive top quark decays [80]. Contained top
quark decays are those where all decay products are reconstructed in a single jet.
Whereas, inclusive top quark decays correspond to cases where this may not occur
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and only some decay products (e.g. the W ! qq̄
0 decay from the hadronic t quark

decay) are contained in the jet.

4.9 Summary

This Chapter provided a brief overview of important techniques used at the ATLAS
experiment for reconstructing, calibrating, and identifying objects in hadronic final
states. Our ability to recognise these objects, most importantly hadronic jets, is
imperative for the future of particle physics research, especially probing the decays
of the Higgs boson in processes such as HH ! bb̄bb̄ or searches in other multi-jet
final states. For the remainder of this thesis, this Chapter will provide a foundation
for jet tagging and trigger performance studies oriented towards both Run 3 and the
HL-LHC.



Chapter 5

Multi-jet Trigger-object Level
Analyses during LHC Run 3

Trigger-object level analysis (TLA) is a non-standard data-taking and analysis
method for increasing experimental sensitivity to rare physics signatures in regions
of phase space where typical analyses are limited by trigger rate and bandwidth
requirements. Rather than saving complete data for o✏ine reconstruction, only
objects reconstructed in the software trigger (jets, leptons, etc.) are saved, decreasing
the size of stored events and therefore allowing higher rate data collection. In low-
mass resonance searches where high-rate QCD jet production is most prevalent, this
can produce a substantial benefit over standard data acquisition techniques. During
Run 3 of the LHC, the ATLAS trigger menu will include a comprehensive stream
devoted to TLA, to probe a range of physics signatures including exotic multi-jet
and b-jet signals such as those arising from R-parity violating supersymmetry (RPV
SUSY). When these searches are conducted in the higher luminosity conditions of the
HL-LHC the aim is to be sensitive to electroweakino1 production, which has a low
cross-section for light electroweakino masses below 500 GeV [8, 89]. This is illustrated
in Figure 5.1 where the gluino (g̃) pair-production cross-section is several orders of
magnitude larger than the electroweakino (�̃) pair-production cross-sections.

This Chapter presents the findings of studies used to inform trigger choices for a Run
3 multi-jet TLA search focusing on RPV SUSY gluino pair-production signals. It
should be noted that these studies were used to obtain an indicative and optimistic
estimate of the sensitivity of a multi-jet TLA search, and therefore they do not
present precision results that consider underlying systematic uncertainties.

A description of TLA and relevant background is provided in Section 5.1. Section 5.2
provides an overview of the RPV SUSY signal studied in addition to details on the
generation of the MC samples used for these studies. The reconstruction of events
for these studies is discussed in Section 5.3. The results of the trigger choice studies
are described in detail in the following Sections:

1The supersymmetric partners to Standard Model gauge and Higgs bosons.
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Figure 5.1: Cross-sections as a function of particle mass for di↵erent SUSY pair-
production processes (here the focus is g̃g̃ and �̃�̃) taken from [89]. The cross-sections
for g̃g̃ are evaluated at both

p
s = 8 TeV and

p
s = 13 TeV [89]. Whereas the

�̃�̃ (electroweakino/higgsino) cross-sections are evaluated at
p
s = 8 TeV and

p
s = 14 TeV [89].

• Section 5.4 introduces the motivation for the studies and application of TLA
for multi-jet searches.

• Section 5.5 introduces the trigger selections studied and provides a description
of their naming conventions.

• Sections 5.6 and 5.7 outline the results of the signal acceptance studies for L1
triggers and the e↵ects of di↵erent L1 selections on the kinematic distributions
of both L1 trigger and calibrated (o✏ine) jets.

• Section 5.8 discusses the signal acceptance studies for complete trigger chains
involving kinematic selections.

• Section 5.9 briefly introduces pile-up mitigation strategies and their influence
on the signal acceptances and pT distributions for calibrated jets.

A summary of the results of the Run 3 studies and an outlook for the future is
provided in Section 5.10.

5.1 Overview of Trigger-object Level Analysis

The analysis of trigger-level information is a technique used by all the LHC experi-
ments that analyse pp collisions – Data-scouting at CMS [90] and the Turbo stream
at LHCb [91]. Typical analyses (e.g. for high-momentum or high-mass final states)
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rely on low-rate (and high-threshold) physics triggers to reject high-rate background
processes and identify events that are stored for later (o✏ine) reconstruction. Thus,
many events with low-momentum objects can simply be discarded, which is not pos-
sible in searches for exotic low-mass particles. Where high-rate background processes
dominate, low-mass searches are bandwidth limited. Recall from Section 3.2.6 that
the trigger bandwidth is defined as:

BW = {rate}⇥ {event size}, (5.1)

which has units MB/s, for an event size in MB. At ATLAS, trigger-object level
analysis (TLA) is used to decrease the size of raw events by saving only the data
for physics objects reconstructed in the High-Level Trigger (HLT). Thus, for a fixed
bandwidth, a dramatic reduction in event size2 allows for a significant increase in the
rate of triggers used for data collection. It then becomes possible to search for rare
processes in regions of parameter space that are otherwise inaccessible. In principle,
a reduction in the event size by an order of magnitude allows for a complementary
increase in the trigger rates, however, the maximum output rate for the L1 trigger
(100 kHz) limits the increased rate that is feasible.

A Run 2 search for dijet resonances originating from models of dark matter involving
Z

0 bosons [92] illustrates the power of TLA. The application of TLA allowed for
high-rate data-taking utilising 1% of the bandwidth typical of non-TLA searches [92].
The benefits of TLA are evident upon inspection of the region of the dijet invariant
mass distribution accessible to the search in Figure 5.2. A significant increase is seen
in the number of events at low invariant masses, which is otherwise not seen with
pre-scaled (o✏ine analysis) triggers [92].

Other non-standard trigger strategies including partial event building (PEB) exist,
but they are distinct from TLA. In PEB one saves a subset of the total raw detector
information for analysis rather than only trigger-level objects. The remainder of this
Chapter focuses solely on trigger strategies involving TLA.

For TLA to be a useful analysis strategy a range of requirements must be met. These
include [93]:

• All algorithms must have fast execution times so as not to strain existing HLT
resource usage (e.g. TLA data collection can then be run at the same time as
that for the physics-main stream).

• The calibrated trigger-level objects should be comparable to o✏ine recon-
structed objects (energy scales, etc.) to avoid the duplication of reconstruction
and calibration steps (and information) in the trigger and o✏ine for analysis.

• TLA algorithms should perform well in high pile-up conditions – such as those
at the HL-LHC.

2A Run 2 dijet TLA reduced the event size to less than 0.5% of the event size when complete data
are saved for o✏ine analysis [92].
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Figure 5.2: The dijet invariant mass distribution for trigger-level jets and o✏ine jets
from events collected with single-jet triggers [92]. The o✏ine jet distribution only
matches the trigger-level jet distribution after correcting for pre-scales applied to the
single-jet triggers highlighting higher statistical power of trigger-level analyses [92].
Taken from [92].

For the studies discussed in this thesis the first and third requirements are consid-
ered.

5.2 Simulated event samples

5.2.1 Signal samples

These studies focused on the sensitivity of the ATLAS experiment to low-mass RPV
SUSY multi-jet resonances. While the signal studied here may already be excluded
(e.g. Ref. [94, 95]), it emulates the results we may see for electroweakinos, which
have similar kinematic distribution shapes and smaller cross-sections. The signal
process consists of gluino pair-production and decay to a fully hadronic final state
containing six quarks, three from each gluino. The gluino decay occurs through the
�
00 UDD coupling in the super-potential for the RPV SUSY model (see Section 2.2.2).

A Feynman diagram for this process is shown in Figure 5.3. Two decays modes were
considered: decays to a u, d, and s quark (UDS) and to a u, d, and b quark (UDB)
for each gluino. The UDS and UDB decay modes produced similar results in our
studies, so we focused primarily on the UDS decay mode but include results for the
UDB decay mode for completeness in some Sections. The use of b-tagging could
provide additional discrimination between signal and background processes for UDB
decays but is not considered further in this work.
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Figure 5.3: Feynman diagram for RPV SUSY gluino pair production from a proton
collision. The gluinos each decay to three quarks via an RPV �

00 UDD coupling.
Taken from [96].

Simulated MC samples o�cially produced by the ATLAS Collaboration were used
to model the signal process. These samples mimic Run 2 data-taking conditions
including pile-up levels (from the average number of interactions per bunch crossing,
µ). The event samples were produced with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO (version 2.8.1)
[97] (for the SUSY signal simulation), Pythia 8.244 [98], and EvtGen 1.7.0 [99], using
the NNPDF23LO PDF sets [100]. The events were later passed through the ATLAS
simulation framework, which emulates the complete response of the detector, to
produce a collection of reconstructed signal events (with detector e↵ects). Gluino
masses between 100 GeV and 400 GeV in steps of 100 GeV were considered for these
studies.

Run 2 ATLAS MC samples are separated into di↵erent campaigns configured to allow
the combination of samples from di↵erent sub-campaigns to produce datasets with
higher statistical power. Di↵erent sub-campaign samples emulate the di↵erent LHC
data-taking conditions in each year during Run 2. Three di↵erent MC campaigns
were used for these studies [101]:

• MC16a – with a pile-up profile that matches data taken in 2015 and 2016.

• MC16d – with the 2017 pile-up (µ) distribution.

• MC16e – with the expected (at the time of simulation) 2018 pile-up (µ)
distribution.

Since the conditions between these samples vary, the results presented in the remain-
der of this Chapter incorporate both the MC16a (only) and MC16(a,d,e) combined
samples. The size of the event samples used in these studies broken down by campaign
is:

• MC16a (referred to as “MC16a” or “MC16a only”): 60000 events (UDS) and
70000 events (69000 for the mg̃ = 200 GeV sample) (UDB)
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• MC16(a,d,e) combined (referred to as “combined MC16”): 230000 events
(229000 for the mg̃ = 100 GeV and mg̃ = 200 GeV sample) (UDS) and 289000
events (290000 for the mg̃ = 300 GeV sample) (UDB)

The combined MC16(a,d,e) dataset required luminosity scaling to correctly account
for the total number of (weighted) events processed for each sample. Thus, the event
weights for the sample were scaled by:

SF =
✏f ⇥ �sample ⇥ LP

event, i
Wi

(5.2)

where SF is the event weight scale factor, ✏f is the filter e�ciency of the MC generator,
�sample is the cross-section for the sample, L is the integrated luminosity of the sample
(set to 1.0 fb�1), and the denominator represents the sum of the event weights for
the complete sample (only those events processed).

Events from the MadGraph aMC@NLO generator can have negative weights, which
leads to un-physical negative values in histogram bins that only contain a few events
(with large negative weights). This is most significant for two-dimensional histograms
where the bin populations become important. No “special” handling was introduced
to deal with negative weights in these studies. Where necessary, we ensured the
axis limits of plots are physical (starting at 0.0 or 1.0) to adequately describe the
results without complications from the bins with negative entries – the negative bin
content issue rarely occurs in the most populated region of distributions. In a “real”
analysis the negative event weights may need to be dealt with di↵erently to avoid
other code-based problems, however, for our purposes, it is su�cient to acknowledge
their existence.

5.2.2 Background estimation

The background processes for RPV SUSY g̃g̃ ! 6q are dominated by QCD jet
production, specifically dijet and multi-jet processes. Standard Model tt̄ production
also introduces a background from the top quark, a known low-mass resonance. For
the Run 3 studies, no background estimation was conducted because expected trigger
rates (in the absence of signal) were already available from “technical runs” of the
HLT using enhanced bias3 data collected in previous data-taking periods. Rather,
the studies focused on the signal sensitivity for di↵erent Level-1 trigger and HLT
chains.

5.3 Reconstructing events for analysis

This analysis considered small radius (R = 0.4) jets clustered from electromagnetic-
scale particle-flow (PFlow) objects using the anti-kt algorithm, referred to as EMPFlow

3The use of enhanced bias data is introduced in Section 3.2.6.
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jets. The jets used to emulate decisions in the HLT were therefore o✏ine4 jets, not
trigger-level jets. This allowed us to focus on an optimistic scenario for Run 3 TLA
searches where tracking is expected to be available with an upgraded HLT CPU farm.
The jets were calibrated by applying a Jet-Energy-Scale (JES) calibration based on
recommendations for the ATLAS 2016 MC campaign. First an area correction was
applied to remove pile-up contamination, then a residual pile-up and ⌘ correction
were applied. The next calibration steps involved scaling the energy of the MC
samples (JES – Jet Energy Scale) and corrections to mitigate di↵erences between
quark- and gluon-initiated jets (Global Sequential Calibration). Finally, a smearing
was applied to the samples instead of the in-situ correction usually applied to data. If
trigger-level jets were used, a dedicated trigger jet calibration would be applied.

No dedicated reconstruction algorithms were used to reconstruct (isolated) leptons
since a fully hadronic final state was studied. It is possible for hadrons within jets to
decay (semi-)leptonically whereby the charged particle tracks of leptons could be
clustered into a jet and treated indistinguishably to another jet constituent. The rate
at which this occurs depends on the branching fraction of the decay of a particular
hadron to a final state containing leptons.

5.4 Motivation for Run 3 studies

Triggering and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) systems are fundamental for collecting
data in collider searches for rare and exotic phenomena. Kinematic trigger selections
should provide high acceptance for low cross-section signals even where background
processes are dominant. The momentum and energy distributions for jets originating
from low-mass resonances are shifted to lower values than those for higher mass
resonances. Therefore, low-threshold triggers are needed to maximise the number of
signal events passing selections.

An event measured in the ATLAS detector is first reconstructed at the Level-1 trigger
(L1 trigger), which provides a coarse measurement of kinematic quantities. Events
that pass L1 trigger selections progress to the HLT where additional selections are
made before data is saved to disk. Past RPV SUSY searches have used the L1 trigger
L1J100 seed. This requires there to be at least one electromagnetic-scale jet in the
event with ET > 100 GeV5, which for low-mass signals cuts out many of the low-pT
events. Furthermore, analyses typically select events where triggers are fully e�cient
(have 100% e�ciency), which for the L1J100 corresponds to an approximate leading
jet pT > 220 GeV cut for fully calibrated (o✏ine) jets. It is evident from Figure 5.4
that this decimates the acceptance for low-mass resonances (e.g. mg̃ = 100 GeV
gluinos). The L1J100 selection eliminates most of the signal events, so clearly a more
performant selection is required for very low mass resonances.

4Reconstructed as they would be for o✏ine analysis.
5Level-1 jet triggers typically make selections on the ET of jets identified in the calorimeter. Whereas
the jet pT is used in HLT selections.
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The ideal trigger selection for low-mass signals has low momentum/energy thresholds
and should not have stringent jet multiplicity requirements. For instance, consider
the correlation between the o✏ine and L1 trigger jet multiplicity shown in Figure 5.5
for all mass points of the UDS gluino decay mode. The signal events clearly contain
many jets6, and the core of the jet multiplicity distribution migrates to larger values
as the gluino mass increases. Thus, a low threshold multi-jet or HT (scalar sum of
jet pT or ET) trigger could significantly improve the signal acceptance. For these
studies, a HT selection using the L1 Topological (L1Topo) trigger is considered since
it is expected to be more performant than high-threshold single-jet selections and
applicable to a wide range of signal topologies. Additional multi-jet triggers are also
studied.

Figure 5.4: O✏ine calibrated leading jet transverse momentum distribution after
di↵erent L1 trigger selections for a 100 GeV signal mass. The e↵ect of di↵erent
trigger thresholds is evident from the position of the lower edge of the pT distributions
after trigger selections compared to the No selection histogram.

6The higher o✏ine jet multiplicity compared to the L1 trigger jet multiplicity in Figure 5.5 is a
consequence of trigger and o✏ine jet calibration and reconstruction di↵erences. L1 trigger jets
are uncalibrated and at a lower energy scale than o✏ine jets. When reconstruction thresholds
are applied to avoid reconstructing too many low-pT L1 jets, the resulting L1 jet multiplicity is
smaller than for the full o✏ine event reconstruction.
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(a) mg̃ = 100 GeV (b) mg̃ = 200 GeV

(c) mg̃ = 300 GeV (d) mg̃ = 400 GeV

Figure 5.5: Histograms showing correlations between the number of o✏ine (calibrated)
jets and L1 jets from the combined UDS MC16 event sample. The diagonal dashed
line corresponds to the expectation of a one-to-one relationship between the number
of o✏ine and L1 jets. The bins on each axis are inclusive of the lower edge and
exclude the upper edge. No pT selections are made on jets, so these are the “raw”
(untriggered) expectation of what might be seen in collision data. Without pT

selections the o✏ine jet multiplicity will be larger than for the signal jets alone
because pile-up jets are included.
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5.5 Trigger chains studied

A standardized nomenclature is used to describe trigger chains. Since HLT chains
are seeded by L1 trigger chains, L1 seed and L1 chain are used interchangeably here.
HLT trigger chains are written in lower-case letters, while L1 trigger chain names
are written in upper-case letters [52]. The naming schemes for L1 and HLT multi-jet
and HT triggers are described in more detail below. As noted briefly before, the
L1 jet triggers make selections on the jet ET, rather than the pT, which is used in
trigger chains at the HLT.

5.5.1 L1 trigger selections

The list below summarises multi-jet L1 triggers studied in preparation for Run
3:

• L1J100: requires at least 1 L1 jet with ET > 100 GeV.

• L14J15: requires at least 4 L1 jets with ET > 15 GeV.

• L14J15p0ETA25: same as above, but all L1 jets must be within |⌘| < 2.5.

• L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25: requires at least 1 L1 jet with ET > 45 GeV
within |⌘| < 2.1 and at least 3 jets with ET > 15 GeV within |⌘| < 2.5. The
selection is inclusive, so the jet satisfying J45p0ETA21 is also permitted to
satisfy the 3J15p0ETA25 selection.

The L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 L1 chain was considered as a seed for triggering
on HH ! 4b events in Run 3 and is referred to as the asymmetric seed herein.

L1Topo HT selections impose both HT and jet kinematic requirements [102]. For
instance, L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 consists of the following selections:

• HT190: requires HT > 190 GeV

• J15: only L1 jets with ET > 15 GeV are used to calculate the HT.

• s5: only the first (leading; i.e. highest ET) 5 L1 jets are considered in the HT

calculation.

• ETA21: only jets within |⌘|  2.1 are used to calculate HT.

The event-level HT is calculated as the scalar sum of the transverse momentum of
jets in the event satisfying selection criteria (e.g. J15s5pETA21 described above).
That is,

HT =
X

j

ET,j (5.3)

where j runs over the selected jets [102].
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The lower edge of the L1Topo HT distribution is influenced by the number of jets
that contribute to the HT calculation (after passing kinematic requirements). This
behaviour was found to be most significant for the lowest mass signals and results in
a departure from the typical distribution shape where the HT rises smoothly to a
peak and then decreases monotonically. This is illustrated in Figure 5.6 for both the
UDS 100 GeV and 200 GeV signal points from the MC16a event sample. When only
one jet contributes to the HT calculation, a shape like a jet pT (or ET) distribution
that falls as the HT increases is produced. This caused an unexpected distribution
shape (a low-HT spike) for the 100 GeV signal but not the 200 GeV signal, which has
fewer events where a single jet contributes to the HT. The mass dependence of this
feature results from the increasing jet ET expected for higher mass signals. While
the additional structure in the 100 GeV signal point HT distributions seems odd
at first, it would not be seen in “real-world” data-taking – such low-energy events
would be discarded by HT thresholds above 100 GeV.

In general, if a trigger chain is formatted with ...p..., the section after p indicates
an additional selection, often on |⌘|. Where a |⌘| selection is not specified in a trigger
chain, a default selection of |⌘| < 3.1 and |⌘| < 3.2 is used at the L1 trigger and
HLT, respectively.

5.5.2 HLT selections

In complete trigger chains, events passing the L1 trigger selections from Section 5.5.1
are required to meet additional selection criteria at the HLT. In principle, a HLT
chain may involve an initial pre-selection using calorimeter-only jets before more
expensive selections involving tracking (including PFlow jets) or b-tagging are applied.
Pre-selections are discussed further in Section 5.8.

These studies consider the HLT selections outlined below:

• HLT j20 L14J15: at least one HLT jet must have pT > 20 GeV for events
passing L14J15.

• HLT j20 L14J15p0ETA25: at least one HLT jet must have pT > 20 GeV for
events passing L14J15p0ETA25.

• HLT j20 L1J100: at least one HLT jet must have pT > 20 GeV for events
passing L1J100.

• HLT j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21: at least one HLT jet must have pT > 20 GeV
for events passing L1HT190-J15s5pETA21.
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(a) mg̃ = 100 GeV un-normalised (b) mg̃ = 100 GeV normalised

(c) mg̃ = 200 GeV un-normalised (d) mg̃ = 400 GeV normalised

Figure 5.6: Shapes of the L1 HT distributions for the J15s5pETA21 selection in events
where di↵erent numbers of jets contribute to the HT. Results are included for only
the UDS signal points. The No selection histogram is the complete HT distribution.
In the other legend entries NHT

jets
refers to the number of jets contributing to the HT

for each event. The normalised versions of the histograms (right) can be used to
compare the shape of each contribution.
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• HLT j80 j55 j28 j20 L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25: there must be at least 4
di↵erent HLT jets satisfying pT > 80 GeV, pT > 55 GeV, pT > 28 GeV,
pT > 20 GeV for events passing L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25.

• HLT j60 j45 2j20 L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25: the same as above but with
di↵erent pT thresholds for HLT jets; 4 di↵erent jets are required to have
pT > 60 GeV, pT > 45 GeV, and pT > 20 GeV (for two jets).

• HLT 4j120( L1J100): at least 4 HLT jets must have pT > 120 GeV for events
passing L1J1007.

• HLT 5j70 0eta240 L14J15: at least 5 HLT jets must have pT > 70 GeV and
be reconstructed within |⌘| < 2.4 for events passing L14J15.

• HLT ht1000 L1J100: the HLT HT (calculated from jets with pT > 30 GeV and
|⌘| < 3.2) must be above 1000 GeV for events passing L1J100.

Further trigger selections will be introduced where necessary and involve varia-
tions of the selections presented above. The HLT j80 j55 j28 j20 L1J45p0ETA21 -

3J15p0ETA25 trigger chain proposed for the HH ! 4b analysis normally involves
additional b-jet tagging steps at the HLT. However, for the signal acceptance mea-
surements here we focused primarily on the e↵ects of simple kinematic selections
involving the jet pT or ET and |⌘| in addition to the HT. All HLT jet selections use
the |⌘| < 3.2 default ⌘ selection discussed in Section 5.5.1, unless a |⌘| is otherwise
specified.

The trigger chains outlined above include a range of conventional high-threshold
triggers like those used in previous SUSY searches to provide a baseline measure of
signal acceptance for comparison to TLA triggers. The 4j120 selection was motivated
by previous searches for top squark pair-production that used 4-jet triggers requiring
pT > 100 GeV and pT > 120 GeV (all within |⌘| < 2.5) in Ref. [103], and 4-jet
triggers requiring pT > 100 GeV in Ref. [104] for a di↵erent signal topology8. The
5j70 selection appeared in SUSY searches for both R-parity conserving and violating
gluino pair-production involving jets and ~E

miss

T
[105–107]. Note that ET triggers

were used instead of pT triggers in Ref. [107]. An additional high-threshold HLT
HT trigger, HLT ht1000 L1J100, was included for comparisons. Although we do not

7In practice, a multi-jet L1 selection would likely be applied, but for the purpose of these studies the
tight single-jet L1 selection serves to highlight the worst case acceptance for high-threshold triggers.
A consideration of the e�ciency turn-on curve would lead to a much lower analysis-level acceptance
since L1J100 becomes fully e�cient for events where the leading jet has pT > 200� 220 GeV and
the 4j120 selection e�ciency also needs to be considered (as a function of the fourth leading jet
pT).

8Keep in mind the caveats noted earlier about the choice of L1 trigger selection for use with the
4j120 selection in these studies.
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consider HLT HT selections in detail, the HT for calibrated (HLT) jets describes the
complete hadronic jet contribution to an event (like the L1 jet HT) and should be
considered in future studies for multi-jet signals.

5.5.3 Expected L1 seed rates

The rates of HLT and L1 triggers are constantly evaluated in ATLAS technical runs
used to measure the performance (rate, resource usage, etc.) of di↵erent trigger
chains. The rates for L1 seeds estimated recently using enhanced bias data during
an o�cial ATLAS technical run are summarised in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: L1 trigger seed rates rounded to 2 decimal places from a recent technical
run [Internal ATLAS technical run during May 2022]. The quoted rates are for
unprescaled triggers.

Trigger Rate (Hz) Error (Hz)

L1J100 3616.64 24.14

L14J15 4157.69 37.35

L14J15p0ETA25 2961.47 22.02

L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 7561.38 64.38

L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 2205.39 18.79

Since existing triggers are severely rate-limited in data-taking conditions it is necessary
to choose promising triggers that have a low rate or have a higher rate but are
widely applicable for multiple analyses. If a trigger has a high (una↵ordable but
reasonable within the trigger menu) rate, then pre-selections (e.g. on calorimeter
only information) may exist that reduce the rate to within an acceptable range to
avoid significant CPU costs associated with charged particle tracking.

The asymmetric seed has the highest predicted rate of all the L1 seeds considered for
the multi-jet TLA. Whereas the L1Topo HT seed (L1HT190-J15s5pETA21) has the
lowest rate. Also, note the reduction in rate for the L14J15 trigger when a |⌘| selection
is applied to isolate the trigger to the region of the detector with charged particle
tracking capabilities. The L14J15 seed is more a↵ordable than the asymmetric seed
with an approximately 3 kHz lower rate. However, pre-selections can be explored
to reduce the rate of the asymmetric (L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25) seed, making
it an a↵ordable trigger choice. The asymmetric seed HLT pre-selections were not
studied in this thesis but could be considered further for this signal topology in the
future.
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5.6 Signal acceptances for L1 seeds

Trigger selections were emulated for L1 seeds introduced in Section 5.5. The results of
selections that existed in the Run 2 trigger menu (only a small sub-set of all triggers
evaluated) were verified with independent results from the ATLAS Trigger Decision
Tool implemented in xAODAnaHelpers, a Run 2 ATLAS analysis framework [108].
Percent-level agreement between these results was observed when all necessary default
selections were imposed for L1 triggers. The HLT selections showed slightly more
variation between the two methods likely because di↵erent jet collections were used
for the emulation (e.g. topocluster jets versus PFlow jets). The signal acceptance
fraction for L1 triggers was defined as the ratio of the number of events passing the
L1 trigger to the total number of signal events for a given event sample. To correctly
incorporate the event weights of the MC samples, the number of events in each case
was calculated as a sum over the event weights.

To investigate the dependence of the signal acceptance on the L1 HT trigger selections,
the signal acceptance was plotted as a function of the HT cut imposed by the trigger
for several L1Topo jet selections. The results where the HT was calculated from no
more than 5 jets with low pT thresholds and loose |⌘| selections coinciding with the
barrel/end-cap regions of ATLAS calorimeters are summarised in Figure 5.8 for all
UDS decay mode mass points. A single plot for the mg̃ = 100 GeV UDB mass point
is shown in Figure 5.7. Only the results derived from the MC16a event sample are
included here.

For the 100 GeV gluino mass points in Figures 5.7 and 5.8a, the signal acceptances
of L1 HT seeds are small unless the HT cut is quite low. This is a direct consequence
of the shape of the L1 HT distributions for these mass points, which are skewed
to small values due to the lower pT jets associated with the lowest signal masses.
An appreciable increase in signal acceptance is seen for these triggers (with a
HT > 190 GeV selection) at the 200 GeV gluino mass point in Figure 5.8b, where
trigger acceptances increase to between 50% and 65% compared to 7% to 13%
acceptances for the lowest mass point. Slightly smaller acceptances are seen for the
individual UDB decay mode plot for the 100 GeV signal mass (Figure 5.7). This
could be related to the higher mass b-quark produced in the decay and its e↵ect
on the kinematics of each jet produced by the quarks from the gluino decay. At
gluino masses of 300 GeV and 400 GeV in Figures 5.8c and 5.8d, respectively, the
triggers have above 85% signal acceptance with a HT > 190 GeV selection. One way
to increase the acceptance of the low-mass gluino signals is to relax the thresholds
on the HT and jets used to calculate the HT, leading to increased trigger rates
and (likely) more background contamination. However, since there are significant
limitations on trigger rates and CPU usage, lower rate triggers are preferred unless a
dual-use scenario exists where a trigger is utilised for another analysis.

Alternative multi-jet trigger seed acceptances are shown alongside the HT trigger
acceptance curves in the Figures discussed above. All these multi-jet triggers, except
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for the high threshold L1J100 seed, achieve high signal acceptance. This is a result
of their low pT and jet multiplicity thresholds. The best performing trigger for all
mass points in Figure 5.8 is the asymmetric seed, which achieves above 20% signal
acceptance for the 100 GeV gluino mass and is close to fully e�cient for the 400
GeV gluino mass. Since this trigger requires jets reconstructed within |⌘| < 2.5,
the leading three jets passing the asymmetric seed (at the L1 trigger) would likely
be reconstructed within the tracking acceptance of the detector at the HLT so
various track-based pile-up mitigation procedures could be applied. The increased
performance of L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 relative to the 4-jet L14J15 selection
arises from the fact that L1 trigger selections are inclusive, so the asymmetric seed
is actually a 3-jet selection, as mentioned in Section 5.5.1.

Figure 5.7: The acceptance of the UDB mg̃ = 100 GeV signal as a function of HT

for selected L1Topo HT triggers. The vertical blue line indicates a 190 GeV HT cut
and horizontal lines indicate the acceptance of multi- and single-jet L1 seeds for
comparison.

The requirements imposed on L1 jets for their contribution to the HT calculation
(e.g. J15s5pETA21) are constrained by the L1 trigger firmware. For instance, the
Run 2 L1Topo system could only operate on 64 jets provided by L1Calo (the Level-1
calorimeter trigger), which was reduced to 6 or 10 jets after an initial sorting and
selection step [102]. These limitations must be considered when choosing trigger
signatures and algorithms, especially since it is not possible to change the L1Topo
firmware while taking data [102]. Larger signal acceptances may be achieved by
decreasing the ET thresholds for jets used in the HT calculation, but very low
thresholds make the trigger more susceptible to low-ET (and low-pT) pile-up and
background contamination. Similarly, loosening the |⌘| selection will increase the
signal acceptance for a fixed HT > 190 GeV selection. However, the increased pile-up
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(a) mg̃ = 100 GeV

(b) mg̃ = 200 GeV

Figure 5.8: The acceptance of the UDS g̃g̃ ! 6q signals as a function of the HT

cut for selected L1Topo HT triggers. The vertical blue line indicates a 190 GeV HT

cut and horizontal lines indicate the acceptance of multi- and single-jet L1 seeds for
comparison.
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(c) mg̃ = 300 GeV

(d) mg̃ = 400 GeV

Figure 5.8 (cont.): The acceptance of the UDS g̃g̃ ! 6q signals as a function of the
HT cut for selected L1Topo HT triggers. The vertical blue line indicates a 190 GeV
HT cut and horizontal lines indicate the acceptance of multi- and single-jet L1 seeds
for comparison.
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(a) Signal acceptances for the HT calculated from six leading jets with looser |⌘| thresholds
(|⌘| < 2.5 in place of |⌘| < 2.1).

(b) Signal acceptances for the HT calculated from five leading jets with looser |⌘| thresholds
(|⌘| < 2.5 in place of |⌘| < 2.1).

Figure 5.9: The acceptance of the UDS mg̃ = 400 GeV signal as a function of the
HT cut for selected L1Topo HT triggers. The vertical blue line indicates a 190 GeV
HT cut and horizontal lines indicate the acceptance of multi- and single-jet L1 seeds
for comparison. The selections shown in these plots involve looser (a, b) or tighter
(c) thresholds on the selection used to identify jets for use in the HT calculation.
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(c) Signal acceptances for the HT calculated from five leading jets with tighter |⌘| thresholds.

Figure 5.9 (cont.): The acceptance of the UDS mg̃ = 400 GeV signal as a function
of the HT cut for selected L1Topo HT triggers. The vertical blue line indicates a
190 GeV HT cut and horizontal lines indicate the acceptance of multi- and single-jet
L1 seeds for comparison. The selections shown in these plots involve looser (a, b)
or tighter (c) thresholds on the selection used to identify jets for use in the HT

calculation.
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activity in the forward region (outside the tracking acceptance) could again saturate
triggers with background events9. Thus, HT calculations using L1 jets identified in
the barrel/end-cap (i.e. not forward) region (|⌘| < 2.1, 3.1) are well motivated for
triggering on central jets (|⌘| < 2.5, 3.2) at the HLT.

Nonetheless, the signal acceptance in Figure 5.9b and Figure 5.9a increases when
5- and 6-jet HT calculations are used, respectively, and when looser |⌘| selections
(|⌘| < 2.5 instead of |⌘| < 2.1) are applied. Comparable signal acceptances are
seen for both the 5- and 6-jet HT calculations, but it is evident that the 6-jet HT

calculation produces higher HT values and therefore a higher signal acceptance when
the HT selection is tightest. Tightening the |⌘| selections with a 5-jet HT calculation
in Figure 5.9c causes the signal acceptance to fall significantly relative to looser
selections as the HT cut increased. These changes are expected as discussed above
but are highlighted to illustrate the e↵ects of modifications to the HT distribution
with di↵erent jet selections. The e↵ects of di↵erent jet selections are discussed further
in Section 5.7.

The numerical values of the signal acceptance using di↵erent trigger selections are
shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 for the UDS and UDB signals, respectively. The L1HT
seed included in these plots is that intended for use in Run 3, L1HT190-J15s5pETA21.
While the L1HT trigger is not competitive with the low-threshold multi-jet triggers
for the lowest (100 GeV) signal masses, it has high acceptance for higher mass
signals and is overall a more flexible (and therefore useful!) alternative to the L1J100
seed. As before, multi-jet triggers perform very well for both the UDS and UDB
mass points relative to the L1J100 and L1HT triggers. Thus, trigger chains with a
low-threshold multi-jet selection or a HT selection are most promising for the Run
3 multi-jet TLA. The tables for the trigger signal acceptance show an additional
asymmetric threshold trigger, L1J50 2J40p0ETA25 3J15p0ETA25, that has similar
thresholds to the L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 trigger. The primary di↵erence is
that a higher-ET jet (ET > 50 GeV) within |⌘| < 3.1 is required in addition to two
jets with ET > 40 GeV within |⌘| < 2.5. This trigger also performs better than
L1J100 and L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 for the lowest mass signals, which highlights
the excellent performance of asymmetric triggers for certain multi-jet signatures.
The L1J50 2J40p0ETA25 3J15p0ETA25 was not studied further with additional HLT
selections, only the L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 trigger is included in further results
throughout this Chapter.

When the trigger acceptances are evaluated for the combined MC16 sample, better
performance for certain triggers (particularly multi-jet selections with low thresholds)
is seen relative to the MC16a only sample in both Tables 5.2 and 5.3. The origin of
this behaviour could be explained by the di↵erent pile-up conditions emulated by
individual MC16 campaigns. For campaigns that simulate more significant levels

9Decreases in detector granularity in the forward region could also impact the resolution of signal-like
jets reconstructed at large-⌘, but these jets would likely be rejected if tracking (within |⌘| < 2.5)
is used.
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of pile-up, a larger low-pT hadronic jet contribution is expected, which leads to
higher trigger acceptance values for lower mass signals (with lower pT and ET jets).
Comparatively, the acceptance of higher mass signals, which contain higher pT and ET

jets, will change little since many more events already pass trigger requirements.

The statistical uncertainty in all trigger acceptances (and the number of events passing
triggers) was calculated assuming the trigger decision described a binomial variable.
Thus, the uncertainty intervals in Tables 5.2 and 5.3 are quoted as 95% confidence
intervals using quantiles of the F distribution [8]. The uncertainty calculation
procedure is detailed in Appendix C and is used for all signal acceptance results in
this Chapter. The use of a confidence interval occasionally results in di↵erent lower
and upper values for the uncertainty relative to the central value after rounding the
uncertainty estimates.

Table 5.2: L1 trigger acceptance fractions for UDS signal points with di↵erent event
samples.

(a) MC16a event sample.

(b) Combined MC16 event sample.

5.7 Kinematic shaping by L1 triggers

An additional consideration beyond the signal acceptance for L1 triggers is whether
a given L1 trigger selection significantly shapes kinematic observables for jets in an
event. Presumably, a trigger with high signal acceptance shapes distributions of
jet pT and ⌘ minimally as in Figure 5.4 for the leading o✏ine jet pT. We therefore
expect more significant ⌘ and pT shaping for triggers with tight selections on the jet
kinematics. The shaping of the ⌘ and pT distribution alters the 3-jet (triplet) invariant
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Table 5.3: L1 trigger acceptance fractions for UDB signal points with di↵erent event
samples.

(a) MC16a event sample.

(b) Combined MC16 event sample.

mass spectrum10, and therefore a↵ects the significance of any excess identified in a
“bump hunt” analysis (e.g. Ref. [92]) including its ability to be identified against
the background. The shaping of the following distributions was considered for these
studies:

• Leading, sub-leading (second), and sixth-leading o✏ine (calibrated) and L1 jet
pT (ET for L1 jets),

• |⌘| for the leading, sub-leading, and sixth-leading jets above.

The choice of these observables is linked to the 6-jet signal topology and their role in
trigger selections. The same L1 trigger selections from Section 5.6 were applied, and
various L1 HT selections were tested. In these results, the L1 jet HT calculation was
limited to using no more than 5 jets with ET thresholds of 15 GeV, 20 GeV, and 25
GeVand |⌘| thresholds of 2.1 and 3.1. Also, only the e↵ects of trigger selections on the
UDS signal points were considered in detail. A comparison of the (o✏ine/calibrated)
jet pT distributions for the UDS and UDB samples in Figure 5.10 illustrates that the
UDB signal process leads to slightly lower pT jets than for the UDS process. The
separation is small, so we expect comparable results for the UDB signal points in
this Section. Nonetheless, this explains the lower signal acceptances seen for UDB
signals compared to UDS signals with the same trigger selections throughout this
Chapter.

10This is most important for o✏ine jets reconstructed with more granularity than L1 jets.
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(a) Leading jet pT comparison. (b) Sixth jet pT comparison.

Figure 5.10: Comparison of the calibrated o✏ine jet pT distributions for the UDS
and UDB signal mass points. Slightly more separation is seen between UDS and
UDB distributions for the sixth jet compared to the leading jet.

5.7.1 L1 jet pT, HT, and ⌘ shaping

L1 jet energy scales are far below that of calibrated o✏ine jets as discussed in
Section 4.6, which is evident in the L1 jet ET (or o✏ine jet pT) and HT distributions
for all signal mass points. The 400 GeV signal mass point is shaped very little by
all trigger selections – except for the L1J100 trigger which selects events where the
leading jet has ET > 100 GeV (provided it is also within |⌘| < 3.1). The most
significant shaping is seen for the lower mass signals where the jet ET is smaller –
particularly the sub-leading jets for multi-jet triggers and where stringent selections
are applied for the jets contributing to the HT calculation.

Jet ET spectra are shown in Figures 5.11 to 5.14 for the 100 GeV, 200 GeV, 300 GeV,
and 400 GeV UDS signals, respectively. The e↵ects of di↵erent trigger thresholds
on the jet ET distributions leads to a separation between low-threshold and high-
threshold triggers. The L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selected leading jet ET distribution
clearly shows the benefit of event-level selections in comparison to the sharp edge
at 100 GeV for the L1J100 triggered leading jet. The other low-threshold multi-jet
triggers display smaller degrees of shaping for the jet ET. The asymmetric L1 trigger
has a sharp edge at 45 GeV in the leading jet ET distribution compared to the
L14J15 variations that have looser thresholds. Thus, even though the asymmetric
threshold triggers have higher acceptance, the choice of their (higher first) thresholds
leads to additional shaping compared to the other multi-jet selections. However, the
threshold choice becomes a feasibility consideration at the point where the signal
acceptance needs to be balanced with the total trigger rate as discussed throughout
this Chapter. Similar results are seen for the second (sub-leading) and sixth jet: fewer
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sharp edges (depending on jet multiplicity requirements for the trigger11) are seen
for multi-jet triggers and the shape of the L1J100 and L1HT selected distributions
become more similar.

(a) Leading jet ET (b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.11: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 100 GeV combined MC16 event sample.

Jet ⌘ spectra are also shown in Figures 5.11 to 5.14 for the 100 GeV, 200 GeV, 300
GeV, and 400 GeV UDS signals, respectively. The ⌘ binning was chosen based on
the granularity of L1Calo ⌘ > 0 trigger towers from Ref. [76]. A slightly di↵erent

11For example, if a trigger requires 4 jets with ET > 15 GeV then we would expect to see an
approximate 15 GeV low-pT edge in distributions up to and including the 4th leading jet (provided
these jets pass the additional ⌘ selections).
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.11 (cont.): L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 100 GeV combined MC16 event
sample.
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(a) Leading jet ET (b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.12: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 200 GeV combined MC16 event sample.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.12 (cont.): L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 200 GeV combined MC16 event
sample.
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(a) Leading jet ET (b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.13: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 300 GeV combined MC16 event sample.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.13 (cont.): L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 300 GeV combined MC16 event
sample.
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(a) Leading jet ET
(b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.14: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 400 GeV combined MC16 event sample.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.14 (cont.): L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 400 GeV combined MC16 event
sample.
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normalisation procedure was used for the histograms to consider the bin widths in
density calculations when an irregular binning is used. The o✏ine jet ⌘ distributions
presented later also use this normalisation scheme but have regular bin widths. The
⌘ distributions for L1 jets show features characteristic of transitions between di↵erent
regions of the detector – notably the empty bin close to ⌘ = 0 where there is a break
between the two halves of the detector. The ⌘ shaping is, however, not as extensive
as the ET shaping. Nonetheless, triggers with more stringent (central) ⌘ selections
(e.g. L1HT190-J15s5pETA21) have more central ⌘ distributions.

Di↵erent variations of the jet selection used for the L1 HT calculation lead to di↵erent
HT distribution shapes in Figure 5.20. When these di↵erent L1HT signatures are
compared at a fixed 190 GeV HT cut, the distributions of the jet ET and ⌘ are
shaped most when HT calculations have tight jet ET and ⌘ selections, as expected.
As shown in Figures 5.15 to 5.17 and 5.19 for the di↵erent gluino signal masses,
tighter ET selections shift the ET distributions of (HT triggered) L1 jets to higher
values. Similarly, tightening the ⌘ selection on the jets used for the HT calculation
leads to jet ⌘ distributions that are more central (smaller ⌘).

Figures 5.21 to 5.24 illustrate the e↵ect of di↵erent HT cuts on the L1 jet ET and
⌘ with a single J15s5pETA21 jet selection. More stringent selections cause the ET

distributions to migrate to higher ET, which is typical of all results in this Section.
Interestingly, the more stringent HT selections also shape the ⌘ distributions more
than their looser counterparts – albeit in many bins the di↵erences are within
the range of statistical uncertainties. That is, the HT selection implicitly requires
central jets with the J15s5pETA21 jet selection – higher values of HT result from the
contribution of 5 leading high-ET and central (|⌘| < 2.1) jets.

One notable feature in the L1 jet ⌘ distributions (Figures 5.11 to 5.14) that is not
prevalent in the distributions for o✏ine jets (Figures 5.26 to 5.28) is an abundance
of forward low-ET jets (large |⌘|) and apparent “missing” bins. This could be
a consequence of the L1 jet reconstruction algorithms and the granularity of the
calorimeter towers used to identify L1 jets. A significant population of low-ET jets
(e.g. the sixth-leading jet) in the forward region could also be associated with pile-up
radiation since the calorimeter occupancy increases at large |⌘|. For these studies and
their translation into future analyses, only central jets within the tracking acceptance
are important and the large-|⌘| jets would be rejected. Since the ⌘ distribution in the
central |⌘| < 2.5 region is continuous (after re-binning12), the forward jet features
are not considered further.
12Without re-binning, 0.1 width bins in the central |⌘| < 2.5 region lead to additional “missing”
bins, potentially explained by the granularity of L1 jets and their discreteness after reconstruction
from fixed-size calorimeter towers.
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(a) Leading jet ET (b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.15: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 100 GeV combined MC16 event sample
after a HT > 190 GeV selection when di↵erent jet selections are used for the HT

calculation.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.15 (cont.): L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 100 GeV combined MC16 event
sample after a HT > 190 GeV selection when di↵erent jet selections are used for the
HT calculation.
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(a) Leading jet ET (b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.16: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 200 GeV combined MC16 event sample
after a HT > 190 GeV selection when di↵erent jet selections are used for the HT

calculation.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.16 (cont.): L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 200 GeV combined MC16 event
sample after a HT > 190 GeV selection when di↵erent jet selections are used for the
HT calculation.
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(a) Leading jet ET (b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.17: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 300 GeV combined MC16 event sample
after a HT > 190 GeV selection when di↵erent jet selections are used for the HT

calculation.
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(a) Leading jet ⌘ (b) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(c) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.18: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 300 GeV combined MC16 event sample
after a HT > 190 GeV selection when di↵erent jet selections are used for the HT

calculation.
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(a) Leading jet ET
(b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.19: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 400 GeV combined MC16 event sample
after a HT > 190 GeV selection when di↵erent jet selections are used for the HT

calculation.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.19 (cont.): L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 400 GeV combined MC16 event
sample after a HT > 190 GeV selection when di↵erent jet selections are used for the
HT calculation.
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Figure 5.20: Comparisons of the L1 HT distributions for the mg̃ = 200 GeV signal
with di↵erent jet selections used in the HT calculation. The most stringent jet
selections result in distributions shifted to lower values of HT, while, the looser jet
selections produce distributions with larger values of HT.
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(a) Leading jet ET (b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.21: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 100 GeV combined MC16 event sample
after various HT selections for the J15s5pETA21 jet selection.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.21 (cont.): L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 100 GeV combined MC16 event
sample after various HT selections for the J15s5pETA21 jet selection.
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(a) Leading jet ET (b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.22: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 200 GeV combined MC16 event sample
after various HT selections for the J15s5pETA21 jet selection.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.22 (cont.): L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 200 GeV combined MC16 event
sample after various HT selections for the J15s5pETA21 jet selection.
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(a) Leading jet ET (b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet ET

Figure 5.23: L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the
ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 300 GeV combined MC16 event sample
after various HT selections for the J15s5pETA21 jet selection.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.23 (cont.): L1 jet ET (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 300 GeV combined MC16 event
sample after various HT selections for the J15s5pETA21 jet selection.
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(a) Leading jet ET
(b) Sub-leading (second) jet ET

(c) Sixth jet pT

Figure 5.24: L1 jet pT (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display the ET)
and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 400 GeV combined MC16 event sample after
various HT selections for the J15s5pETA21 jet selection.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.24 (cont.): L1 jet pT (the axis labels are quoted as pT, but actually display
the ET) and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 400 GeV combined MC16 event
sample after various HT selections for the J15s5pETA21 jet selection.
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5.7.2 O✏ine jet pT and ⌘ shaping

Only pT and ⌘ shaping for the o✏ine (calibrated) jets after L1 trigger selections was
considered in detail, not the e↵ects of di↵erent L1 HT selections and calculation
procedures, since these results largely reflect the same conclusions as for L1 jets,
but at an energy scale closer to that of truth-level jets. The use of the o✏ine jet
information for a detailed study of the L1 trigger e�ciency turn-on was not considered.
The HT distributions in Figure 5.25 illustrate the e↵ect of making di↵erent trigger
selections on quantities we use in trigger signatures at the HLT. The HT distributions
with L1 trigger selections applied are useful for determining appropriate HLT HT

(pre-)selections, which are not considered further in this thesis aside from these brief
comments. For low-mass signals triggered with L1 multi-jet selections, a looser HLT
HT threshold can be used compared to when the L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection
is applied. The e�cacy of di↵erent HLT HT thresholds in terms of their signal
acceptance is entirely dependent on the shapes of the HT distribution in relation to
whether the L1 trigger selection forces the HT distribution to migrate to small or
large values. Of course, the performance of the triggers for “background” events in
relation to CPU costs and trigger rates is important and still being considered in
preparation for Run 3.

Like for the L1 jet ET and ⌘ distributions, the most stringent trigger thresholds
lead to more pT and ⌘ shaping in Figures 5.26 to 5.29. This is particularly true
for the L1HT trigger where a narrowing of the ⌘ distribution for both o✏ine and L1
jets is characteristic of the tighter |⌘| < 2.1 cut on L1 jets in the HT calculation
compared to other trigger ⌘ thresholds. Thus, like for L1 jets, the central ⌘ selection
of the L1HT signature selects more central o✏ine jets than those at large-⌘. For these
studies, the binning in jet pT is constrained to have pT > 20 GeV, but we do see
cases for the sixth-leading jet pT distributions where the jet pT falls below 20 GeV.
However, the calibration for very low pT (< 20 GeV) jets does not perform as well
as for higher pT jets. Since we are interested primarily in the well-calibrated jets,
realistic limits were placed on the jet pT we considered. This is also evident in the
use of HLT j20 trigger selections rather than a lower jet pT selection, although the
background rate also a↵ects choices of trigger thresholds.

5.8 Signal acceptances for HLT selections

The signal acceptance of complete trigger chains involving both an L1 trigger and
HLT (kinematic) selection are shown in Tables 5.4 and 5.5 for the UDS and UDB
signal points, respectively. While both the results for the UDS and UDB signal
points are included we limit our discussion of results to the UDS signal points where
the gluinos decay to light jets only. A small di↵erence is seen between the UDS and
UDB signal point trigger acceptances characteristic of the lower pT of UDB signal
jets relative to UDS signal jets in Figure 5.10, as noted before. Additional keywords
(e.g. JetDS ) in trigger names are used to denote the corresponding stream for the
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(a) mg̃ = 100 GeV (b) mg̃ = 200 GeV

(c) mg̃ = 300 GeV (d) mg̃ = 400 GeV

Figure 5.25: The o✏ine/trigger HT calculated from calibrated o✏ine jets with
pT > 30 GeV and |⌘| < 3.2 for the UDS signal points in the combined MC16 event
sample after various L1 trigger selections.
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(a) Leading jet pT (b) Sub-leading (second) jet pT

(c) Sixth jet pT

Figure 5.26: O✏ine jet pT and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 100 GeV combined
MC16 event sample.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.26 (cont.): O✏ine jet pT and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 100 GeV
combined MC16 event sample.
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(a) Leading jet pT (b) Sub-leading (second) jet pT

(c) Sixth jet pT

Figure 5.27: O✏ine jet pT and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 200 GeV combined
MC16 event sample.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.27 (cont.): O✏ine jet pT and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 200 GeV
combined MC16 event sample.
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(a) Leading jet pT (b) Sub-leading (second) jet pT

(c) Sixth jet pT

Figure 5.28: O✏ine jet pT and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 300 GeV combined
MC16 event sample.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.28 (cont.): O✏ine jet pT and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 300 GeV
combined MC16 event sample.
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(a) Leading jet pT (b) Sub-leading (second) jet pT

(c) Sixth jet pT

Figure 5.29: O✏ine jet pT and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 400 GeV combined
MC16 event sample.
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(d) Leading jet ⌘ (e) Sub-leading (second) jet ⌘

(f) Sixth jet ⌘

Figure 5.29 (cont.): O✏ine jet pT and ⌘ distributions for the UDS mg̃ = 400 GeV
combined MC16 event sample.
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trigger and have no impact on the event selection logic13. The same uncertainty
estimation and trigger acceptance calculation procedure as for the L1 trigger studies
was used.

Like for L1 trigger signal acceptances, the combined MC16 sample achieves larger
acceptances for low-mass (100 GeV, 200 GeV) signals compared to the MC16a only
sample – primarily for low-threshold multi-jet selections. Again, this could be a
result of the di↵erent sample conditions – higher pile-up levels (more low-pT jets,
some which pass trigger thresholds) will lead to increased acceptances for lower mass
signals.

From the wide variety of complete trigger chains studied, those with a multi-jet
selection in both the HLT and L1 trigger are most performant. For instance, the
HLT j20 L14J15 and HLT j20 L14J15p0ETA25 chain produces an acceptance above
20% acceptance compared to the HLT j20 L1J100 acceptance of 6-7%. The L1HT190
seeded HLT selections clearly outperform HLT j20 L1J100, but only produce small
signal acceptance increases for the lowest mass signals (100 GeV). At higher signal
masses up to 400 GeV, the L1HT190 seeded trigger performance increases substantially
relative to the L1J100 triggers, leading to improved performance for the complete
HLT+L1 chains. As expected, the higher threshold triggers in the final lines of
the table (HLT 4j12014, HLT 5j70 0eta240 L14J15, HLT ht1000 L1J100) perform
the worst. At the largest signal masses tested (400 GeV) the best-performing
(low-threshold) triggers are almost fully e�cient (i.e. 100% e�ciency).

Triggers that exploit loose asymmetric thresholds perform comparably to the best-
performing chains that use single-jet HLT selections and multi-jet L1 trigger se-
lections. The HLT j60 j45 2j20 and HLT j80 j55 j28 j20 selections seeded by
L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 have lower signal acceptance than HLT j20 L14J15 for
mg̃ = 100 GeV, but for higher mass (� 200 GeV) signals they provide the highest
acceptances. The loose HLT j60 j45 2j20 selection has a 24-25% acceptance for
mg̃ = 100 GeV but achieves a 99.6% acceptance for mg̃ = 400 GeV, at which point it
is almost fully e�cient. With larger uncertainties (greater than 1%) the performance
of the asymmetric threshold triggers could agree to within uncertainties with the
HLT j20 L14J15 acceptance for some higher mass (� 200 GeV) signals.

The limiting factor for TLA triggers in Run 3 has proven to be the rate of each chain
and associated resource costs for tracking, primarily where chains should use PFlow
jets. The L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 trigger performs quite well but the kinematic
selections alone lead to significant and una↵ordable trigger rates for tracking as
discussed throughout this Chapter. The candidate TLA triggers are still being
finalised, but the trigger menu will initially include chains with both the L1HT190

and L1J100 seeds.
13The position and name of the stream in trigger chains has changed since early studies were
conducted.

14Actually HLT 4j120 L1J100.
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To mitigate the high rate of triggers used with tracking and PFlow reconstruction a
calorimeter-only pre-selection can be applied using EMTopo jets. The results discussed
here are primarily for illustrative purposes and show the e↵ect of pre-selections on
the signal acceptance of L1HT190 and L14J15p0ETA25 seeded chains15. The complete
trigger selections were applied up to and including the pre-selection on EMPFlow jets,
not EMTopo jets since only an indicative estimate of the signal acceptance was needed.
In practice, these steps would take place before any expensive tracking/reconstruction
algorithms are run at the HLT to reduce the number of events that require complete
HLT reconstruction. The chosen pre-selection (regardless of the signature [e.g.
multi-jet, HT, etc.]) should reduce the trigger rate su�ciently using an appropriately
stringent selection. We considered jet-based pre-selections including a baseline j18016

L1HT selection, and looser 4-jet selections, 4jX17, (where X is the jet pT threshold)
for both L1 triggers. The pre-selection results are included in the first eight rows of
Tables 5.4 and 5.5. The limitation of the signal acceptance results presented here lies
in the fact that they do not consider the trigger turn-on curves in detail and therefore
very loose pre-selections may not be well motivated in terms of their reduction of
trigger rates and resource costs.

When the j180 pre-selection is applied after a L1HT190 selection, the acceptance of
the lowest mass signal (mg̃ = 100 GeV) events (where the jets originating from the
gluino decay have low pT) decreases considerably relative to the HLT j20 L1HT190...

chain without pre-selections. A looser multi-jet selection is one option to avoid high
single-jet thresholds as seen for the TLA triggers in general. Four-jet selections
(HLT 4jX L1HT190...) with pT thresholds between 20 GeV and 50 GeV obtain signal
acceptances no less than half of the HLT j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 acceptance for
the mg̃ = 100 GeV UDS and UDB signal in Tables 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. The
HLT 4j20... selections will be satisfied by many low-pT multi-jet QCD events, so
more stringent selections (e.g. 40 GeV to 50 GeV pT thresholds) might be optimal
for limiting the rate of these chains su�ciently. The same is true for the multi-jet
L1 seed, where more stringent pre-selections lead to mg̃ = 100 GeV acceptances
approximately half that of the HLT j20 L14J15p0ETA25 chain. In both Tables 5.4
and 5.5 these higher threshold selections maintain reasonably high sensitivity to the
signals with gluino masses of at least 200 GeV. The more stringent pre-selections
will always have a negative impact on sensitivity for the lowest mass 100 GeV signal,
which is unavoidable. The tighter 4jX pre-selections (especially for the L1HT seeded
trigger) provide an acceptable signal acceptance, which is lost with harsher (e.g.

15These studies were completed with input from Claire Antel and other members of the ATLAS
trigger group to identify pre-selections for use in the main physics trigger stream (not TLA).
However, since the L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 trigger will be used for TLA, the same pre-selection
can be applied for the TLA trigger chains. Although only multi-jet pre-selections are included in
these results, the final pre-selection chosen for the L1HT190 chain after further study by members
of the ATLAS jet trigger group consists of a HT selection for central |⌘| < 2.4 jets.

16A single jet with pT > 180 GeV is required to be reconstructed within |⌘| < 3.2.
17Four jets with pT > X GeV are required to be reconstructed within |⌘| < 3.2.
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j180) selections. Avenues for the use of PFlow reconstruction in TLA trigger chains,
including pre-selections, are still being considered for Run 3.

Table 5.4: HLT chain acceptance fractions for UDS signal points with di↵erent event
samples.

(a) MC16a event sample.

(b) Combined MC16 event sample.
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Table 5.5: HLT chain acceptance fractions for UDB signal points with di↵erent event
samples.

(a) MC16a event sample.

(b) Combined MC16 event sample.
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5.9 E↵ects of pile-up rejection

Searches for low-mass resonances that produce low-pT jets are particularly susceptible
to contamination from pile-up jets produced in the detector. The use of combinatorial
techniques to identify the signal jets originating from each gluino decay could result in
the mis-identification of a pile-up jet as a signal jet (relevant for HL-LHC projections
in Chapter 6). To prevent this, some form of pile-up suppression is required such
as the use of tracking capabilities in the trigger and JVT (the Jet Vertex Tagger
introduced in Section 4.8.1).

These studies considered the e↵ects of trigger- and analysis-level JVT selections in
combination with multi-jet HLT selections on the acceptance of signal events and
pT spectra of signal jets, respectively. JVT selections corresponding to the Tight
working point for EMPFlow jets were applied, and the pT distributions of selected
jets were compared to that with no selections. The Tight EMPFlow JVT working
point requires jets with |⌘| < 2.4 and 20 < pT (GeV) < 60 to have JVT > 0.5. The
JVT selection was applied to only the jet being considered: the leading, sub-leading
(second), or sixth-leading jet. While analysis- or trigger-level JVT selections would
be applied to all jets passing kinematic requirements in an event, the consideration of
the performance for a limited set of jets allowed for the e↵ects of JVT on a collection
of both high- and low-pT jets to be compared. Intermediate pT jets (e.g. the third,
fourth, or fifth leading jets) could be used to expand the pT range under consideration
but were not used in these studies. Multi-jet trigger selections were also applied
before the JVT selection was made, including a HLT 4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21

(with a greater jet multiplicity requirement compared to the j20 TLA trigger),
HLT j80 j55 j28 j20, and HLT j60 j45 2j20 selection – the asymmetric L1 seed is
used for the final two triggers. For these initial results, the JVT selection acts as an
“analysis selection” rather than a trigger-level selection because it was not applied to
all jets considered by the trigger selection.

The UDS signal jet pT spectra before and after trigger and JVT selections are shown
in Figures 5.30 to 5.32 for the leading jet, sub-leading (2nd) jet, and sixth-leading
jet, respectively. The bottom panel of the histograms shows the ratio of every
distribution after selection to that without selections. Any bins where the ratio
vanishes or blows up to 1 are masked to avoid their impact on the ratio panel y-axis
range. The e↵ects of L1 trigger selections on these distributions are already well
established and similar results are seen when HLT and L1 selections are combined.
The jet pT distributions after the application of high-acceptance triggers (with lower
pT thresholds) contain more low-pT events where the spectrum does not cut-o↵ at
high-pT, like for more stringent selections. The application of JVT alone indicates
that Tight JVT selections have little e↵ect on the highest pT leading jet except for
the mg̃ = 100 GeV signal. A more significant e↵ect is seen for the second- and
sixth-leading jets where jets from low-mass resonances inherently have quite low
pT. Events with very low-pT sixth-leading jets are lost, while events with higher pT
sixth-leading jets are kept – in part due to the 20 < pT (GeV) < 60 requirement
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required for JVT cut to be applied. Further plots illustrating the results for the
MC16a only dataset and the UDB signal points are included in Appendix D.

Trigger-level JVT selections were emulated with JVT thresholds of 0.2, and 0.5 (like
the o✏ine Tight working point). Looser selections might be applied in the trigger to
achieve an inclusive event selection before o✏ine analysis where tighter selections
are made with all information available. For the JVT selection to be considered
part of the trigger selection, it must be applied to the same jets used to make the
trigger decision. For multi-jet and single-jet triggers this is straightforward as the
JVT selection can be applied at the same time as the kinematic selections, their
order does not matter. However, for HT triggers the JVT selection must be applied
before calculating the HT and making the HT cut. The kinematic requirements for
jets subject to JVT selections were applied to EMPFlow jets with the same selections
as for the o✏ine analysis recommendations – |⌘| < 2.4 and 20 < pT (GeV) < 60. The
detector ⌘ coordinate measured with respect to the geometric centre of the detector
is typically used for the kinematic selection before the JVT cut, but we used the
jet ⌘ instead, so some di↵erences between the jets to which JVT is applied can be
expected.

The incorporation of JVT selections into the trigger selections leads to little variation
in signal acceptances for the MC16a event sample results in Tables 5.6 and 5.7 for
the UDS and UDB decay mode, respectively. For signal jets that originate from the
hard-scatter vertex, the JVT likelihood is close to 1.0 [41] and in a sample where
pile-up is not dominant (e.g. compared to later years of Run 2 or expectations
for Run 3 and the HL-LHC) these e↵ects lead to very small changes to the trigger
acceptance with loose JVT cuts in Tables 5.6a and 5.7a. Tighter, JVT > 0.5,
selections lead to more variation in the signal acceptance, but no change larger than
1% relative to the results with a looser selection is seen. Additionally, the trigger
signatures most a↵ected by the JVT selections have a significant jet multiplicity
requirement (e.g. HLT asymmetric-threshold 4-jet triggers). It is more likely that
a lower pT jet fails the JVT requirement when multiple jets are considered in the
trigger selection. Although the trigger chains from the pre-selection studies are
included in these tables they should not be considered in detail – the pre-selection is
only applied to calorimeter jets in practice so tracking (and JVT selections) would
not be possible.

Similar outcomes are evident when the combined MC16 samples are evaluated, but
those results are not included. Like for the MC16a event sample, triggers with
multi-jet requirements at the HLT (i.e. not a single-jet j20) selection have larger
di↵erences (smaller than 1% for tighter JVT > 0.5 selections) in signal acceptances
between the JVT selections considered. For both the MC16a and combined MC16
samples, the decrease in signal acceptance with a JVT selection is mass-dependent
– the acceptance of higher mass signals is less a↵ected by a JVT selection. These
features are explained by the relative abundance of lower pT jets from a low-mass
resonance compared to that for a higher mass resonance.
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Small changes in signal acceptances after emulating JVT cuts in trigger selections are
expected given the relatively low level of pile-up in the MC16a event sample (compared
to Run 3 expectations) and the fact that signal jets are known to originate from
a hard-scatter interaction. Nonetheless, the o✏ine JVT selection does not exactly
reflect JVT selections applied at trigger-level, especially where di↵erent kinematic
requirements may exist for the JVT selection. The use of a looser kinematic selection
may lead to further decreases in the signal event acceptance where JVT selections
are applied higher pT jets. Nonetheless, since the signal jets originate from the
hard-scatter interaction the change will likely still be small with the e↵ect of rejecting
any reconstructed events where pile-up jets contaminate the objects considered by
trigger decisions. The impact of JVT selections on backgrounds including QCD
jet production is more important for consideration but was not studied. Soft QCD
jet radiation looks quite like pile-up and therefore its rejection with JVT provides
another avenue to higher purity data containing background events from known
resonances (e.g. tt̄) and (hopefully!) events from an unobserved signal process.
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Table 5.6: HLT chain acceptance fractions for MC16a UDS signal points with di↵erent
JVT selections.

(a) JVT > 0.2 selection.

(b) JVT > 0.5 selection.
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Table 5.7: HLT chain acceptance fractions for MC16a UDB signal points with
di↵erent JVT selections.

(a) JVT > 0.2 selection.

(b) JVT > 0.5 selection.
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(a) mg̃ = 100 GeV (b) mg̃ = 200 GeV

(c) mg̃ = 300 GeV (d) mg̃ = 400 GeV

Figure 5.30: Plots of the leading jet pT distributions for all UDS gluino pair-
production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT selections (purple),
and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red, and green). The trigger
selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20 (orange) and HLT j60 -
j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers with an L1J45p0ETA21 -
3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the HLT 4j20 L1HT190-
J15s5pETA21 selection.
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(a) mg̃ = 100 GeV (b) mg̃ = 200 GeV

(c) mg̃ = 300 GeV (d) mg̃ = 400 GeV

Figure 5.31: Plots of the sub-leading (2nd) jet pT distributions for all UDS gluino
pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT selections
(purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red, and green).
The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20 (orange)
and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers with an
L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the HLT -
4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.
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(a) mg̃ = 100 GeV (b) mg̃ = 200 GeV

(c) mg̃ = 300 GeV (d) mg̃ = 400 GeV

Figure 5.32: Plots of the sixth-leading jet pT distributions for all UDS gluino
pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT selections
(purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red, and green).
The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20 (orange)
and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers with an
L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the HLT -
4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.
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5.10 Summary and Run 3 Outlook

Run 3 of the LHC provides a unique and very exciting opportunity to continue the
development of real-time analysis strategies and search for challenging signatures
of new physics. This Chapter has provided an introduction to Trigger-object Level
Analysis and some of its intricacies, expanding on the introduction to ATLAS
TDAQ in Section 3.2.6. From our studies of the trigger acceptances for gluino pair-
production signals it is evident that events from the lowest mass signal points are
best identified with loose kinematic thresholds in trigger chains. Trigger signatures
involving loose (asymmetric) multi-jet selections are therefore favoured. The use of
Level-1 triggers with a HT selection, but without explicit jet multiplicity or high
single-jet ET thresholds, produces a significant signal acceptance benefit compared
to the baseline ET > 100 GeV single-jet trigger. The ability of these triggers to
encapsulate an estimate of the total hadronic activity of events may prove useful
for a wider range of signal processes than that studied in this work, so should be
considered further.

While our results do not suggest that pile-up mitigation techniques penalise the
acceptance of multi-jet signals considerably, further investigation into these techniques
is necessary – especially because higher pile-up levels are anticipated in Run 3 and
at the HL-LHC. Further studies should aim to emulate the complete trigger decision
process from the L1 trigger to HLT event selections. Additional studies could explore
new techniques (e.g. machine learning for fast pile-up rejection) currently proposed
for use in the ATLAS trigger and consider their e↵ect on both signal and background
processes. The e↵ect of JVT selections on signal events should also be explored
further using dedicated trigger-level JVT recommendations rather than those tuned
for o✏ine analyses. A consideration of the overlap of di↵erent triggers (i.e. where
the same event passes several di↵erent trigger selections) for the signal samples could
also be useful. At analysis-level, performing a study of the frequency with which
pile-up jets are mis-combined with signal jets using combinatorial techniques could
provide an additional measure of pile-up contamination.





Chapter 6

Trigger-object Level Analysis
Projections for the HL-LHC

The commissioning and operation of the HL-LHC will see the collection of 3000 fb�1

(integrated luminosity) of collision data with much higher instantaneous luminosities
and therefore increased pile-up levels. High pile-up conditions at the HL-LHC will
lead to a more significant low-momentum contribution to kinematic distributions
than in Run 2 and Run 3 reducing sensitivity to low-mass resonances. This is an
important consideration for “bump hunt” searches like Ref. [92, 109] where the
invariant mass distributions of objects and their resolution governs the sensitivity
of analyses. Therefore, to obtain meaningful results with TLA, high performance
pile-up rejection techniques are imperative. This might involve using charged particle
tracks to distinguish hard-scatter vertices from pile-up vertices, an existing technique
used in Run 2 and 3 of the LHC.

Since the LHC and the ATLAS detector is not yet configured for data-taking in
these conditions, we are limited to studying HL-LHC performance in simulation.
This Chapter presents the initial results and preparations for studies to inform the
development of ATLAS TDAQ frameworks for trigger-level analyses at the HL-LHC.
This work is not yet complete, so the final Sections of this Chapter aim to address the
future direction of these studies. The sensitivity of the ATLAS experiment to multi-
jet signals from g̃g̃ ! 6q is considered foremost. However, the key results from these
studies are relevant for any search for low-mass BSM physics with hadronic (multi-jet)
signatures, including an extrapolation to electroweakino production cross-sections in
Section 6.4.2.

The MC samples for these studies are introduced in Section 6.1. A discussion of
the analysis workflow adopted from previous searches is discussed in Sections 6.2
and 6.3. A simple optimisation procedure for the analysis is detailed in Section 6.4.
Finally, Sections 6.5 and 6.6 provides a discussion of future work that is necessary
and a summary of the status of these studies.

133
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6.1 Simulated event samples

6.1.1 Signal samples

The same g̃g̃ ! 6q signal process as used for the Run 3 TLA studies in Chapter 5
was considered, but a di↵erent (smaller) version of the samples was used (a note on
the samples is included at the end of this Section). An extrapolation procedure is
applied to the signal samples to scale the CM frame energy of the pp collision from
p
s = 13 TeV to

p
s = 14 TeV. No additional pile-up simulation was added, so these

samples are limited to the comparatively low pile-up of Run 2 and the corresponding
ATLAS detector geometry. Importantly, this means that the |⌘| limit of the tracking
acceptance is still |⌘| = 2.5 (not |⌘| = 4.0, anticipated for the ATLAS Inner-tracker
at the HL-LHC). Therefore, these upgrade studies are limited to selections on central
jets within the Run 2 tracking acceptance for consistency. The CM frame energy
of the samples is scaled to

p
s = 14 TeV using ratios of PDFs (parton distribution

functions). For these studies we used the NNPDF23 lo as 0130 qed PDF with QED
corrections [100], which was used in the simulation of the signal samples, accessible
from LHAPDF6 [110]. The implementation for this scaling is based on the PDF
re-weighting scheme implemented in the SimpleAnalysis [111] framework. The
nominal event weights (we do not consider systematic variations) for the sample were
scaled by:

WSF =
Y

i=1,2

xi,outf(xi,out, q)

xi,inf(xi,in, q)
(6.1)

where xi is the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the particles participating
in the interaction [112] and f is the PDF evaluated at xi and scale q. Every xi,out

is calculated by multiplying the original xi,in by the ratio
p
s
in
/
p
s
out

= 13/14 [113].
Evidently, this means that the region where x > 13/14 ⇡ 0.92857 was not considered,
and we lose a region of the parameter space where partons participating in the
pp interaction carry a fraction of the proton momentum close to 100% [113]. An
alternate extrapolation procedure may eventually need to be considered for this
reason. After re-scaling the event weights using PDFs, the sum of the weights for
each sample was recalculated to correctly scale the histograms/weights when di↵erent
samples (MC16a,d,e as in Chapter 5) were combined and when signal yields were
calculated. To combine the signal samples from the MC16 ATLAS sample production
campaigns a luminosity weighting scheme was used like that applied for the signal
samples from Chapter 5.

The
p
s = 14 TeV gluino pair-production cross-sections from Ref. [114, 115] were

used to ensure the signal yields were correctly normalised. These cross-sections
were calculated for models where the squarks are decoupled (i.e. no interactions
considering squarks occur) by setting their masses to large values compared to the
gluino mass [114, 115]. The signal cross-sections used for these studies are shown in
Table 6.1, and are on the order of double the

p
s = 13 TeV cross-sections for the
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samples used in Chapter 5. Thus, we could expect an enhancement in the rate at
which gluinos are pair-produced at the HL-LHC (if RPV SUSY exists).

Table 6.1: Signal cross-sections at
p
s = 14 TeV used for the studies in this Chapter.

No cross-section is currently available for the mg̃ = 100 GeV signal for these studies.
The

p
s = 13 TeV cross-sections are taken from the meta-data for the original

ATLAS MC samples. The
p
s = 14 TeV cross-sections are based on NLO+NLL

(next-to-leading order and next-to-leading logarithm for higher-order corrections)
calculations provided by the LHC Physics Working Group [114, 115]. Although
uncertainties for the

p
s = 14 TeV cross-sections exist, they were not considered in

these studies.

mg̃ (GeV) �g̃g̃(
p
s = 13 TeV) (pb) �g̃g̃(

p
s = 14 TeV) (pb)

100 50100 –

200 2050 4277.01

300 264 568.096

400 55.500 123.307

Like for the Run 3 studies, negatively weighted events produced by the MadGraph
generator were encountered in these samples. However, for the purposes of signal
and background comparisons, we did not remove them and instead followed a similar
approach to that mentioned in Section 5.2.1. It is possible that the negatively
weighted events could lead to problems during a statistical analysis of the results
(e.g. in code frameworks), so the incorporation of a method to deal with negative
event weights is left for further studies if it becomes necessary.

A note on the signal samples

The signal samples used for the studies presented in this Chapter were di↵erent from
those used for the earlier Run 3 TLA studies in Chapter 5. For these studies, the
samples correspond to a smaller collection of events for each gluino mass point (before
a statistics extension was completed). At the time of writing this thesis, these samples
are being replaced due to an issue in their generation that a↵ects the replicability
of results. Thus, the results included in this Chapter will eventually be reprocessed
with the newer datasets, and they should not be considered as a complete/precision
analysis, but as a means to document the framework and procedure for these studies.
The final Sections of this Chapter highlight further work that will be done to reach
a final set of projections with the newest samples.
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6.1.2 Background samples

Prominent fully hadronic background processes including tt̄ and QCD dijet production
are considered for the background estimation component of these studies. All the
background samples were o�cially produced by the ATLAS Collaboration and
simulated at

p
s = 14 TeV with µ between 190 and 210 to emulate the HL-LHC

conditions.

QCD background samples

The QCD background contribution was estimated from MC simulations of QCD
dijet production where the emission of extra jet radiation besides the two highest
pT jets was interpreted as a multi-jet process (as in Ref. [109]). The event samples
were simulated in Pythia 8.240 [98] and EvtGen 1.7.0 [99] with the A14 PDF tune
[116] and NNPDF23LO PDF set [117]. The dijet samples were sliced according to
the pT of truth-level jets to adequately sample the complete momentum range for jet
production. For this reason, additional re-weighting steps were conducted using the
cross-section, filter-e�ciency (from the MC generator), and the weighted number of
events processed for each slice1. This produced a pT spectrum without un-physical
fluctuations at the edges of each slice. Examples of some processes involving quarks
(straight line) and gluons (curly lines) which can contribute to these events are shown
in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: Examples of purely hadronic dijet processes seen at the LHC adapted
from [118]. The inclusion of additional gluon or quarks in the final state leads to
multi-jet processes with additional radiated jets. In principle, these diagrams can
be modified by interchanging quarks and gluons provided each interaction vertex is
permitted by QCD [118].

To reach the required pile-up levels of the HL-LHC, minimum-bias (pile-up) events
were overlaid in the creation of the samples. Since the samples are sliced in the truth
jet pT, there are cases where the pT of pile-up jets in low-momentum slices exceeds
that of hard-scatter jets. The low-pT slices contribute larger weights to the final
distributions, which causes unphysical fluctuations in the jet pT distribution where
this occurs. To remedy this, an event selection was applied using truth information
to determine whether the event contained spurious pile-up jets2. Events where the

1As for the combination of signal samples from di↵erent MC campaigns.
2The author thanks Dag Gillberg and Je↵ Dandoy for providing feedback on methods for cleaning
the dijet samples and suggesting this approach.
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leading (highest pT) jet from a collection of in-time pile-up (within a bunch crossing)
jets has a pT exceeding that of the leading hard-scatter jet in the event were vetoed.
The leading jet pT distributions for the QCD samples before and after applying this
cleaning method are shown in Figure 6.2. From the ratio panel, it is clear that the
event selection removes much of the contamination from pile-up overlay and produces
a spectrum closer to that of truth (particle-level) jets but with inherent di↵erences
from the e↵ects of pile-up.

A break-down of the e�ciencies of the cleaning method for several dijet pT slices
is shown in Table 6.2. These values were calculated by determining the ratio of
integrals over the leading truth jet pT distribution before and after application of
the cleaning method. Critically, the low-pT and pile-up dominated JZ0WithSW slice
contains events where the truth jets have insu�cient pT (lower than 5 GeV) for the
jet-finder, and they are not saved in datasets. These events are skipped by default
since they likely would not pass the cleaning requirements and are therefore not
included in the e�ciency calculation for JZ0WithSW. Consequently, the JZ0WithSW
e�ciency value is an estimate of the upper e�ciency limit only. Since the JZ0WithSW
sample contains such low-pT jets we do not expect it to contribute to the analysis,
the majority of the events would be removed by the cleaning method.

Table 6.2: E�ciencies estimated for the dijet sample cleaning procedure. The dijet
slices JZXWithSW are sorted in order of increasing pT for the truth jets in the samples.
The higher pT dijet slices are combined into a single entry since their cleaning
e�ciencies are identical.

Dijet slice Estimated e�ciency of cleaning selection

JZ0WithSW < 0.0003
JZ1WithSW 0.1494
JZ2WithSW 0.9586
JZ3WithSW 0.9994
JZ3WithSW 0.99997 ⇡ 1.0
JZXWithSW (X = 4, . . . , 7) 1.0

Top quark background

Standard Model top quark pair-production (tt̄) is potentially an irreducible back-
ground in the search for a gluino pair production signal, particularly if the signal
final state contains two b-jets like a Standard Model hadronic tt̄ decay. Events
containing b-jets could be vetoed to reduce the tt̄ contribution in searches for gluino
pair-production with light-jet (UDS) final states but this procedure is not explored
in the results presented in this Chapter. Like the signal, the tt̄ process produces six
jets (3 from each top quark) and should appear as a resonance around 172 � 173
GeV in the 3-jet invariant mass (mjjj) distribution. This likely leads to a departure
from smooth background distributions for low-mass searches [109] and is therefore
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Figure 6.2: The leading jet pT distribution for the combined QCD dijet slices after
the application of the pile-up overlay cleaning technique. The ratio panel illustrates
the agreement of reconstructed and truth jet information before and after the event
selection. The legend entries correspond to truth particle-level jets (Truth), the
uncorrected EMTopo (calibrated) jet pT (No selection), and the corrected EMTopo jet
distribution (Truth PU jet pT cut). Note that the normalisation for the y-axis is
actually the result of a density calculation.
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a significant factor to consider. Standard Model tt̄ production was simulated at
p
s = 14 TeV using Powheg (05–00 ATLAS version) [119–121], Pythia 8.245 [98], and

EvtGen 1.7.0 [99] in a fully hadronic final state. The generator-level event sample was
passed through the same reconstruction chain as for the QCD background samples
to obtain a reconstructed event sample with the same detector conditions.

6.1.3 Event reconstruction and jet calibration

The event and jet reconstruction methods applied for these TLA upgrade studies were
similar to those used for the Run 3 studies. Where necessary, di↵erent calibrations
were applied, and since the HL-LHC jet energy scale calibration is currently only
configured for EMTopo3 jets we restricted our analysis to these objects. With the
development of more performant PFlow and Unified Flow Object jet inputs it is
possible (and likely) that jets reconstructed in the software trigger (that would be
stored in trigger-level analyses) would not consist of calorimeter-only information.
The use of tracking information in PFlow-like jets will be particularly important for
the rejection of pile-up at the HL-LHC.

As in the Run 3 studies no lepton or photon reconstruction was considered for these
studies since the final states for the signal and background consist purely of hadronic
jets.

Signal jet reconstruction

The signal jet reconstruction applied for the upgrade studies was the same as that
in Chapter 5 and no further modifications were made to the signal samples except
for the event weight scaling discussed earlier. Importantly, the same calibration
recommendations as for the Run 3 studies (albeit for EMTopo jets instead of EMPFlow
jets) were used since the HL-LHC calibration discussed next is only configured for
samples that use the expected HL-LHC ATLAS detector geometry.

Background jet reconstruction

The background jet (QCD and tt̄) reconstruction di↵ers from the signal jet recon-
struction with respect to the jet calibrations. For the signal jets both the Global
Sequential Calibration and a smearing step were applied. However, these steps
were not taken for the background samples. Only the jet area and residual pile-up
corrections in combination with the jet ⌘ and energy scale corrections were applied.
The background jet calibration was derived in HL-LHC conditions, so it varies quite
significantly compared to the version applied to signal jets.

3Jets reconstructed from calorimeter topoclusters with an electromagnetic energy scale (no calibra-
tions for correcting the energy of hadronic deposits due to the non-compensating nature of the
calorimeters).
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6.2 Similarities with Run 2 CMS data-scouting

searches

A recent search for pair-produced 3-jet resonances was conducted by CMS [109], with
a focus on the same g̃g̃ ! 6q signal studied in this Chapter. The significance of this
analysis for these studies is that the low-mass search used Data Scouting (another
term for TLA). For the purposes of background estimation, the HL-LHC upgrade
studies presented in this Chapter aim to follow the same method as that applied in
the CMS search. Rather than using an alternate approach where various control and
validation regions are defined, CMS used smooth functions validated in simulation
and fitted to data to estimate the contribution of multi-jet QCD and tt̄ background
processes [109].

Discrimination between the signal and dominant QCD background process was
achieved with jet ensemble methods, which consider the kinematic and topological
properties of several jets [109]. The jet ensembles are defined both at event-level (a
6-jet event) and at triplet-level (3-jet “triplets” as would be expected from the gluino
decays). Di↵erences in the shape of triplet- and event-level variables between the
signal and QCD background were exploited to identify a region with comparatively
low background contamination [109]. The combinatorial analysis associated with
this approach introduces an additional source of background – incorrectly combined
signal jet triplets – modelled using the template functions fit to the background
[109].

Similar analysis techniques (with key di↵erences relating to the use of Dalitz variables
in the more recent CMS search [109]) have been applied in several previous analyses
by CMS [122, 123] at

p
s = 7, 8 TeV and by CDF in lower energy pp̄ collisions [124].

A similar low-mass signal topology was considered for a multi-jet ATLAS search but
a di↵erent background estimation method, not reliant on fitting smooth template
functions, was used [95].

While the CMS analysis [109] was performed in Run 2 collision conditions, the
exploration of these methods in HL-LHC conditions will yield important results
associated with the impact of pile-up contamination on these searches. Jet ensemble
methods and the observables used in the CMS analysis will be discussed further
and defined as needed throughout this Chapter. For the remainder of these studies
we will build upon the CMS analysis as a template for the background estimation
procedure and selection of signal-like events in a HL-LHC setting.

6.3 Analysis procedure

This Section presents initial comparisons of signal and background distributions
for each o✏ine analysis variable that exploits jet-ensemble methods. Note that,
where the signal is compared with di↵erent backgrounds the y-axis represents a
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“Normalised” count, which is in fact a density calculation (the reason the y-axis
limits are not always below 1.0). The inclusion of reconstructed and truth-level
shapes of the analysis observables in this Section illustrates the impact of pile-up
(primarily for the background) on the analysis observables. It is evident that the
pile-up contributions to reconstructed jets cause the separation between signal and
background distributions for the observables to fall.

These first results were derived with the same kinematic selections as Ref. [109] in
Signal Region 1 (SR1, mg̃ = 200 GeV to mg̃ = 400 GeV). The kinematic pre-selection
sequentially requires [109]:

1. At least 6 reconstructed jets (Njets � 6) with pT > 30 GeV and |⌘| < 2.4.

2. The sixth leading jet must have pT > 40 GeV (i.e. the sixth leading jet passing
(1))

3. The scalar sum of the pT for the jets passing (1), the HT, must exceed 650
GeV (i.e. HT > 650 GeV).

A variation of this selection is used by CMS in Ref. [109] to ensure the Data-Scouting
triggers are 100% e�cient for any events passing all later analysis selections. To
explore the analysis procedure and emulate the e↵ect of a trigger selection, the same
kinematic selections were used. The pre-selection must eventually be modified to
study di↵erent trigger scenarios with varying trigger signatures.

Only the 4-momentum vectors of the leading 6 jets in events that pass the pre-
selection were used for further analysis. From these 4-vectors all possible distinct
3-jet combinations (triplets) were determined. The jet triplets were then paired to
form distinct triplet pairs representative of the topology of the gluino pair-production
signal model. The triplet pairing method proceeded such that the first triplet pair
contained the leading three jets in the event from the first triplet and the remaining
lower-pT jets from the second triplet (i.e. pairing triplets from the outside of the
“triplet list” inwards). Alternate methods of pairing the triplets including minimising
the invariant mass di↵erence of the triplet pair were not considered but would
produce a similar e↵ect to later selections on the mass asymmetry. An example of
the implementation of the analysis code is available in the MadAnalysis recast of the
original CMS analysis, which we drew on for implementing the handling of triplet
pairing and the analysis workflow [125].

The jet ensemble variables used throughout the analysis aim to distinguish between
signal jet triplets with a symmetric distribution in the gluino CM frame, and the
QCD background, which in the CM frame leads to asymmetrically distributed jets.
Thus, the discriminating variables from Ref. [109] measure the deviation from a
uniform three- (triplet-) or six-jet distribution in the CM frame. Of course, when tt̄

backgrounds are considered, the 3-body (hadronic) top quark decay has symmetries
that are very similar to the signal, which motivates the inclusion of a functional
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form to describe Standard Model tt̄ contributions in the background estimation
[109].

Firstly, we considered a Dalitz variable defined in terms of the invariant mass of
(distinct) pairs of jets taken from a triplet. Adopting the same notation used by
CMS this has the form [109]:

m̂
2(3, 2)ij =

m
2

ij

m
2

ijk
+
P

l
m

2

l

(6.2)

where (3, 2) indicates that the variable is calculated for a triplet (3 jets) using jet
pairs (2 jets) taken from the triplet. Here, mij , mijk, and ml are the invariant masses
of the jet pair, triplet, and individual jets in the triplet, respectively. The indices run
over all three jets within the triplet (i, j, k, l 2 {1, 2, 3}). Technically, in the context
of the six-jet event (after the kinematic selection) these variables could have any
indices from 0 to 5 (or 1 to 6 depending on where one specifies the starting point)
provided i, j, k, and l are only taken from a sub-set of these indices (3 indices for
the triplet) (e.g. 0, 3, 4 would be a valid combination of indices).

The denominator of Equation (6.2) is chosen to normalise the variables between
0 and 1 [109]. For a symmetric signal topology these variables should have values
close to 1/3 [109]. However, a consequence of the pairing of jets from the triplet is
that the variables do not all cluster around 1/3 in Figure 6.3. Of the three possible
pairings, one pair produces the smallest mij (m̂2

lo
), another produces the largest

mij (m̂2

hi
), and the final pairing has mij between that of the latter pairs (m̂2

mid
).

Plotting pairs of these variables, (m̂2

lo
, m̂2

hi
), (m̂2

lo
, m̂2

mid
), and (m̂2

mid
, m̂2

hi
) produces

a normalised Dalitz plot [109] shown in Figure 6.4. This visualisation shows the
clear discrimination power these variables can provide – the signal and QCD triplets
cluster at the centre and edges of the plots in Figure 6.4, respectively [109].

Rather than make selections on individual Dalitz variables, they were incorporated
into a mass distance observable [109]:

D
2

[3,2]
=
X

i>j

⇣
m̂(3, 2)ij �

1
p
3

⌘2
(6.3)

where the sum is forced to be over the distinct jet pairs by requiring i > j. The
subtraction of 1p

3
ensures that this variable is skewed towards (and peaks at) zero

for a symmetric signal event topology as in Figure 6.5.

An additional triplet-level selection motivated by correlations between the triplet
invariant mass (mijk) and the scalar sum of the pT of jets in the triplet (

P
triplet

pT)
was made [109]. In their analysis, CMS noted that the QCD (and combinatorial)
background triplet invariant mass increases with the scalar sum of the pT of jets in
the triplet [109]. Whereas for correctly identified triplets originating from the signal
resonance, no such correlation is seen [109]. A selection variable, �, is defined as
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(a) m̂2

lo
(b) m̂2

mid

(c) m̂2

hi

Figure 6.3: The di↵erent Dalitz variables used to construct the triplet mass distance
and the normalised Dalitz plots for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal and both the QCD
and tt̄ backgrounds.
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(a) mg̃ = 400 GeV g̃g̃ ! 6q signal (EMTopo
jets).

(b) QCD dijet background (EMTopo jets).

(c) mg̃ = 400 GeV g̃g̃ ! 6q signal (truth jets). (d) QCD dijet background (truth jets).

Figure 6.4: Dalitz plot for signal and background jet triplets formed from (calibrated)
EMTopo jets (top) and truth (particle-level) jets (bottom). Little di↵erence is seen
between the EMTopo and truth jets for the signal, but the QCD background shows
slight di↵erences likely resulting from the pile-up jets included in the EMTopo jet
collection.
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(a) Reconstructed (EMTopo) jets. (b) Truth jets.

Figure 6.5: Comparison of triplet mass distance distributions for the mg̃ = 400 GeV
signal and the dominant background processes. The analysis variable is calculated
with reconstructed jets on the left and truth-level jets on the right.

[109]:

� =
⇣ X

triplet

pT

⌘
�mijk. (6.4)

This selection can be interpreted by re-arranging the Equation above into the
form:

mijk =
⇣ X

triplet

pT

⌘
�� (6.5)

where the equation now represents a line in the (
P

triplet
pT, mijk) plane. Then

requiring the triplet to have (
P

triplet
pT, mijk) below this line [109]:

mijk <

⇣ X

triplet

pT

⌘
�� )

⇣ X

triplet

pT

⌘
�mijk > �. (6.6)

If � is a tunable parameter, it can be chosen to eliminate a significant portion of
the QCD and combinatorial background, which is evident from the relative positions
of signal and background distribution shapes in Figure 6.6.

At the triplet pair level, the mass asymmetry Am is used to select triplets with small
di↵erences in invariant mass, which is to be expected for triplets originating from
particles with the same mass. This variable is defined as [109]:

Am =
|mijk �mlmn|

mijk +mlmn

(6.7)
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(a) Reconstructed (EMTopo) jets. (b) Truth jets.

Figure 6.6: Comparison of the triplet � distributions for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal
and the dominant background processes. The analysis variable is calculated with
reconstructed jets on the left and truth-level jets on the right. The negative axis
for the truth jet histogram is a consequence of negative entries in the histogram
tails (associated with negative weights) where the bin contents is not balanced by
positively weighted contributions. Such events also impact the reconstructed jet
histograms, which have a di↵erent axis range.
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where mijk and mlmn are the invariant masses of the triplets within a triplet pair.
The absolute value in the numerator forces this variable, like the triplet mass distance,
to be skewed towards zero as seen in Figure 6.7 for both the signal and background.
The QCD background has more spread from zero (consistent with less symmetry
between the triplets), whereas the tt̄ background is shifted closer to the signal Am

distribution since it originates from an actual resonance. The di↵erences between
the signal and QCD jet distribution are explained by the fact that QCD background
contributes two high-pT jets (a dijet event) in addition to extra lower-pT hadronic
radiation. Thus, when triplets are created, we expect to see significant di↵erences
between the invariant mass of triplets created from a combination of the two high-pT
jets and the lower pT jets.

(a) Reconstructed (EMTopo) jets. (b) Truth jets.

Figure 6.7: A comparison of the mass asymmetry distributions for the mg̃ = 400 GeV
signal and the dominant background processes. The analysis variable is calculated
with reconstructed jets on the left and truth-level jets on the right.

The remaining selections are defined in terms of generalised event-level Dalitz vari-
ables4 [109]:

m̂
2(6, 3)ijk =

m
2

ijk

4m2

ijklmn
+ 6

P
i
m

2

i

(6.8)

where mijk is the invariant mass of a triplet and mijklmn is the invariant mass of the
leading 6 jets in the event such that i, j, k, l, m, and n run over indices 1 through
6 (or 0 through 5). Again, the denominator is chosen to normalise the variables
between 0 and 1.

For a symmetric signal topology these variables cluster around 1/20 since there are 20
possible (distinct) triplets in a 6-jet event [109]. Rather than define a mass distance

4Like for the triplet-level case (6,3) refers to the 6-jet event and definition of the variable in terms
of the 3-jet triplet invariant mass.
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in the same way as the triplet-level expression in Equation (6.3), CMS combines both
the D2

[3,2]
and D

2

[6,3]
(the event-level mass distance) variables into a single generalised

event-level variable [109]:
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(6.9)

This variable is not peaked at zero, but the mode of the distribution is closer to
zero for signal events than QCD background events as seen in Figure 6.8, which is
associated with the symmetry of the signal compared to the QCD background as for
other observables [109].

(a) Reconstructed (EMTopo) jets. (b) Truth jets.

Figure 6.8: A comparison of the event-level mass distance distributions for the
mg̃ = 400 GeV signal and the dominant background processes. The analysis variable
is calculated with reconstructed jets on the left and truth-level jets on the right.

In our interpretation of the analysis, the selections were made starting from the
event-level selections before making subsequent triplet-pair and triplet-level selections.
The selections proceed as below (the selection criteria optimised by CMS for SR1
are included [109]):

1. The event-level mass distance selection was made requiring D
2

[(6,3)+(3,2)]
< 1.25

2. Triplet pairs in events passing (1) were required to have Am < 0.25

3. The triplets passing triplet pair selections were required to pass:

• A delta cut, � > 250 GeV

• The triplet mass distance selection, D2

[3,2]
< 0.05
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Only the triplets passing all of these selections were considered for further analysis
and included in final histograms of the triplet invariant mass, where the signal
appears as a “bump” against the QCD and tt̄ background.

While only the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal was discussed in this Section, interesting results
are seen for lower mass (mg̃ = 200 GeV) signals where the gluino mass is closer to the
top quark mass. In these cases, the separation power of the jet-ensemble observables
for discrimination between the symmetric signal topology and asymmetric QCD
topology decreases, which is evident in the Dalitz plot shown in Figure 6.9. In this
plot signal triplets are no longer uniformly distributed in the central region of the
plot. Other comparisons of the analysis variables for the mg̃ = 200 GeV signal
are illustrated in Figure 6.10. For brevity, only the EMTopo jet collection plots are
included. Interestingly, since the g̃ mass is also quite close to the top quark mass
the separation of the signal and tt̄ background distributions decreases relative to the
mg̃ = 400 GeV comparisons. Thus, searches for resonance masses near the top quark
mass likely need to consider additional methods to either reduce the tt̄ background
or account for the presence of the top quark resonance in statistical analyses.

Figure 6.9: Normalised Dalitz plot for the mg̃ = 200 GeV signal sample using EMTopo
jets.
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(a) Event-level mass distance. (b) Mass asymmetry.

(c) Triplet-level mass distance.
(d) Triplet � =

⇣P
triplet

pT

⌘
�mjjj.

Figure 6.10: Analysis variable comparisons for the mg̃ = 200 GeV signal sample and
dominant backgrounds using EMTopo jets.
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6.4 Basic optimisation of analysis selections

A re-optimisation of the analysis implemented in Ref. [109] is warranted given
the di↵erences between the CMS and ATLAS detectors and the energy scales of
fully-calibrated hadronic jets. While we may expect that the optimal selections are
similar to those applied in the original analysis, they are ultimately determined
by the analysis significance achieved with the full 3000 fb�1 integrated luminosity
expected at the HL-LHC. Before considering a basic re-optimisation of the analysis
we explored a truth-matching methodology similar to that used for an ongoing Run
2 ATLAS search for the same signal. The application of “truth-matching” to identify
signal jets that originate from the gluino decays allows the “correct” signal yield (for
correctly combined jet triplets and the events to which they belong) to be determined
and used to calculate the analysis significance.

6.4.1 Truth matching and additional jet selections

To identify jet triplets originating from the decay products of the gluinos, a truth
labelling scheme was used to match reconstructed jets to truth (generator-level)
particles. This labelling procedure was evaluated using only the ATLAS MC16a
event sample for the di↵erent signal mass points containing 10000 events. The
truth-matching scheme closely follows that considered for the ATLAS Run 2 search
for the same signal5 [126].

The matching procedure involved matching truth-level or reconstructed jets to
generator-level quarks or final-state-radiation (FSR) candidates6. The parent gluino
particles were required to decay into other Standard Model particles and were
excluded if they “self-decayed”, in which case one of the child particles had the same
Particle Data Group ID (PDG ID) as the gluino. Gluinos that were not associated
with any child particle were also excluded. The quark decay products were studied
further to identify FSR candidates (SM particles with PDG ID below 22) with
pT > 20 GeV that are emitted away from the quarks (via a �R > 0.4 requirement).
The resulting collection of quarks and FSR candidates were matched to reconstructed
or truth jets with pT > 20 GeV within �R  0.4 of the truth particle. The matching
procedure searched for the closest (in �R) matched truth particle, but favoured
quark matches – only those jets without a quark match were considered for matching
to FSR candidates.

Events were labelled as containing fully matched gluinos when there were six quark-
matched jets. If this was not the case, FSR candidates associated with the quarks
that were not matched to jets were considered. If multiple FSR-jet matches were

5The author thanks Lea Halser for providing a description of the original matching procedure and
answering troubleshooting related questions. The complete matching procedure was created and
optimised for the Run 2 analysis, and we apply it without significant changes. Thus, the methods
were not developed by the author of this thesis, rather, the framework is adapted for the purposes
of these studies.

6The simulated gluinos, quarks, and FSR candidates are collectively called truth particles.
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found for the same quark, the highest pT FSR-matched jet was taken as that which
belonged to the given quark. However, reconstructed jet collections include pile-up,
so the truth particles could have been matched to jets that did not originate from
the hard-scatter (signal) interaction leading to an artificial increase in the e�ciency
for reconstructing the gluino decays. Consequently, pile-up mitigation steps were
briefly considered to optimise the accuracy of the matching (i.e. reconstructing the
hard-scatter interaction products).

Indeed, when the truth particles are matched to truth-level jets a slightly smaller
e�ciency for “full” (6-jet) matching is achieved compared to that for reconstructed
jets in Table 6.3. The e�ciency was calculated without any analysis selection,
so we expect additional requirements imposed by the kinematic pre-selection to
reduce the e�ciency further. Since there is only about a 0.5% di↵erence between
the e�ciencies these results may agree when one considers statistical uncertainties.
Nonetheless, when pile-up mitigation techniques (a JVT selection; see Section 4.8.1)
are applied, the reconstructed jet matching e�ciency in Table 6.3 falls below the truth
jet matching e�ciency as might be expected when detector e↵ects and resolutions
are considered. Clearly, the relative di↵erences in the truth-matching e�ciencies are
predominately jet multiplicity related – reconstructed jets (above a suitable 20 GeV
pT threshold) have a higher per-event multiplicity than truth jets due to the inclusion
of pile-up jets. The JVT selection consisted of a JVT > 0.59 and JVT > 0.11 cut
for jets with 20 < pT (GeV) < 120 within |⌘| < 2.4 and 2.4 < |⌘| < 2.5, respectively,
based on the Medium working point recommendation for EMTopo jets in Run 2.

The JVT selections in addition to jet cleaning cuts at the LooseBad working point
were applied to both the background and signal samples. The jet cleaning procedure
aims to reduce the impact of non-collision backgrounds and calorimeter noise on jet
reconstruction [127]. Only jets that did not pass the cleaning cuts were removed, not
entire events (e.g. with an event-level cleaning cut), in these studies. The application
of JVT and event- or jet-level cleaning constitutes a baseline selection for the analysis
of real data. However, neither the JVT nor jet cleaning recommendations applied
to the signal are tuned for use in HL-LHC simulation, so their performance for the
background needs to be considered in future work, and they should likely be removed
for consistency in the final set of projections.

The final stage in the truth-matching procedure for the signal samples occured at the
same time as triplets and triplet pairs are constructed. We required fully-matched
triplets to contain three quark/FSR matched jets where the truth particles originated
from the same gluino. Fully-matched triplet pairs were required to contain two
fully-matched triplets.

The truth-matching e�ciencies in Table 6.3 are only on the order of 50% for the
mg̃ = 400 GeV signal point. The mg̃ = 200 GeV and mg̃ = 400 GeV signal points
were studied further to determine if the e�ciency loss was caused by the merging
of decay products (quarks) associated with boosted gluinos. The fraction of gluino
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Table 6.3: E�ciencies for matching truth particles to reconstructed jets with di↵erent
selections compared to the matching e�ciency for truth-level jets. Results are shown
for both the mg̃ = 400 GeV and mg̃ = 200 GeV UDS signal points. The matching
e�ciencies are included outside parentheses, while the values in parentheses represent
the fraction of the 10000 event sample made up of events containing partially (< 6)
matched jets. The truth jet matching e�ciencies remain the same in all of these
Tables because reconstructed jet selections do not a↵ect the truth-level jets. The
e�ciency is calculated without any kinematic selections on the jets other than the
JVT and cleaning selections, where they are specified.

(a) E�ciencies calculated with no jet cleaning or JVT selection for EMTopo jets.

Signal (mg̃ [GeV])
Truth jet

matching e�ciency
(%)

Reconstructed jet
matching e�ciency

(%)

200 (UDS) 19.49 (80.50) 21.10 (78.90)

400 (UDS) 47.10 (52.90) 47.64 (52.36)

(b) E�ciencies calculated after a JVT Medium selection on EMTopo jets.

Signal (mg̃ [GeV])
Truth jet

matching e�ciency
(%)

Reconstructed jet
matching e�ciency

(%)

200 (UDS) 19.49 (80.50) 16.14 (83.85)

400 (UDS) 47.10 (52.90) 42.42 (57.58)

(c) E�ciencies calculated after a JVT Medium and LooseBad cleaning selection on EMTopo
jets.

Signal (mg̃ [GeV])
Truth jet

matching e�ciency
(%)

Reconstructed jet
matching e�ciency

(%)

200 (UDS) 19.49 (80.50) 16.11 (83.88)

400 (UDS) 47.10 (52.90) 42.33 (57.67)
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decays where the minimum �R separation of a pair of quarks from the decay was less
than 0.4 was calculated in bins of the gluino pT. Profiles of this fraction of merged
gluino decays – where a pair of signal quarks merge into a single jet – are shown
in Figure 6.11 alongside the gluino pT distributions. Increases in this measure of
boosting at high-pT should not be trusted because the number of entries in the tail
of the pT distribution is significantly lower than around the peak of the distribution.
Around the gluino pT peak less than 20% of gluino decays result in a merged quark
pair for both signal points tested. Thus, boosted decays do not appear to completely
explain the truth-matching e�ciencies smaller than 50%, and further work is needed
to consider ways to increase the matching e�ciency.

The invariant mass distribution for fully-matched triplets peaks slightly below 400
GeV for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal as shown in Figure 6.12a with similar trends
for the 200 GeV signal in Figure 6.12b. This behaviour is likely a consequence
of the truth-matching procedure and the implementation of the truth labelling
scheme so could be studied further as this work progresses. For now, we proceed
with the truth-matching procedure as-is because the results presented so far seem
acceptable and the exact location of the resonance in invariant mass is not actually
of utmost importance for these exploratory studies (e.g. to explore generic multi-jet
resonances).

6.4.2 Analysis selection optimisation

A simple grid-search optimisation procedure was considered for these studies as an
alternative to multivariate methods. We focused only on the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal,
but for further studies and the consideration of a wider range of signal masses (i.e.
mg̃ = 200 GeV), the analysis selections need to be re-optimised for each resonance
mass. The optimal selections were found by evaluating event- and triplet-level figures
of merit. The triplet-level figure of merit was defined using yields calculated from
integrals around the signal peak of the triplet invariant mass distribution as in Ref.
[109]. The total background7 considered the combinatorial background from the
signal and the QCD background, for the triplet-level calculations, and only the
QCD background for event-level calculations. Since the QCD and combinatorial
backgrounds are expected to behave similarly (with similar shapes) we expect the
triplet-level optimisation to also reduce the contribution of incorrectly identified
triplets [109]. The tt̄ background was not considered for these optimisation studies
since it behaves like the signal and the analysis selections are aimed at di↵erentiating
between the QCD background and the signal only. Event-level significance (figure
of merit) calculations identified signal and background events as those that have
at least two jet triplets passing all selections to mimic the six jet signal topology.
Requiring that the signal jets are matched to truth particles from gluino decays

7In this case, the JZ0WithSW sample was excluded from the optimisation because very few events
pass the pile-up overlay cleaning procedure and the pT of jets in the sample is su�ciently low that
few (if any) events would contribute.
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(a) mg̃ = 200 GeV (UDS)

(b) mg̃ = 400 GeV (UDS)

Figure 6.11: Overlaid gluino pT distribution and profile of the fraction of events
where at least one gluino decay results in a quark pair separated by �R < 0.4. The
latter metric is referred to as the fraction of events with at least one merged gluino
decay (i.e. referring to the merging of quarks). No JVT or jet cleaning selections
were made here since the results are only for truth-level particles.
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(a) mg̃ = 400 GeV (UDS) (b) mg̃ = 200 GeV (UDS)

Figure 6.12: Invariant mass distributions after matching truth-level particles to jets
for the two major signal points studied. A comparion between reconstructed and
truth jet matching is shown for the histograms. To prevent negative limits for the
y-axis the plots have been limited to y > 0 for clarity due to fluctuating bins in the
tails of these distributions.

(Section 6.4.1) ensured the calculation of the signal yield was representative of the
“true” signal topology, but decreased the expected signal yield as a consequence of low
truth-matching e�ciencies (below 50%). The event-level significance was calculated
as Ze,1 = S/

p
B and Ze,2 = S/

p
S +B, where S is the signal event yield and B is

the QCD dijet event yield.

The triplet-level mjjj integral figure of merit was calculated as:

Zt,1 =
Smatchedp

Sunmatched +BQCD

(6.10)

where Smatched, Sunmatched, and BQCD are the integral yields of the truth-matched
signal jet triplets, combinatorial background from the signal sample, and QCD back-
ground, respectively. Each integral was calculated in a window around the peak of
the signal distribution – widths of 200 GeV and 300 GeV were considered here. Ad-
ditional metrics with di↵erent forms (using the same conventions as Equation (6.10))
were calculated and included in the results, including:

Zt,2 = Stotalp
BQCD

= Smatched+Sunmatchedp
BQCD

, (6.11)

Zt,3 = Stotalp
Stotal+BQCD

= Smatched+Sunmatchedp
Smatched+Sunmatched+BQCD

. (6.12)
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The triplet- and event-level yields were both normalised to a 3000 fb�1 integrated
luminosity. Further modifications to the triplet-level yield normalisation included
scaling the sum of event weights of each sample8 by 20 (the total number of triplets
possible in a 6-jet event) to correct for the fact that mjjj is a triplet- rather than event-
level variable. Thus, the entries in each bin of the mjjj histogram were representative
of a fraction of the total number of triplets if every event were to contribute six leading
jets and exactly 20 triplets. The e↵ect of this modification decreased the triplet-level
metrics by a factor of

p
20/20 = 1/

p
20 relative to the case where the extra factor

of 20 was not included. While the normalisation of the signal and background was
important for projecting expected yields for each process, the relative magnitudes of
the figures of merit after di↵erent selections were most important for the optimisation
procedure. The results of the analysis optimisation were limited by the size of
the event samples, evident in the large statistical uncertainties for di↵erent signal
and background components of the mjjj distributions in Figure 6.13 after complete
analysis selections. Therefore, excesses from the signal could be lost in the statistical
fluctuations of the background in a “real-world” analysis. Additional work is needed
to better model the background sources for these projections compared to previous
analyses with larger event samples and data-driven background estimates.

As discussed in Section 6.3, the initial kinematic pre-selection applied in Ref. [109]
emulated a trigger selection applied during data-taking in these studies. For the
optimisation procedure, we varied only the jet pT selections, not the |⌘|, HT, or
jet multiplicity selections. The jet |⌘| selection was kept constant at 2.4, since the
tracking acceptance of the detector for the signal and background samples is di↵erent.
The jet pT selections were modified to ensure the sixth jet pT threshold is never
below the threshold of the primary jet pT selection applied to all six jets and used in
the HT calculation. We allowed cases where the jet pT and sixth jet pT thresholds
were identical to emulate the e↵ect of removing the sixth jet selection. The primary
pT selection on each jet was varied between 20 GeV and 40 GeV in steps of 10 GeV.
A similar procedure was used for the sixth-leading (passing the jet pT and |⌘| cuts)
jet pT cut, which was allowed to take values of 20 GeV, 40 GeV, or 50 GeV. This
provides a proof-of-concept for further optimisation studies that consider a wider
variety of trigger selections where the jet pT selection thresholds are set by the trigger
signature performance from the trigger e�ciency turn-on curve.

The jet-ensemble analysis observables were considered in more detail, and we tested
di↵erent thresholds including:

• the “nominal” CMS selection proposed for the low-mass (SR1) signal region,

• values ±10% above and below the CMS optimised selection,

• looser/tighter selections relative to the nominal CMS selection to capture any
variation in significances not apparent with the ±10% variation.

8Used in the denominator of the luminosity normalisation scale-factor.
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(a) Triplet mjjj histogram with tight jet pT
selections and optimal jet-ensemble variable
selections based on results in this Section.

(b) Triplet mjjj histogram with CMS-like
[109] selections for the low-mass signal re-
gion.

Figure 6.13: Triplet invariant mass distribution for di↵erent background and signal
components with complete analysis selections. Note the large bin fluctuations for
the QCD background (particularly in the plot on the right) and the relative size of
the signal peak in comparison to the background. The pre-selection is described by
an abbreviation where: NjX is the jet multiplicity cut, jPtX is the jet pT cut, 6jPtX
is the sixth jet pT cut, jEtaX is the jet |⌘| cut (multiplied by 10), and HTX is the HT

selection. The jet-ensemble observable selections are described similarly: D2Evt and
D2Trip refers to the event- and triplet-level mass-distance selections, respectively,
the mass-asymmetry selection follows Am, and the “Delta cut” selection follows Delta.
All selections for those variables are multiplied by 1000 in the identifier string.
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These selections are overlaid on distributions of the background and signal (mg̃ =
400 GeV) analysis observables after the “nominal” (CMS) pre-selection in Figure 6.14.
The looser/tighter selections beyond the ±10% variation were validated based on
these plots. Further studies should consider a more complete optimisation procedure
where the correlations between the analysis variables and multivariate methods for
optimisation (e.g. using TMVA [128]) could be considered.

(a) Event-level mass distance. (b) Mass asymmetry.

(c) Triplet-level mass distance. (d) Triplet � cut.

Figure 6.14: Jet-ensemble analysis variables for the mg̃ = 400 GeV (UDS) mass
point with overlaid selections used to consider the optimal analysis selections.

The triplet-level optimisation results are shown in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 for the 200
GeV and 300 GeV mjjj integral mass windows, respectively. Event-level significance
estimates are shown in Tables 6.7 to 6.9 for three di↵erent pre-selection variations:
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tight jet pT, loose jet pT, and CMS-like jet pT thresholds. The optimal selections
from triplet-level results agree with event-level results where no particle-jet matching
is required. The introduction of particle-jet matching requirements causes the
event-level significance to fall and leads to better performance for much tighter
jet-ensemble observable selections in comparison to the results without particle-jet
matching. These changes are likely a consequence of the combinatorial background
not being included in the signal yield9. The small e�ciency for obtaining signal
events with two particle-jet matched triplets directly impacts these conclusions since
the actual (correct triplet) signal yield is likely larger.

The application of identical sixth jet pT thresholds and di↵erent primary jet pT

thresholds leads to similar optimal selections and figures of merit for both the event-
and triplet-level results. Since the jets in an event were ordered in descending order
by pT, a tight sixth jet pT threshold produces an event that is on average harder (with
higher HT as in Figure 6.16). We see that the signal event yield is larger relative to
the background event yield with these tighter selections in Table 6.4. The source
of this behaviour could be related to the high pile-up levels and therefore enhanced
contributions from the dijet samples where jets have relatively low-pT. This is evident
from the order of magnitude increase in the background yield in Table 6.4 when only
20 GeV pT thresholds are used. For both event- and triplet-level optimisation results
the tightest pT selections perform optimally. However, these high thresholds decrease
the sensitivity to lower mass resonances (e.g. mg̃ = 200 GeV or mg̃ = 100 GeV),
which produce lower pT jets compared to an mg̃ = 400 GeV signal. Consequently,
further optimisation with the lower mass signals is needed to ensure that they can
be evaluated in the final set of projections. Avenues with which to reject pile-up
and allow lower jet pT thresholds without decimating the signal acceptance or the
analysis significance for lower mass signals should also be considered.

Despite the increase in pT thresholds, the optimal jet-ensemble observable (D2

[(6,3)+(3,2)]
,

Am, �, D2

[3,2]
) selections evaluated with both triplet- and event-level10 metrics are

much looser11. This is the case for both mjjj integral windows tested, albeit the
wider window produces smaller values of the figure of merit due to a larger QCD
triplet contribution. The optimal selections correspond to: D

2

[(6,3)+(3,2)]
< 1.375,

Am < 0.3, � > 150 GeV, and D
2

[3,2]
< 0.1. These selections produce the invariant

mass distributions for the signal and QCD background shown in Figure 6.15, where
reasonable distribution shapes are seen but the statistical uncertainty remains large.
When the truth-matching e�ciency is improved to recover the full signal yield or a

9If the combinatorial background is included, then we e↵ectively obtain a total S/
p
B significance

that is the sum of the significance for jet triplets originating from the gluino decays and those where
the jets are incorrectly combined. This e↵ect complicates the optimisation procedure resulting in
looser selections because we include part of the signal component that looks similar to the QCD
background in the complete signal yield.

10Without particle-jet matching requirements.
11Some of the variation with respect to Ref. [109] could be explained by di↵erent signal resonance
masses being used for the optimisation.
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di↵erent definition of a “signal event” is used, the optimal selections could become
tighter as for the event-level results with particle-jet matching. The premise of
this analysis is to maximise the signal sensitivity by removing as much of the QCD
background as possible, at the cost of some signal events. Thus, tighter selections
might be reasonable, but higher statistics event samples are needed to validate their
performance. Little variation in the jet-ensemble variable selections is seen when
the top-ten most performant selections are considered, particularly for event-level
results without any form of particle-jet matching. Such behaviour is expected near
the optimal set of selections since a change in one of the cuts likely only produces a
small change in the analysis significance.

Figure 6.15: Triplet invariant mass distribution after the application of looser
analysis selections optimised with the triplet-level figure of merit and the event-level
significance without particle-jet matching. The same nomenclature from Figure 6.13
describes the pre-selection. The other analysis observable selections are summarised
on the plot.

The mjjj integral figure of merit and the event-level analysis significances we calculate
are very large for the g̃g̃ signal. The luminosity scaling might contribute to this
because for a simple S/

p
B calculation the di↵erence between 1 fb�1 and 3000 fb�1

of integrated luminosity leads to a factor of 3000/
p
3000 =

p
3000 increase in S/

p
B.

This is evident if we consider the results from a Run 1 ATLAS search [95] where
a cut-and-count procedure was used to measure event yields with 4.6 fb�1 of data
collected at

p
s = 7 TeV. The expected yields for the (QCD) background and
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mg̃ = 400 GeV signal12 with a pT > 160 GeV selection on the sixth-leading jet were
62± 13 and 110± 13, respectively [95]. If we extrapolate these yields to a 3000 fb�1

integrated luminosity and account for the increased CM frame collision energy (at
p
s = 14 TeV) by inflating the cross-sections by a factor of 10 (an assumption), the

expected event-level analysis significance becomes:

Ze,1 =
S
p
B

=
110⇥ 10⇥ (3000/4.6)p
62⇥ 10⇥ (3000/4.6)

⇡ 1128, (6.13)

which agrees with the results presented in this Section to within an order of magnitude.
It is also possible that large significances/figures of merit are related to the fact that
these lower mass signals might already be excluded – dependent on the configuration
of the signal event generation. Alternately, they could be a consequence of the
signal extrapolation procedure or the relatively low statistics of the event samples
considered.

Ultimately, large significances mean that the integrated luminosity needed to reach
a 5� discovery-level significance is small. The necessity for higher luminosities is
instead highlighted by briefly considering a lower cross-section signal, electroweakino
production. Low-mass electroweakino pair-production (�̃�̃) typically has a cross-
section that is a factor 10�3 smaller than for gluino pair-production13 [8, 89]. These
results are summarised only for the event-level significance metrics in Table 6.10 with
a tight jet pT selection. The maximum significance (using Ze,1 = S/

p
B) level of

⇠ 4.36� achieved by scaling the signal cross-section indicates that even with the 3000
fb�1 integrated luminosity expected at the HL-LHC, it is di�cult to claim discovery
of very low cross-section signals without rigorous optimisation of analysis frameworks
and a well configured pile-up rejection scheme. Even so, a ⇠ 4.36� significance
provides evidence for the existence of new particles and is a promising result. To
achieve the full 5� discovery significance requires an integrated luminosity14:

L5� =

✓
5

4.36858

◆2

⇥ 3000 fb�1
⇡ 3930 fb�1

, (6.14)

which is only 930 fb�1 larger than the expected HL-LHC dataset integrated luminosity.
Further studies that consider more complete analysis optimisation procedures could
find that electroweakino production is indeed discoverable at the HL-LHC. The

12The signal model in Ref. [95] was slightly di↵erent to that considered here: the gluino decay
occurs with the production of an intermediate squark (g̃ ! qq̃ ! qqq), which has a significantly
larger mass (5 TeV) compared to the gluino.

13The cross-sections in Ref. [8, 89] are for 13 TeV and 14 TeV CM energy pp collisions for g̃ and �̃,
respectively. However, the di↵erence in cross-section for both processes at 14 TeV CM energy
collisions would be similar had both cross-sections been evaluated at the same

p
s.

14For Z = S/
p
B significance/figure of merit estimates derived with luminosity L0, an extrapolation

to a di↵erent luminosity can be achieved by scaling the significance appropriately: Z(L1) =q
L1
L0

⇥ Z(L0). Where Z(Li) is the significance at a given integrated luminosity and L1 is the

new luminosity.
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continuation of these studies by addressing the areas of further work discussed in
detail throughout Section 6.5 and more briefly throughout this Section are necessary to
obtain more accurate projections for the sensitivity of ATLAS to these processes.

Table 6.4: Event yields calculated immediately after the pre-selection is applied for
signal (mg̃ = 400 GeV) and background. The yields are calculated from integrals of
the HT distributions in Figure 6.16. The pre-selection is described by the following
nomenclature: NjX is the jet multiplicity cut, jPtX is the jet pT cut, 6jPtX is the
sixth jet pT cut, jEtaX is the jet |⌘| cut (multiplied by 10), and HTX is the HT

selection.

(a) mg̃ = 400 GeV signal. (b) QCD background.

Figure 6.16: HT distributions for the signal (left) and background (right) jets passing
di↵erent pre-selection cuts. The pre-selection variation is included in the legend –
NjX is the jet multiplicity cut, jPtX is the jet pT cut, 6jPtX is the sixth jet pT cut,
jEtaX is the jet |⌘| cut (multiplied by 10), and HTX is the HT selection.
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Table 6.5: Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using the
triplet-level mjjj integral figure of merit. The integrals for these calculations were
calculated with a total mass window width of 200 GeV centred on the signal peak.
Only the 10 best performing selections according to the metric denoted with ⇤⇤ are
shown for each version of the pre-selection. The first, second, and third column
display Zt,1, Zt,3, and Zt,2, respectively.

(a) Loose jet pT and sixth jet pT selection.
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Table 6.5 (cont.): Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using
the triplet-level mjjj integral figure of merit. The integrals for these calculations were
calculated with a total mass window width of 200 GeV centred on the signal peak.
Only the 10 best performing selections according to the metric denoted with ⇤⇤ are
shown for each version of the pre-selection. The first, second, and third column
display Zt,1, Zt,3, and Zt,2, respectively.

(b) CMS-like pT and sixth jet pT selection from Ref. [109].
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Table 6.5 (cont.): Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using
the triplet-level mjjj integral figure of merit. The integrals for these calculations were
calculated with a total mass window width of 200 GeV centred on the signal peak.
Only the 10 best performing selections according to the metric denoted with ⇤⇤ are
shown for each version of the pre-selection. The first, second, and third column
display Zt,1, Zt,3, and Zt,2, respectively.

(c) Tight pT and sixth jet pT selection.
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Table 6.6: Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using the
triplet-level mjjj integral figure of merit. The integrals for these calculations were
calculated with a total mass window width of 300 GeV centred on the signal peak.
Only the 10 best performing selections according to the metric denoted with ⇤⇤ are
shown for each version of the pre-selection. The first, second, and third column
display Zt,1, Zt,3, and Zt,2, respectively.

(a) Loose jet pT and sixth jet pT selection.
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Table 6.6 (cont.): Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using
the triplet-level mjjj integral figure of merit. The integrals for these calculations were
calculated with a total mass window width of 300 GeV centred on the signal peak.
Only the 10 best performing selections according to the metric denoted with ⇤⇤ are
shown for each version of the pre-selection. The first, second, and third column
display Zt,1, Zt,3, and Zt,2, respectively.

(b) CMS-like pT and sixth jet pT selection from Ref. [109].
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Table 6.6 (cont.): Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using
the triplet-level mjjj integral figure of merit. The integrals for these calculations were
calculated with a total mass window width of 300 GeV centred on the signal peak.
Only the 10 best performing selections according to the metric denoted with ⇤⇤ are
shown for each version of the pre-selection. The first, second, and third column
display Zt,1, Zt,3, and Zt,2, respectively.

(c) Tight pT and sixth jet pT selection.
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Table 6.7: Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using the
event-level significance measure and the CMS-like pre-selection. A double asterisk
(⇤⇤) is used to indicate the metric considered for the optimisation in the header. Only
the 10 best performing selections are shown for each version of the pre-selection. The
first and second column display Ze,2 and Ze,1, respectively.

(a) CMS pre-selection with no particle-jet matching.
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Table 6.7 (cont.): Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using
the event-level significance measure and the CMS-like pre-selection. A double asterisk
(⇤⇤) is used to indicate the metric considered for the optimisation in the header. Only
the 10 best performing selections are shown for each version of the pre-selection. The
first and second column display Ze,2 and Ze,1, respectively.

(b) CMS pre-selection with particle-jet matching.
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Table 6.8: Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using the
event-level significance measure and tight jet pT selections. A double asterisk (⇤⇤) is
used to indicate the metric considered for the optimisation in the header. Only the
10 best performing selections are shown for each version of the pre-selection. The
first and second column display Ze,2 and Ze,1, respectively.

(a) Tight jet pT and sixth jet pT selection with no particle-jet matching.
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Table 6.8 (cont.): Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using
the event-level significance measure and tight jet pT selections. A double asterisk (⇤⇤)
is used to indicate the metric considered for the optimisation in the header. Only the
10 best performing selections are shown for each version of the pre-selection. The
first and second column display Ze,2 and Ze,1, respectively.

(b) Tight jet pT and sixth jet pT selection with particle-jet matching.
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Table 6.9: Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using the
event-level significance measure and loose jet pT selections (with no sixth jet pT

requirement). A double asterisk (⇤⇤) is used to indicate the metric considered for the
optimisation in the header. Only the 10 best performing selections are shown for
each version of the pre-selection. The first and second column display Ze,2 and Ze,1,
respectively.

(a) Loose jet pT selections with no particle-jet matching.
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Table 6.9 (cont.): Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using
the event-level significance measure and loose jet pT selections (with no sixth jet pT
requirement). A double asterisk (⇤⇤) is used to indicate the metric considered for the
optimisation in the header. Only the 10 best performing selections are shown for
each version of the pre-selection. The first and second column display Ze,2 and Ze,1,
respectively.

(b) Loose jet pT selections with particle-jet matching.
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Table 6.10: Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using the
event-level significance measure and tight jet pT selections. To emulate EWK SUSY
signals, the signal cross-section is multiplied by a factor of 10�3. A double asterisk
(⇤⇤) is used to indicate the metric considered for the optimisation in the header. Only
the 10 best performing selections are shown for each version of the pre-selection. The
first and second column display Ze,2 and Ze,1, respectively.

(a) Tight jet pT and sixth jet pT selection with no particle-jet matching.
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Table 6.10 (cont.): Analysis optimisation results for the mg̃ = 400 GeV signal using
the event-level significance measure and tight jet pT selections. To emulate EWK
SUSY signals, the signal cross-section is multiplied by a factor of 10�3. A double
asterisk (⇤⇤) is used to indicate the metric considered for the optimisation in the
header. Only the 10 best performing selections are shown for each version of the
pre-selection. The first and second column display Ze,2 and Ze,1, respectively.

(b) Tight jet pT and sixth jet pT selection with particle-jet matching.
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6.5 Future work

6.5.1 Current limitations

The studies in their current form are limited by the level of statistics in the MC
samples used for both the signal and background. The background estimation
procedure governs the sensitivity of these searches and is therefore an integral part of
these studies. Future work should focus on ways to increase the statistical power of the
background estimation and in turn these projections. One avenue under consideration
is the use of particle-level (truth-level) event samples without the associated CPU
costs of the µ = 200 reconstruction. This provides an opportunity to explore the
case of perfect pile-up rejection (i.e. using only the truth-level information) and also
emulate the HL-LHC conditions with smearing functions that modify the samples to
reflect the expected detector response.

For the reconstructed event samples we also need to ensure that any selections (JVT,
jet cleaning, etc.) applied are valid. Since we do not yet have measurements for
non-collision backgrounds in HL-LHC conditions, the jet cleaning selection should be
removed as discussed in Section 6.4.1. Since the JVT selection initially applied is that
tuned for

p
s = 13 TeV analyses, the pT selections on the jets do not reflect those that

may exist at the HL-LHC, so this should also be considered further. Some sample
di↵erences are unavoidable since a combination of Run 2 signal samples and HL-LHC
background samples have been considered. However, since the JVT selection is only
used to ensure pile-up jets are not matched to truth particles from the g̃ decay, it
could be removed to favour an inclusive jet selection allowing other pile-up rejection
methods to be studied15. Instead of the JVT selection, the reconstructed jets could
be matched to hard-scatter truth jets with a �R association, and a matching truth
jet required to exist before considering any reconstructed jets for particle matching.
Initial testing of this procedure considered matching truth-level (hard-scatter) jets
with pT > 10 GeV to reconstructed jets with a �R(truth, reco) < 0.3 requirement
adopted from existing code configured for the xAODAnaHelpers package [108]. Only
a 1% lower e�ciency to obtain events with six gluino-matched jets was seen for
reconstructed jets in a smaller 10000 (MC16a) mg̃ = 400 GeV signal sample compared
to truth jets (without the jet-jet �R matching). Since the truth jets are the “true”
hard-scatter jets we can therefore be more certain that this method approximates
the “hard-scatter only” matching scenario well. These methods should be studied
further as we proceed to further develop the projections16.

15This is important to eventually study the performance of di↵erent trigger signatures since any
trigger selection should be applied to an inclusive collection of jets.

16An additional consideration is the e�ciency for the reconstructed to truth jet matching, which
might decrease the (already small) total truth matching e�ciency further.
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6.5.2 Making trigger selections

These projection studies are intended to lead to an evaluation of the sensitivity of
multi-jet TLA searches in HL-LHC conditions with di↵erent trigger strategies. We
foresee several potential trigger scenarios for testing based on the outcomes from
Run 3 TLA trigger studies (discussed in Chapter 5), including:

• A multi-jet selection with asymmetric trigger thresholds.

• A HT selection (for both hardware and software triggers).

• Single-jet selections similar to the legacy L1J100 selection from Chapter 5 to
establish a baseline and conservative estimate of the analysis performance.

The emulation of these selections should consider both the Level-0 (hardware) trigger
selection and the ensuing software trigger selection in the HLT/Event-Filter. The
configuration of the Level-0 Global Trigger at the HL-LHC is intended to allow the
use of o✏ine-like jet algorithms and calibrations [45], so EMTopo jets can likely be
used to emulate hardware trigger decisions. Nonetheless, further work is needed to
explore the exact procedure for the trigger emulation.

6.5.3 Next steps for the background estimation

The background estimation for the original analysis in Ref. [109] proceeded by
modelling the QCD background and contributions from the signal combinatorial
background with a smooth template function. For the low-mass 200 GeV to 400
GeV region, a functional form motivated by the Planck Black-body function was
used [109]:

dN

dmjjj

=
1

(x+ c)5+d ln(mjjj/
p
s)

a

eb/(mjjj+c) � 1
. (6.15)

The first term in Equation (6.15) acts like a power-law and the second is the
black-body term that determines how the turn-on of the mjjj distribution for QCD
jet production is described. The behaviour of the model is controlled by the a

(normalisation), b (black-body “temperature”), c (horizontal translation), and d (ln
term strength) parameters [109]. For these studies

p
s was set to 14 TeV to reflect

HL-LHC pp collision conditions.

Fitting the models after the CMS selections, while limited by the statistics for the
background samples, allowed us to gauge the performance of the templates in the
ATLAS simulation. The model was fit using a �2 minimisation routine provided by
[129] for mjjj > 100 GeV. To avoid issues with divergences in the model during the
fitting, the parameters were constrained in the following ways:

• The normalisation, a, was fixed by normalising the histogram to unit area before
fitting. The fitted model was then scaled by the integral of the un-normalised
histogram.
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• Divergences where x + c  0 were avoided by assigning a minimum value
to the c parameter equal to the product of �1 and the lowest bin-centre on
the mjjj axis plus 1 (acceptable if the bin width is above 1 GeV, which with
low-statistics is always the case in the results here). A maximum c value equal
to the highest bin-centre on the mjjj axis was also assigned.

• The temperature parameter, b, was constrained to vary between ✏ = 1⇥ 10�10

and 1.

• The ln strength parameter, d, was allowed to vary between 0 and 10.

Initial fits of this model for the background (QCD) only hypothesis in Figure 6.17
show reasonable modelling in the high-mjjj tail (with relatively high-statistics) but
poorer modelling in the low-mass region. This is primarily a result of the statistical
fluctuations in di↵erent low-mass bins as a result of low-statistics. We also see a
cut-o↵ in the invariant mass distribution at low-mjjj, which could be a consequence of
the choice of analysis selections. Similar e↵ects are noted in Ref. [122] and attributed
to trigger-level HT selections. This feature is also evident in the mjjj distributions
shown in Figure 6.15. Thus, a looser (kinematic) pre-selection might be needed,
particularly in the search for lower mass signals. The choice of this pre-selection is
dependent on the trigger signatures and their performance in terms of the trigger
e�ciency turn-on. Additional study of the impact of the tt̄ contribution to the
background estimation is necessary since the contribution of the top quark resonance
can introduce non-linearities in the background modelling. In Figure 6.18 the total
background is shown with the 400 GeV signal overlaid on the distribution. The large
statistical uncertainty on the background means no resonance emerges for the tt̄

background and as noted earlier we see a low-mjjj cut-o↵. The signal peak is very
significant relative to the background in the vicinity of mjjj = 400 GeV, which also
supports the large significance metrics from previous Sections. Otherwise, these
results confirm that further work is needed to reduce the statistical uncertainty on
the background estimation.
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(a) Narrow mjjj binning (40 GeV bin width).

(b) Wide mjjj binning (60 GeV bin width).

Figure 6.17: Fits of the low-mass region background model from Ref. [109] to the
ATLAS QCD dijet samples scaled to the full HL-LHC integrated luminosity. The
fits are included with two di↵erent invariant mass bin widths, but similar results are
seen for the fit performance at low-mjjj in both cases.
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Figure 6.18: The stacked backgroundmjjj distribution with an overlaidmg̃ = 400 GeV
signal distribution scaled to the appropriate

p
s = 14 TeV cross-section and the total

integrated luminosity (3000 fb�1) for the HL-LHC. The same selections as those
applied in SR1 from Ref. [109] were applied.
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6.6 Summary

The sensitivity of ATLAS to rare signal processes in hadronic final states will increase
significantly with the higher luminosity achieved at the HL-LHC. The sheer amount of
data collected during the HL-LHC lifetime will open pathways to significant advances
in the exploration of challenging signatures of new physics using near real-time
analysis techniques. This Chapter discussed some of the first results of studies to
predict the sensitivity of ATLAS to multi-jet RPV SUSY signals using trigger-level
analyses in the HL-LHC era. The results so far are limited by the relatively small
size of the event samples used for the background and signal modelling. However,
with basic analysis optimisation and the emulation of cross-sections anticipated for
electroweakino pair-production we see that an analysis significance close to the 5�
discovery-level can be achieved with the full HL-LHC 3000 fb�1 integrated luminosity.
These upgrade studies will be expanded to consider and evaluate di↵erent HL-LHC
trigger scenarios in addition to addressing areas of further study discussed throughout
the Chapter.





Chapter 7

Boosted jet tagging at the
HL-LHC

When the HL-LHC begins operation in the late 2020s, a significantly greater instan-
taneous luminosity will be achieved in pp collisions. Consequently, the number of
simultaneous interactions per bunch crossing (pile-up) will increase dramatically –
there will be up to 200 interactions per bunch crossing. Since hadronic jets are a
significant feature in many tests of the standard model and searches for new physics
it is important to develop performant jet reconstruction and identification algorithms
for these conditions.

The following Chapter details the results of studies of large-R jet top quark identifica-
tion (tagging) performance in HL-LHC simulations. The substructure of large-R jets
is exploited to develop cut-based taggers that discriminate between the signal (top
quark) jets and those originating from QCD jet production (backgrounds). These
taggers provide a starting point from which more complex jet identification tools
can be developed and adapted for use in HL-LHC conditions.

7.1 Simulated event samples

The performance studies were undertaken using o�cially produced ATLAS MC event
samples with the same conditions as anticipated at the HL-LHC, including high
pile-up levels at µ = 200 interactions per bunch crossing. The top quark signal
sample models the decay of hypothetical Z 0 bosons to a tt̄ pair, which decay fully
hadronically with an approximately flat jet pT distribution leading to high jet yields
even at high-momentum. These events were simulated in Pythia 8.240 [98] and
EvtGen 1.7.0 [99] using the A14 PDF tune [116] and the NNPDF23LO PDF set
[117].

The primary background source considered for the tagging studies was QCD dijet
production. These events were again simulated with Pythia 8 and EvtGen using the
same generator versions and PDFs as for the signal sample. The QCD background
samples were simulated in slices to ensure the jet pT distribution was adequate
sampled across a wide pT range. The slices were binned in the pT of truth-level

185
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jets, and it was necessary to re-scale the event weights to obtain correct event yields
across the pT spectrum. The scale factor is defined:

SF =
✏f ⇥ �slice ⇥ LP

event, i
Wi

(7.1)

where SF is the event weight scale factor, ✏f is the filter e�ciency of the MC generator,
�slice is the total cross-section for the dijet slice, L is the equivalent integrated
luminosity for the event sample, and the denominator represents the sum of the
(unmodified) event weights for the complete dijet slice (only those events processed).
The luminosity factor was not used for these studies (set to 1 fb�1) because it cancels
in ratios of event (or jet) yields used to estimate selection e�ciencies.

For these studies, only the dijet slices from JZ3WithSW onwards were used. The other
lower pT slices are outside the pT > 350 GeV range in which top quark decays are
considered to be fully contained within an R = 1.0 jet – see the start of Section 4.7
for more discussion.

Several of the background samples used a di↵erent primary-vertex reconstruction
configuration to that used for the signal sample, causing distributions of the number
of primary vertices per event (NPV), shown in Figure 7.1, to be separated for signal
and background. This e↵ect is purely associated with the reconstruction methods
and therefore NPV is a biased variable for these studies. It was not anticipated that
these di↵erences have significant impacts on the tagging studies of LCTopo jets that
are reconstructed from only calorimeter-based detector information (without origin1

corrections).

7.2 Event reconstruction

7.2.1 Jet reconstruction

Large-R anti-kt jets with a size parameter, R = 1.0, were reconstructed from
LCW-scale topoclusters without origin correction. No additional calibrations were
applied to the jets so that the tagging performance of the ungroomed and groomed
LCTopo jet definitions could be established. Additionally, no jet input level pile-up
mitigation algorithms were applied. Truth jets were reconstructed from generator-
level particles with the same jet algorithm. These jets were used for two purposes: to
identify whether the simulated top quark decay products were completely contained
within the jets, and to define kinematic ranges considered for studies of the tagging
performance.

To prevent biases in the results of tagging studies the background jet pT distribution
was re-weighted (by scaling the event weights) to have the same shape as the flat

1Correcting the 4-momentum of jet constituents to point from the primary-vertex rather than the
geometric centre of the detector.
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Figure 7.1: An NPV distribution comparison for the signal and background samples.

signal jet pT distribution. Scale-factors for the event-weights were derived using finely
binned pT distributions for the leading ungroomed truth jet. Thus, the leading truth
(and reconstructed) jet pT distributions for the signal and background have better
agreement than the sub-leading (second) jet. Example jet pT distributions after the re-
weighting procedure are shown in Figure 7.3. Reasonable closure (without significant
shape di↵erences) between the signal and background jet pT distributions is seen
allowing the tagging performance studies to proceed. As a result of these changes,
the ungroomed jet mass distributions for the signal and background have much
smaller separation (Figure 7.2), which impacts the performance of the ungroomed jet
mass in later tagging studies. However, much better separation is seen for groomed
jet collections, which are most important for the development of pile-up stable
taggers.

Two di↵erent large-R jet grooming algorithms (introduced in Section 4.7.1) were
studied to compare their performance. These algorithms and their parameters
include:

• Trimming: sub-jet size parameter Rsub = 0.2, with a minimum sub-jet pT

fraction (relative to the ungroomed jet) of fcut = 0.05.

• SoftDrop: zcut = 0.1, � = 1.0.
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(a) LCTopo jet mass after re-weighting. (b) LCTopoTrimmed jet mass after re-
weighting.

Figure 7.2: A comparison of ungroomed and trimmed LCTopo jet mass distributions
for signal and background after re-weighting the pT distribution of the QCD jet
background.

7.2.2 Jet labelling procedure

Hadronic top quark decays occur most commonly through the process t ! bW ! bqq̄
0.

A truth labelling procedure was applied only to the signal sample to identify jets that
contained all decay products of the top quark [80, 130]. First, ungroomed truth-level
jets (jtruth) were matched to generator-level top partons (t) with a�R(jtruth, t) < 0.75
requirement. The ungroomed (LCTopo) reconstructed jets were then matched to the
parton-matched truth jets with a �R(jtruth, jreco) < 0.75 requirement. Since top
quarks are massive and therefore the large-R jet does not have a negligible mass we
used the jet rapidity to define �R =

p
�y

2 +��2. This definition is used for the
remainder of this Chapter.

Recent studies of top quark tagging with Unified Flow Object jet inputs (Section 4.2.2)
applied additional selections to the ungroomed truth jets to ensure the top quark
decay was fully contained [130]. These selections include [130]:

• There being at least one ghost-associated B-hadron (truth-level particle).

• A jet mass selection, mjet > 140 GeV.

• A selection on the kt splitting scale variable,
p
d23, calculated for the ungroomed

truth jet requiring:
p
d23 (GeV) > exp(3.3� 6.98⇥ 10�4

⇥ (pT / GeV)).

For LCTopo jet tagging we adopted all but the final
p
d23 selection for the contained

top quark label. This ensured greater consistency with Run 2 LCTopo jet tagging
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(a) Leading LCTopo jet (b) Sub-leading LCTopo jet

(c) Leading LCTopoSoftDrop jet (d) Leading LCTopoTrimmed jet

Figure 7.3: Comparison of reconstructed jet pT distributions after applying the
re-weighting procedure to the QCD background. Reasonable closure is seen for the
leading jet, but this deteriorates for sub-leading jets.
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results that used di↵erent labelling schemes [80]. It is important to note that
other LCTopo jet tagging studies typically matched the groomed truth jets to the
reconstructed groomed jets. However, for the development of the cut-based tagging
recommendations we maintained the relationships between groomed jets and their
parent ungroomed jets by only matching the ungroomed jets as in Ref. [66]. The
groomed truth jets were simply required to have a matched truth top parton. Similarly,
the groomed reconstructed jets were associated with their parent ungroomed jet
and no additional �R criteria were imposed. This allowed comparisons of the
performance of di↵erent jet collections (with varying grooming algorithms) similar
to Ref. [66].

For the study of Run 2 (LCTopoTrimmed) jet DNN taggers, an alternate truth labelling
scheme was applied to ensure consistency between the definitions of contained top
quark jets between the HL-LHC cut-based taggers (for comparison) and the existing
Run 2 tagger definitions. The truth labelling scheme was similar to that mentioned
above with the exception that no matching was performed for the ungroomed jets,
only the trimmed jets. Thus, the particle-level trimmed (truth) jets were subjected
to the contained-ness criteria: m > 140 GeV, at least 1 ghost-associated2 B-hadron,
and association with a truth top quark (�R < 0.75). The trimmed LCTopo jets were
matched to the truth trimmed jets using a �R < 0.75 association.

Based on results from Ref. [130] a larger truth labelling e�ciency is expected when
selections are made on the ungroomed truth jets instead of groomed truth jets. The
labelling e�ciencies in HL-LHC simulation were briefly estimated for (truth) jets
matched to a truth top-parton. The results for both labelling schemes discussed
above are shown in Table 7.1. For the ungroomed labelling scheme, the e�ciency
is above 95% for all jet pT bins. However, the e�ciency for the trimmed jet truth
label only reaches about 86% for truth jets with pT > 1000 GeV. The increase in
e�ciency as the jets are required to have higher pT for both labelling methods results
from the increased containment of the top quark decay products at high truth jet pT
(i.e. they are more boosted).

7.2.3 Event and jet selections

The large-R jets and events used in the tagging studies were subjected to basic
event/jet selections to ensure the events contained valid truth matched jets in a
particular kinematic range. Events were required to have exactly two truth matched
jets for the tt̄ signal sample and exactly two saved jets for the QCD background
sample (without matching). Only two jets were originally saved per event, so this
selection ensured we removed events where one of the truth jets did not satisfy the
truth label in the signal sample.

2The ghost association of a particle to a jet involves assigning an infinitesimal energy to the particle
and determining its association by including it in the consitituent particles/objects provided to
the jet clustering algorithm.
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Table 7.1: Truth labelling e�ciencies for the ungroomed and trimmed jet labelling
schemes with di↵erent selections on the truth jet pT. The e�ciencies were calculated
only considering the particle-level jets that were matched to a generator-level top
quark.

Ungroomed jet labelling scheme

Selection Labelling E�ciency (%)

No selection 95.1

Jet pT > 350 GeV 97.5

Jet pT > 500 GeV 98.2

Jet pT > 1000 GeV 99.1

Trimmed jet (DNN) labelling scheme

Selection Labelling E�ciency (%)

No selection 80.8

Jet pT > 350 GeV 83.1

Jet pT > 500 GeV 83.8

Jet pT > 1000 GeV 85.6
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Additional jet selections were applied to either truth jets or reconstructed jets. Both
the leading and second-leading (sub-leading) jets passing selections in events were
used throughout the studies. For comparisons of jet collections, results were binned
in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with an additional |⌘| < 2 selection on the
jets. Reconstructed jets were required to have 350 < pT (GeV) < 2500 and |⌘| < 2.
This was imposed since particle-level (truth) jets have a di↵erent energy scale to
reconstructed jets, and we therefore wanted to ensure that the reconstructed jet
kinematics were valid for the taggers. The motivation for the |⌘| < 2 selections was
to consider well-reconstructed jets without the pile-up contamination associated with
higher calorimeter occupancy in the forward region. However, this also allows the
results to be compared with other Run 2/3 studies (that tag central jets) in the
future. For these studies we focused purely on central jets and further exploration of
the tagging of high-⌘ jets was left for future work. The final tagging recommendation
results were only binned in the pT of the reconstructed (groomed) jet to provide
tagger definitions suitable for implementation in ATLAS software.

7.3 Important definitions and notes

For the remainder of this Chapter a range of tagger metrics will be discussed including
the:

• Signal(background) e�ciency: the proportion of signal(background) jets passing
a tagger selection calculated by integrating over finely-binned histograms of
observables. The signal and background e�ciency are denoted with ✏sig and
✏bkg, respectively.

• Background rejection: used to represent a (dimensionless) metric of the tagger
performance calculated as the inverse of the background e�ciency – 1/✏bkg.

Uncertainties in ✏sig and ✏bkg were estimated as one standard deviation intervals
from a normal distribution using the ROOT TEfficiency implementation documented
at https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/classTEfficiency.html. The normal dis-
tribution methods were used to ensure event weights could be considered in the
TEfficiency calculations. However, this approximation breaks down when the
e�ciency is 0 or 1, at which point the estimated standard deviation of the distribu-
tion vanishes. The calculation of the uncertainty in the background e�ciency was
propagated to obtain the background rejection uncertainty:

�
2

rej
=

 
1

✏
2

bkg

!2

⇥ �
2

✏bkg
(7.2)

where �rej and �✏bkg are the background rejection and e�ciency uncertainties, respec-
tively. The upper and lower bounds for the e�ciency uncertainty were flipped in the
calculation of the background rejection uncertainty – the lower limit of the e�ciency
leads to a larger background rejection. Since the normal uncertainty interval is

https://root.cern.ch/doc/master/classTEfficiency.html
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symmetric, the upper and lower bounds of the e�ciency uncertainties are identical
except where the bounds are cut-o↵ to prevent e�ciencies exceeding 100% or falling
below 0% after the addition or subtraction of the uncertainty. This procedure is
used in the plots of the tagger performance results involving e�ciencies throughout
this Chapter.

7.4 Jet substructure moments for top quark tag-

ging

Previous studies considered all possible combinations of observables for top quark
tagging leading to a jet mass and ⌧wta

32
selection recommendation [80]. There are sev-

eral ways to calculate the jet mass with a combination of calorimeter and track based
methods, but we focused explicitly on calorimeter jets and therefore a calorimeter-
only mass definition. The combination of the jet mass selection with an additional
selection is necessary to increase the background rejection of taggers as illustrated
for some single- and two-variable HL-LHC taggers in Figure 7.4. We considered a
range of variables outlined further in Appendix B:

• Kinematic variables – the jet mass (mjet).

• Jet shape variables: N-subjettiness ratios (⌧wta

32
), sphericity, aplanarity.

• (Generalised) Energy Correlation Function ratios: D2, C2.

• kt splitting scales:
p
d12,

p
d23, and associated z-variables (z12, z23) where

zij = dij/(dij +m
2) (m is the invariant mass of the last sub-jet split in the

exclusive kt clustering sequence [131]).

Some of these variables are actually intended for 2-prong decay discrimination (e.g.
D2, C2,

p
d12, z12) and likely will not provide better performance than other 3-prong

sensitive variables3.

We restricted the focus of these studies tomjet+X taggers whereX is any other tagger
observable used in the studies. The first jet mass selection is well motivated by the
di↵erences in shape between the QCD and top quark groomed jet mass distributions4

The jet mass selection can be used to isolate the three-prong kinematics characteristic
of a top quark decay, increasing the sensitivity of other suitable variables to the
di↵erences between signal and background topologies as discussed in Ref. [132].
Nonetheless, the study of alternative pairs of variables is still warranted and should
be considered in the future for further cut-based tagger development.

3However, the consideration of an inclusive top quark selection where decays do not need to be
fully contained could lead to better performance for these observables when only the W decay
but not the additional b-quark from the t-quark decay is reconstructed in the jet. This is left for
future work.

4The top quark resonance produces a prominent peak close to 173 GeV and the QCD distribution
is generally smoothly falling in that region.
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7.5 Tagger observable comparisons

The performance of cut-based taggers is governed by both the correlation and separa-
tion (between signal and background) of observables used in tagger definitions. Thus,
an understanding of the correlations between the jet mass and other substructure
observables is important. A selection on one variable cuts into the distribution of
another correlated variable, reducing its potential to have good background rejec-
tion performance. Thus, variables with minimal correlation were considered for
two-variable top quark taggers. The correlation coe�cients calculated from two-
dimensional histograms of the observables are shown with correlation matrices in
Figures 7.5 and 7.6 for trimmed jets and soft-drop groomed jets, respectively.

The key finding from these results is that the jet mass is best combined with the
⌧
wta

32
, ⌧wta

21
, aplanarity, and sphericity observables. The ⌧wta

32
and jet mass correlation

coe�cients for the trimmed signal jets increase with pT but are smaller in magnitude
than the soft-drop jet correlation coe�cients. The background and signal correlation
coe�cients for trimmed jets show opposite behaviour for A (aplanarity) and S

(sphericity) as a function of pT – the background jet coe�cients become more
positive, while the signal jet coe�cients become more negative. The performance
of combinations involving the jet mass and

p
dij variables are impacted by their

significant correlation. Some negative correlations are seen for the trimmed jet
zij variables in the signal sample compared to larger positive correlations for the
background. The soft-drop jet z12 variables have negative correlation coe�cients
that become more positive as the truth jet pT increases for signal jets, and increasing
positive coe�cients for the background jets. Alternative combinations of variables,
including those involving

p
dij, with low correlation coe�cients could also yield

reasonable tagger performance exist, but that is left for further study. This includes
the

p
d23 and ⌧

wta

32
combination for trimmed jets (similar to taggers evaluated in

Ref. [133]) – albeit the performance of those taggers would be determined by the
separation of the signal and background distributions for each observable.

The separation between the top quark and QCD groomed jet masses in Figure 7.7
motivates the consideration of mjet +X taggers as discussed in Section 7.4. This
is the case for both the soft-drop and trimmed jet collections, but more extensive
tails are seen in the low-pT jet mass distributions for soft-drop jets. In high-pT bins
the jet mass distributions become “cleaner” and are visibly peaked around the top
quark mass – the top quark decay products are more boosted and therefore better
contained within the jet at high pT. We expect three-prong sensitive variables (e.g.
⌧
wta

32
and

p
d23) to provide significant separation but also see significant separation

between jet shape variables that encapsulate the uniformity of a distribution of jet
constituents in the jet rest frame (aplanarity and sphericity) [83, 86]. Indeed, the
variables that have significant separation for top quark and QCD jets include the
aplanarity (Figure 7.10), sphericity, ⌧wta

32
(Figure 7.8), ⌧wta

21
(Figure 7.11), and kt

splitting scale observables (
p

dij) (Figures 7.12 and 7.13). The separation of some of
these variables varies between the grooming algorithm applied to the jets, which is
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(a) Single variable selections.

(b) Two-variable mjet +X taggers with a first 70% signal e�ciency jet mass selection.

Figure 7.4: A comparison of single-variable (top) and two-variable (bottom) tagger
performance. The legend entries for both plots are ordered by the area under the
ROC curve. The ROC curve is plotted with the background rejection on the y-axis
and signal e�ciency on the x-axis in a similar convention to Ref. [66, 80]. The limits
of the signal e�ciency axis are chosen to minimise the e↵ect of rapid variations in
the background e�ciency that cause the background rejection to blow up at low-✏sig.
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(a) Trimmed signal jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Trimmed QCD jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.5: Tagger observable correlation matrices calculated for the contained top
quark (Z 0

! tt̄) signal jets and the QCD background jets in di↵erent ungroomed
truth jet pT bins (with an additional |⌘| < 2.0 selection) for trimmed LCTopo jets.
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(c) Trimmed signal jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Trimmed QCD jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure 7.5 (cont.): Tagger observable correlation matrices calculated for the contained
top quark (Z 0

! tt̄) signal jets and the QCD background jets in di↵erent ungroomed
truth jet pT bins (with an additional |⌘| < 2.0 selection) for trimmed LCTopo jets.
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(e) Trimmed signal jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Trimmed QCD jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.5 (cont.): Tagger observable correlation matrices calculated for the contained
top quark (Z 0

! tt̄) signal jets and the QCD background jets in di↵erent ungroomed
truth jet pT bins (with an additional |⌘| < 2.0 selection) for trimmed LCTopo jets.
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(a) Soft-drop signal jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop QCD jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.6: Tagger observable correlation matrices calculated for the contained top
quark (Z 0

! tt̄) signal jets and the QCD background jets in di↵erent ungroomed
truth jet pT bins (with an additional |⌘| < 2.0 selection) for soft-drop groomed
LCTopo jets.
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(c) Soft-drop signal jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop QCD jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure 7.6 (cont.): Tagger observable correlation matrices calculated for the contained
top quark (Z 0

! tt̄) signal jets and the QCD background jets in di↵erent ungroomed
truth jet pT bins (with an additional |⌘| < 2.0 selection) for soft-drop groomed
LCTopo jets.
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(e) Soft-drop signal jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop QCD jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.6 (cont.): Tagger observable correlation matrices calculated for the contained
top quark (Z 0

! tt̄) signal jets and the QCD background jets in di↵erent ungroomed
truth jet pT bins (with an additional |⌘| < 2.0 selection) for soft-drop groomed
LCTopo jets.
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to be expected since di↵erent grooming algorithms remove di↵erent amounts of soft
and wide-angle radiation from the jets. The observables with the greatest amount
of separation between the signal and background distributions are more likely to
produce better background rejection in a two-variable tagger.

(a) Trimmed jets (500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(b) Trimmed jets (1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(c) Trimmed jets (1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.7: Jet mass comparisons for signal and background jets in bins of the
ungroomed truth jet pT. Results are included for both the trimmed and soft-drop
groomed jets.
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(d) Soft-drop jets (500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)

(e) Soft-drop jets (1000 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(f) Soft-drop jets (1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.7 (cont.): Jet mass comparisons for signal and background jets in bins of
the ungroomed truth jet pT. Results are included for both the trimmed and soft-drop
groomed jets.
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(a) Trimmed jet ⌧wta
32

(500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(b) Trimmed jet ⌧wta

32
(1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(c) Trimmed jet ⌧wta
32

(1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.8: Comparisons of the ⌧wta

32
tagging observable for the trimmed and soft-drop

collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample. Each plot is
binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection (|⌘| < 2).
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(d) Soft-drop jet ⌧wta
32

(500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(e) Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

32
(1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(f) Soft-drop jet ⌧wta
32

(1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.8 (cont.): Comparisons of the ⌧wta

32
tagging observable for the trimmed and

soft-drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample.
Each plot is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection
(|⌘| < 2).
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(a) Trimmed jet S (500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(b) Trimmed jet S (1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(c) Trimmed jet S (1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.9: Comparisons of the sphericity tagging observable for the trimmed and
soft-drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample.
Each plot is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection
(|⌘| < 2).
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(d) Soft-drop jet S (500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(e) Soft-drop jet S (1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(f) Soft-drop jet S (1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.9 (cont.): Comparisons of the sphericity tagging observable for the trimmed
and soft-drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample.
Each plot is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection
(|⌘| < 2).
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(a) Trimmed jet A (500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(b) Trimmed jet A (1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(c) Trimmed jet A (1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.10: Comparisons of the aplanarity tagging observable for the trimmed and
soft-drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample.
Each plot is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection
(|⌘| < 2).
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(d) Soft-drop jet A (500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(e) Soft-drop jet A (1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(f) Soft-drop jet A (1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.10 (cont.): Comparisons of the aplanarity tagging observable for the trimmed
and soft-drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample.
Each plot is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection
(|⌘| < 2).
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(a) Trimmed jet ⌧wta
21

(500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(b) Trimmed jet ⌧wta

21
(1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(c) Trimmed jet ⌧wta
21

(1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.11: Comparisons of the ⌧wta

21
tagging observable for the trimmed and soft-

drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample. Each plot
is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection (|⌘| < 2).
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(d) Soft-drop jet ⌧wta
21

(500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(e) Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

21
(1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(f) Soft-drop jet ⌧wta
21

(1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.11 (cont.): Comparisons of the ⌧wta

21
tagging observable for the trimmed

and soft-drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample.
Each plot is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection
(|⌘| < 2).
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(a) Trimmed jet
p
d23 (500 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(b) Trimmed jet

p
d23 (1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(c) Trimmed jet
p
d23 (1500 < p

truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.12: Comparisons of the
p
d23 tagging observable for the trimmed and

soft-drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample.
Each plot is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection
(|⌘| < 2).
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(d) Soft-drop jet
p
d23 (500 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)
(e) Soft-drop jet

p
d23 (1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(f) Soft-drop jet
p
d23 (1500 < p

truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.12 (cont.): Comparisons of the
p
d23 tagging observable for the trimmed

and soft-drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample.
Each plot is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection
(|⌘| < 2).
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(a) Trimmed jet
p
d12 (500 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)

(b) Trimmed jet
p
d12 (1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(c) Trimmed jet
p
d12 (1500 < p

truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.13: Comparisons of the
p
d12 tagging observable for the trimmed and

soft-drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample.
Each plot is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection
(|⌘| < 2).
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(d) Soft-drop jet
p
d12 (500 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1000)

(e) Soft-drop jet
p
d12 (1000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] 

1500)

(f) Soft-drop jet
p
d12 (1500 < p

truth

T
[GeV] <

2000)

Figure 7.13 (cont.): Comparisons of the
p
d12 tagging observable for the trimmed

and soft-drop collections in both the top quark signal and QCD background sample.
Each plot is binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet with a central ⌘ selection
(|⌘| < 2).
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7.6 Tagger construction and optimisation

Two-variable taggers were constructed by making a first fixed signal e�ciency
selection on mjet. These studies considered signal e�ciencies (✏f ) of 60%, 70%, 80%,
and 90% for the jet mass selections. A selection on the second variable (X) for the
tagger was then made with signal e�ciency:

✏X =
✏total

✏f
(7.3)

accounting for the e�ciency of the initial selection. In Equation (7.3), ✏total is the
total signal e�ciency of the tagger, chosen to be either 80% or 50%. To identify the
appropriate direction for selections on the tagger variables, the signal and background
histogram modes were considered. For instance, if the signal histogram mode is above
the background histogram mode then the cut direction for the variable was taken as
“>”. Thus, the jet mass selections for the taggers discussed in this Chapter are single
sided and no jet mass window selections were applied similar to Ref. [80].

For the tagger performance studies and derivation of the tagger cuts as a function
of pT (to achieve a flat total signal e�ciency) the tagger background rejection and
signal e�ciency was derived in di↵erent jet pT bins. In each bin, the tagger cuts (on
the first and second variable) were recalculated to achieve the e�ciencies required for
the tagger and the first selection. This method ensured we achieved an approximately
constant total signal e�ciency for the taggers as a function of the jet momentum.
The optimisation of the tagger definitions proceeded by considering the performance
of di↵erent mass selections and combinations of the jet mass with the second tagger
observable in wide (inclusive) jet pT bins. The most performant tagger definition was
taken as that which achieved the largest background rejection in the inclusive jet pT
bins and a stable signal e�ciency as a function of the jet pT (using a finer binning).
For the 50% (total) signal e�ciency tagger, all possible selection e�ciencies for the
jet mass were considered. However, for the 80% signal e�ciency tagger working
point, only the 90% signal e�ciency jet mass selection was used.

7.7 Two-variable tagger ROC curves

The ROC (signal e�ciency vs. background rejection) curves for mjet+X two-variable
taggers were studied in a wide kinematic regime and across a broad range of signal
e�ciencies to determine optimal tagger definitions for further study. The taggers
were ranked quantitatively based on the area under these curves allowing performance
comparisons between pT bins and jet collections. The ROC curves for ungroomed
(LCTopo) jets are excluded since they have no pile-up mitigations in place and would
therefore have poor pile-up stability. All ROC curves were derived in three broad
ungroomed truth jet pT bins (with an additional |⌘| < 2.0 selection). The low-pT bin
ranges from 500 GeV to 1000 GeV, an intermediate bin ranges from 1000 GeV to
1500 GeV, and the final high-pT bin ranges from 1500 GeV to 2000 GeV. The pT bin
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selections were made to ensure continuity between bin edges in later studies with a
finer binning: the lower cut is “<” and upper cut is “”, except in the final bin where
a “<” cut is made for the upper bin edge. This approach is taken for all performance
studies presented in this Chapter whether binning in jet- or event-level quantities,
unless otherwise stated. Since the lowest pT bin begins at pT = 500 GeV we expect
that the top quark decays are quite well contained in the jets due to the large boost
of the jets relative to the pT ' 350 GeV expectation for complete containment. Only
the tagger performance plots for jet mass selections with 80% (suitable for 50%
signal e�ciency taggers) and 90% (suitable for 80% or 50% signal e�ciency taggers)
signal e�ciency are included here – they are seen to perform optimally in Section 7.8.
Trimmed jet taggers with an 80% and 90% signal e�ciency mjet selection are shown
in Figures 7.14 and 7.15, respectively. Soft-drop groomed jet taggers are shown only
for the 90% signal e�ciency mjet selection in Figure 7.15.

The sphericity tagger is most performant (it has the largest area under the ROC
curves) for trimmed jet taggers in both Figures 7.14 and 7.15 across the entire pT

range from 500 GeV to 2500 GeV. The aplanarity tagger performance is worse
at low-pT but improves in the higher jet pT bins. In comparison, the ⌧wta

32
tagger

ROC curve area is smaller and falls significiantly with the truth jet pT. These
di↵erences might be explained by the definition of sphericity and aplanarity as jet
shape observables in terms of the 4-momenta of jet constituents in the jet rest-frame
[86] and the ⌧wta

32
definition using lab-frame sub-jets [82] (see Appendix B for more

detail). Similar results are seen for aplanarity and sphericity soft-drop jet taggers in
Figure 7.15. However, at low-pT the ⌧wta

32
observable is most performant – unlike for

the trimmed jet taggers. Nonetheless, like for trimmed jet taggers, the ⌧32 soft-drop
jet tagger performance falls rapidly with pT. This is consistent with the definition of
⌧32 as a pT weighted sum of the angular separation of sub-jets. The constituents of
higher pT jets are more collimated, which degrades the performance of any tagging
observable that intrinsically relies on re-clustered jet/constituent based calculations.
The same is true for almost all other tagger definitions, except for the aplanarity
tagger for which the ROC curve area increases with pT up to 2500 GeV.

7.8 Optimisation of the two-variable taggers

The background rejection for di↵erent tagger definitions was considered as a function
of the mass selection as discussed in Section 7.6 to obtain the results shown in
Figures 7.16 and 7.17 for the soft-drop and trimmed jet taggers with 50% and
80% signal e�ciency, respectively. The same pT bins as for the ROC curves in the
previous section are used. A significant level of variation in the tagger performance
is seen for the 50% (total) signal e�ciency taggers using di↵erent mass selection
signal e�ciencies. The single mass selection considered for 80% signal e�ciency
taggers leads to similar conclusions regarding tagger performance. Lower background
rejection is seen for the higher e�ciency working point, but the same combination of
tagger observables for both trimmed and soft-drop jets performs optimally.
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(a) Trimmed jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Trimmed jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure 7.14: ROC curves for trimmed jet taggers in ungroomed truth jet pT bins.
Results are shown for taggers with an initial 80% signal e�ciency selection on the
jet mass. The legend of each plot is ordered by the area under the ROC curve (in
brackets), so di↵erent taggers have di↵erent line colours on each plot.
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(c) Trimmed jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.14 (cont.): ROC curves for trimmed jet taggers in ungroomed truth jet pT
bins. Results are shown for taggers with an initial 80% signal e�ciency selection on
the jet mass. The legend of each plot is ordered by the area under the ROC curve
(in brackets), so di↵erent taggers have di↵erent line colours on each plot.

A sphericity selection following the jet mass selection is optimal for both grooming
algorithms in all pT bins and the jet mass selection to achieve maximum background
rejection changes between jet collections. Complementary to Section 7.5, the back-
ground rejection performance is impacted most by the qualitative separation of
di↵erent tagger observables as a function of pT after di↵erent mass selections. This
is illustrated for the trimmed and soft-drop jet collections in Figures 7.20 to 7.23
and Figures 7.24 to 7.27, respectively. More separation is seen between the signal
and background distributions for aplanarity and sphericity compared to ⌧wta

32
after

di↵erent mass selections. Interestingly, much better separation is seen between the
⌧
wta

21
distributions compared to the ⌧wta

32
distributions across the complete pT range.

Indeed, for trimmed jets, the ⌧wta

21
tagger background rejection is higher than that for

the ⌧wta

32
tagger even though the ⌧wta

21
variable is intended for 2-prong decay tagging,

not 3-prong tagging as for ⌧wta

32
.

For the soft-drop jet taggers in Figure 7.16, the ⌧wta

32
tagger performance rivals that

of the trimmed jet taggers at low-pT, but only for the 50% signal e�ciency working
point. As the jet pT increases, the ⌧wta

32
tagger performance falls but maintains a

higher background rejection than for trimmed jets. Nonetheless, the mjet + ⌧
wta

32

soft-drop jet tagger performance in the low-pT bin is comparable to the trimmed jet
mjet + S performance. There is no substantial performance benefit from the use of
soft-drop jet taggers relative to the trimmed jet taggers.
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(a) Trimmed jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Trimmed jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure 7.15: ROC curves for trimmed jet and soft-drop jet taggers in ungroomed
truth jet pT bins. Results are shown for taggers with an initial 90% signal e�ciency
selection on the jet mass. The legend of each plot is ordered by the area under the
ROC curve (in brackets), so di↵erent taggers have di↵erent line colours on each plot.
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(c) Trimmed jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(d) Soft-drop jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.15 (cont.): ROC curves for trimmed jet and soft-drop jet taggers in un-
groomed truth jet pT bins. Results are shown for taggers with an initial 90% signal
e�ciency selection on the jet mass. The legend of each plot is ordered by the area
under the ROC curve (in brackets), so di↵erent taggers have di↵erent line colours on
each plot.
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(e) Soft-drop jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(f) Soft-drop jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.15 (cont.): ROC curves for trimmed jet and soft-drop jet taggers in un-
groomed truth jet pT bins. Results are shown for taggers with an initial 90% signal
e�ciency selection on the jet mass. The legend of each plot is ordered by the area
under the ROC curve (in brackets), so di↵erent taggers have di↵erent line colours on
each plot.
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Taggers with 50% signal e�ciency perform best5 with an 80% and 90% signal
e�ciency mass selection for trimmed and soft-drop jets, respectively. At the 80%
tagger e�ciency working point only the 90% signal e�ciency mass selection was
tested producing a smaller background rejection from the looser tagger selections as
noted earlier. The di↵erence between the trimmed and soft-drop jet mass selection
for the 50% signal e�ciency working point originates from di↵erences in the shape of
the mass distributions as a function of the truth jet pT. The soft-drop distributions in
Figure 7.7 have a much larger population in the high-mass tail at low-pT resulting in
tighter mass selections (above the top quark mass!) shown at the top of each plot in
Figure 7.18. Looser mass selections are seen for the trimmed jets in Figure 7.19 except
at high-pT where the tightest selection is above the 172-173 GeV top quark mass.
The looser optimal mass selection for soft-drop jets must therefore be a consequence
of the separation power of each observable after a jet mass selection. A decrease
in separation between signal and background distributions for the second tagger
observables is seen for tighter jet mass selections in Figure 7.22 and Figure 7.26 for
trimmed and soft-drop jets, respectively.

Clearly, the most performant taggers for further studies consist of the mjet + ⌧
wta

32

6

(soft-drop jets only), mjet + A, and mjet + S taggers. Soft-drop and trimmed mjet

selections with 90% and 80% e�ciency, respectively, are optimal for the 50% signal
e�ciency working point, and 90% signal e�ciency mjet selections work well for both
jet collections when an 80% signal e�ciency tagger is considered. To reach the final
recommendation discussed in Section 7.13 the pT and pile-up stability of the tagger
definitions was considered. Additional results for the tagger optimisation binned
in the reconstructed jet pT are included in Appendix E, but the optimal tagger
definitions do not change.

7.9 Tagger performance as a function of jet pT

The tagger performance (background rejection and signal e�ciency) was studied as a
function of the truth jet pT. These results show how the performance of the taggers
varies as the top quark becomes more boosted such that the separation between the
decay products (in the lab frame) decreases. Figure 7.28 shows the variation of the
background rejection for trimmed and soft-drop jets. The background rejection falls
for trimmed jet taggers constructed from observables that rely on the jet constituents
(including sub-jets) or the (re-)clustering sequence of a jet as the pT increases and the
jet constituents become more collimated. Notable exceptions include the aplanarity
tagger, which has increasing background rejection as the truth jet pT increases in

5These conclusions are primarily for the taggers that produce the highest background rejection
(i.e. mjet + S). In some cases, worse performing taggers (e.g. mjet + ⌧

wta
21 or mjet +

p
d23 in

Figure 7.16a) have di↵erent optimal selections.
6Some other taggers (for trimmed jets: mjet + ⌧

wta
21 , mjet + z23, mjet +D2) have larger background

rejection but are intended for tagging 2-prong decays or in some pT bins have significant correlation
with the jet mass compared to ⌧

wta
32 .
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(a) Trimmed jets

(b) Soft-drop jets

Figure 7.16: Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for each 50% signal
e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are for both
the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000 bin. The x-axis

displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(c) Trimmed jets

(d) Soft-drop jets

Figure 7.16 (cont.): Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for each 50%
signal e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are
for both the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 1000 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1500 bin. The

x-axis displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(e) Trimmed jets

(f) Soft-drop jets

Figure 7.16 (cont.): Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for 50% signal
e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are for both
the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 1500 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2000 bin. The x-axis

displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(a) Trimmed jets

(b) Soft-drop jets

Figure 7.17: Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for each 80% signal
e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are for both
the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000 bin. The x-axis

displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(c) Trimmed jets

(d) Soft-drop jets

Figure 7.17 (cont.): Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for each 80%
signal e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are
for both the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 1000 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1500 bin. The

x-axis displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(e) Trimmed jets

(f) Soft-drop jets

Figure 7.17 (cont.): Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for 80% signal
e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are for both
the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 1500 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2000 bin. The x-axis

displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(a) 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(c) 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.18: Tagger background rejection heat-map for the mjet + ⌧
wta

32
soft-drop jet

tagger. The jet mass selections are highlighted at the top of the plot.
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(a) 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(c) 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.19: Tagger background rejection heat-map for the mjet + ⌧
wta

32
trimmed jet

tagger. The jet mass selections are highlighted at the top of the plot.
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(a) QCD jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000 (b) Top quark jets 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(c) QCD jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500 (d) Top quark jets 1000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) 

1500

Figure 7.20: Trimmed jet sphericity distributions after di↵erent mass selections (on
reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(e) QCD jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000 (f) Top quark jets 1500 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.20 (cont.): Trimmed jet sphericity distributions after di↵erent mass selections
(on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.

(a) QCD jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000 (b) Top quark jets 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.21: Trimmed jet aplanarity distributions after di↵erent mass selections
(on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(c) QCD jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500 (d) Top quark jets 1000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) 

1500

(e) QCD jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000 (f) Top quark jets 1500 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.21 (cont.): Trimmed jet aplanarity distributions after di↵erent mass selec-
tions (on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD
jet distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(a) QCD jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000 (b) Top quark jets 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(c) QCD jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500 (d) Top quark jets 1000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) 

1500

Figure 7.22: Trimmed jet ⌧wta

32
distributions after di↵erent mass selections (on

reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(e) QCD jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000 (f) Top quark jets 1500 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.22 (cont.): Trimmed jet ⌧wta

32
distributions after di↵erent mass selections

(on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.

(a) QCD jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000 (b) Top quark jets 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.23: Trimmed jet ⌧wta

21
distributions after di↵erent mass selections (on

reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(c) QCD jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500 (d) Top quark jets 1000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) 

1500

(e) QCD jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000 (f) Top quark jets 1500 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.23 (cont.): Trimmed jet ⌧wta

21
distributions after di↵erent mass selections

(on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(a) QCD jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000 (b) Top quark jets 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(c) QCD jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500 (d) Top quark jets 1000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) 

1500

Figure 7.24: Soft-drop jet sphericity distributions after di↵erent mass selections
(on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(e) QCD jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000 (f) Top quark jets 1500 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.24 (cont.): Soft-drop jet sphericity distributions after di↵erent mass selec-
tions (on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD
jet distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.

(a) QCD jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000 (b) Top quark jets 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.25: Soft-drop jet aplanarity distributions after di↵erent mass selections
(on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(c) QCD jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500 (d) Top quark jets 1000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) 

1500

(e) QCD jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000 (f) Top quark jets 1500 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.25 (cont.): Soft-drop jet aplanarity distributions after di↵erent mass selec-
tions (on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD
jet distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(a) QCD jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000 (b) Top quark jets 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(c) QCD jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500 (d) Top quark jets 1000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) 

1500

Figure 7.26: Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

32
distributions after di↵erent mass selections (on

reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(e) QCD jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000 (f) Top quark jets 1500 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.26 (cont.): Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

32
distributions after di↵erent mass selections

(on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.

(a) QCD jets 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000 (b) Top quark jets 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.27: Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

21
distributions after di↵erent mass selections (on

reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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(c) QCD jets 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500 (d) Top quark jets 1000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) 

1500

(e) QCD jets 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000 (f) Top quark jets 1500 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.27 (cont.): Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

21
distributions after di↵erent mass selections

(on reconstructed jets) binned in the pT of the ungroomed truth jet. The QCD jet
distributions are shown on the left and the signal top quark jet distributions are
shown on the right.
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Figures 7.28a and 7.28b. The sphericity and aplanarity soft-drop jet taggers show
similar features in Figures 7.28c and 7.28d.

Such behaviour is most evident when the results are binned in the pT of the re-
constructed jets in Figures 7.30 and 7.31 for the trimmed and soft-drop groomed
collections, respectively. The looser mass selection provided by the 80% signal e�-
ciency trimmed jet tagger working point (Figure 7.30b) leads to an optimal aplanarity
and sphericity tagger background rejection between 1600 GeV and 2000 GeV. One
explanation for this is that the increased jet pT leads to better containment of the
top decay products but eventually the performance falls as the angular separation of
the jet constituents falls towards the limit of the finite detector granularity7. Similar
results are seen for the soft-drop jets where an optimal jet pT range for maximum
background rejection is apparent for both tagger working points (Figures 7.31a
and 7.31b). Conversely, the 50% e�ciency trimmed jet sphericity tagger background
rejection (Figure 7.30a) falls monotonically with increasing pT, potentially a conse-
quence of the tighter selections. Like in Section 7.8, the background rejection of the
soft-drop jet ⌧wta

32
tagger outperforms other tagger definitions in the lowest pT bin,

except for the 80% signal e�ciency tagger working point.

The signal e�ciency (Figure 7.29) of all taggers is relatively stable with the truth jet
pT since the tagger selections are re-derived in each pT bin. In Figure 7.29, the most
significant variation in signal e�ciency is observed for soft-drop jets where the taggers
that rely on the number of jet constituents, Nconstit, have lower signal e�ciency at
low-pT and converge to the expected tagger e�ciency at high-pT. This could be an
e↵ect of the binning and shape of the Nconstit observable for soft-drop jets but since
the number of jet constituents is significantly pT (merging of constituents) and pile-up
dependent, the Nconstit taggers will not be pursued for the recommendations.

7.10 Pile-up dependence of tagger performance

The pile-up stability performance of the taggers was studied in two di↵erent ways. The
first considered the application of complete tagger selections in di↵erent bins of the
median (event-level) LCW-scale momentum-density, ⇢LCW

8, calculated with R = 0.4
kt jets with |y| < 29. The ⇢LCW observable is particularly pile-up sensitive since its
calculation from kt jets means soft radiation is clustered first, and favoured over
hard radiation, which is clustered last. The second pile-up stability study considered
jet response distributions for di↵erent observables used in tagger definitions, only
for the QCD jet sample. The jet response was also parameterised as a function of

7The author thanks Maximilian Swiatlowski for discussions and suggestions that helped explain
this behaviour.

8The ⇢LCW observable has the same definition (albeit with a di↵erent energy scale) to that used
for the pile-up subtraction stage of the small-R jet calibration discussed in Section 4.5 and
Appendix A.3.

9The author thanks Dag Gillberg for suggesting this observable for the pile-up stability studies as
an alternative to hµi and NPV.
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(a) Trimmed jets 50% e�ciency working point

(b) Trimmed jets 80% e�ciency working point

Figure 7.28: Background rejection for selected tagger working points as a function of
the ungroomed truth jet pT.
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(c) Soft-drop jets 50% e�ciency working point

(d) Soft-drop jets 80% e�ciency working point

Figure 7.28 (cont.): Background rejection for selected tagger working points as a
function of the ungroomed truth jet pT.
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(a) Trimmed jets 50% e�ciency working point

(b) Trimmed jets 80% e�ciency working point

Figure 7.29: Signal e�ciency for selected tagger working points as a function of the
ungroomed truth jet pT.
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(c) Soft-drop jets 50% e�ciency working point

(d) Soft-drop jets 80% e�ciency working point

Figure 7.29 (cont.): Signal e�ciency for selected tagger working points as a function
of the ungroomed truth jet pT.
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(a) 50% e�ciency working point

(b) 80% e�ciency working point

Figure 7.30: Background rejection of trimmed jet taggers binned in the pT of the
LCTopoTrimmed jet.
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(a) 50% e�ciency working point

(b) 80% e�ciency working point

Figure 7.31: Background rejection of soft-drop jet taggers binned in the pT of the
LCTopoSoftDrop jet.
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⇢LCW. The tagger stability and jet response studies are discussed in Sections 7.10.1
and 7.10.2, respectively.

For both studies, four ⇢LCW bins were used. The initial and final bin were made
slightly wider to accommodate a su�cient number of events and reduce statistical
uncertainties in the e�ciency estimates. The results are presented in the same
ungroomed truth jet pT bins as for previous sections. Additionally, the final ⇢LCW

bin is contaminated by radiation from the hard-scatter interaction, evident from
the varying tail behaviour of ⇢LCW for the signal and background in Figure 7.32.
Nonetheless, the observable is sensitive to the total activity in any event and is
therefore still a good measure of the pile-up activity. An alternative study considered
the tagger performance as the average number of interactions per bunch crossing
(hµi) increased. However, for these studies, the MC event samples only have hµi in a
narrow range from 190 to 210, which leads to little variation in the tagger performance.
Therefore, the tagger performance was primarily considered as a function of ⇢LCW,
and the hµi binned results are included in Appendix G for completeness. Additional
jet response studies with the hµi binning were not completed.

7.10.1 Two-variable tagger pile-up stability

This section documents the signal e�ciency and background rejection variation
with ⇢LCW for two-variable tagger definitions. The tagger selection was derived in
inclusive ungroomed truth jet pT bins and applied in each ⇢LCW bin. Only three
tagger definitions are included in the results of this section (jet mass selections
combined with an aplanarity, sphericity, or ⌧wta

32
selection) for clarity. Detailed plots

with all tagger definitions are shown in Appendix F.

The signal e�ciency of the trimmed jet shape variable (aplanarity [A] and sphericity
[S]) taggers in Figures 7.35a, 7.35c, and 7.35e (50% signal e�ciency) and Figures 7.36a,
7.36c, and 7.36e (80% signal e�ciency) has an upwards trend as a function of ⇢LCW

compared to the approximate downwards trend of the ⌧wta

32
tagger signal e�ciency.

Despite the large statistical uncertainties on the signal e�ciency, the performance of
the sphericity (mjet + S) tagger is more stable than the aplanarity (mjet +A) tagger.
This is apparent in the low- and high-⇢LCW bins for the 500 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1000

and 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500 bins where a statistically significant di↵erence is

seen between their signal e�ciencies. At high-pT (1500 < p
truth

T
[GeV] < 2000), the

signal e�ciency of both taggers agrees to within statistical uncertainty in all ⇢LCW

bins, indicating reduced pile-up stability. Comparatively, the soft-drop jet taggers in
Figures 7.34b, 7.34d, and 7.34f and Figures 7.33b, 7.33d, and 7.33f show much more
variation in their signal e�ciency. They are therefore less pile-up stable than the
trimmed jet taggers. One explanation for this behaviour results from the di↵erence in
the soft-drop and trimming grooming algorithms. Trimming removes R = 0.2 kt sub-
jets from the large-R jet, whilst soft-drop grooming operates on the C/A branching
sequence. Thus, trimming is likely a more aggressive grooming algorithm for the
removal of soft radiation compared to the current soft-drop grooming configuration.
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Figure 7.32: Comparison of signal (Z 0
! tt̄) and background (QCD dijet) ⇢LCW

distribution. Since ⇢LCW is an event-level variable, no jet selections were applied to
make this comparison.

The signal e�ciency trends for the soft-drop jet taggers are otherwise similar to the
trimmed jet taggers.

The background rejection variation for trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers is shown for
the 50% and 80% signal e�ciency working points in Figures 7.33 and 7.34, respectively.
For very trimmed jet tagger, the background rejection falls with increasing ⇢LCW in
each pT bin. The same is true for the soft-drop jet taggers excluding the 50% signal
e�ciency ⌧wta

32
variant, which has increasing background rejection (with ⇢LCW) in

each pT bin. The origin of this behaviour could be explained by changes in the jet
response (relative to truth jets) for ⌧wta

32
, but indicates that the combination of the

individual ⌧wta

3
and ⌧wta

2
pile-up dependence in ⌧wta

32
leads to more complicated (and

seemingly contradictory) pile-up dependence. Since the soft-drop jets are ultimately
less pile-up stable (evident in the signal e�ciency results), this warrants removing
the “oddly” performing soft-drop tagger definitions from consideration. Further
investigation would be needed to determine the exact cause of di↵erences between
the 50% and 80% signal e�ciency soft-drop jet ⌧wta

32
tagger background rejection as

a function of ⇢LCW.

For both trimmed and soft-drop groomed jets the sphericity tagger background
rejection falls by a larger amount than for the aplanarity tagger and this e↵ect is
most significant at low-pT where we expect to see a larger fraction of pile-up radiation.
Despite this, the sphericity tagger is clearly the most performant in terms of its
background rejection, and it has a relatively stable signal e�ciency compared to
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the aplanarity tagger. Thus, we conclude that the sphericity tagger is more pile-up
stable and focus solely on its development in Section 7.13.

(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.33: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as a function
of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet
taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure 7.33 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.33 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.34: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as a function
of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet
taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure 7.34 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.34 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.35: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a function
of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet
taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure 7.35 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.35 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure 7.36: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a function
of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet
taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure 7.36 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.36 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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7.10.2 Jet response stability

The jet response calculated as the ratio of the reconstructed jet to truth jet observable
was considered for individual observables to estimate their pile-up stability. We
only considered the QCD background sample due to its high level of statistics and
implemented the same jet matching procedure as for the signal sample, but without
any truth particle matching. The jet response was derived in bins of the (groomed)
truth jet pT with the same |⌘| selection (|⌘| < 2) applied for previous results10. The
same ⇢LCW bins as in Section 7.10 were used. Normally the jet response is derived
after applying a jet isolation requirement that requires truth and reconstructed
jets to be well separated [134] – no such requirements were considered here since
we only saved 2 jets per event in the datasets used for the tagging studies. Thus,
the application of isolation requirements may alter the results presented in this
Section.

Since the response distributions are typically non-Gaussian, they were parameterised
in terms of the scale (median), resolution (half the 68.27% central11 inter-quantile
range [IQnR]), and fractional resolution (resolution divided by scale) [134] for each
distribution. Additional selections were imposed on the reconstructed and truth jets,
including12:

• A mjet > 40 GeV selection for both reconstructed and truth jets – this brought
the jet mass above the minimum mass threshold typically used for calibrated
large-R jets.

• A requirement that reconstructed jets had at least 3 constituents (i.e. for top
quark tagging) to prevent unexpected features resulting from the merging of
jet constituents at high-pT.

The jet response for only a select few observables of interest is discussed here including
mjet, aplanarity, sphericity, ⌧wta

32
, ⌧wta

3
, and ⌧wta

2
. The median response (scale) and

IQnR resolution metric are shown in Figures 7.41 and 7.42, respectively, for trimmed
jet observables as a function of both the truth jet pT and ⇢LCW. The same plots are
shown for soft-drop jets in Figures 7.43 and 7.44, respectively. Profiles of the scale,
resolution, and fractional resolution as a function of ⇢LCW are shown in Figures 7.39
and 7.40 for trimmed and soft-drop jets in a low-pT (350 < pT [GeV]  800) and high-
pT (2000 < pT [GeV] < 2500) bin, respectively. Additional jet response histograms
for mjet, aplanarity, sphericity, and ⌧wta

32
are included in Appendix H.

The complete variation of the jet response metrics combines the e↵ect of the increasing
jet pT and increasing ⇢LCW. The former change leads to further collimation of the

10This is di↵erent to the ungroomed truth pT binning of the initial tagger performance studies
since we rely on the (groomed) truth jets in the response calculation. Thus, the trimmed jet
response is binned in the pT of the truth trimmed jet (and vice versa).

11That is, the di↵erence between the ⇠ 16% and ⇠ 84% quantiles.
12The author thanks Josu Cantero Garcia for his input regarding troubleshooting the jet response
with these jet selections.
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jet constituents (decreased angular separation), and impacts the ability to resolve
constituents of high-pT jets due to the finite calorimeter granularity. This is evident
for mjet where the resolution (half the IQnR) increases13 with jet pT for trimmed jets
in Figure 7.41f. Di↵erent behaviour is seen for the soft-drop jets in Figure 7.43f where
the resolution decreases as the truth jet pT increases – some of this variation could be
related to the extensive tails of the soft-drop jet mass distribution at low-pT. When
⇢LCW increases, di↵erent e↵ects are seen depending on the observable considered.
The interpretation of an increase in ⇢LCW as an increase in pile-up activity means
that more (typically) soft radiation is added to the jets. For mjet, this leads to an
overall increase in the reconstructed mjet and the distribution broadens. Hence, the
mass resolution metrics and the median response (the jet mass scale) increase as a
function of ⇢LCW for the trimmed and soft-drop jets. But, for other observables (e.g.
⌧
wta

32
) certain metrics (i.e. the resolution and fractional resolution) decrease with

increasing ⇢LCW, primarily in the high-pT bin.

Di↵erent behaviour is seen at low-pT where the ⌧wta

32
resolution increases with ⇢LCW

as expected for distributions that broaden with the addition of soft radiation. Some
of this behaviour could arise from the combined change in ⌧wta

3
and ⌧wta

2
. If ⌧wta

3
and

⌧
wta

2
have similar pile-up dependence, some variation might partially cancel in the

⌧
wta

3
/⌧

wta

2
ratio. Alternatively, the di↵erent trends at low- and high-pT might result

from di↵erences in the amount of hard-scatter radiation that contaminates ⇢LCW –
since the calculation of ⇢LCW favours soft radiation this e↵ect is less likely to explain
the trends. The potential impact of hard-scatter contributions to ⇢LCW is motivated
by Figure 7.37 where a departure from the smoothly falling pT distributions of
truth-level trimmed and soft-drop jets is seen just before the upper edge of the final
2000 < pT (GeV) < 2500 bin. When the ⇢LCW selection is removed, the distributions
fall smoothly in Figure 7.38, lending credibility to an explanation that involves
some extent of hard-scatter contamination14. This behaviour suggests that low-pT
performance, where we expect to see a greater fraction of pile-up radiation, is most
important for the pile-up stability considerations. Nonetheless, the complete pT and
⇢LCW variation is needed to fully describe the observed jet response changes.

The low-pT (350 < p
truth

T
[GeV]  800) behaviour of the trimmed jet response

resolution metric in Figures 7.39c and 7.39e indicates that the aplanarity response
distributions are wider than the sphericity response distributions. In the same pT

bin, the scale (median response) of the QCD jet aplanarity in Figure 7.39a is larger
than that for sphericity. Thus, the sphericity observable appears less pile-up a↵ected
since the reconstructed observable is more comparable to the truth-level observable.
Whereas the fractional resolution of the trimmed jet aplanarity increases by a smaller
amount than for sphericity as a function of ⇢LCW, which indicates that aplanarity
is more stable at low-pT if the relative magnitude of the resolution metrics are not
taken into account. The low-pT soft-drop jet response metrics in Figures 7.39b,

13A small decrease is evident in the second pT bin, but the increasing trend continues at higher pT.
14As noted in the caption of Figure 7.37, further consideration of these features, which are not
completely understood, is left to future work.
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(a) Soft-drop groomed jets. (b) Trimmed jets.

(c) Ungroomed jets.

Figure 7.37: A jet pT distribution comparison for the reconstructed and truth jets
in the 2000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2500 and 60 < ⇢LCW (GeV) < 90 bin. The jet

selections here were modified such that the reconstructed jets had all truth-level
selections except the truth jet mass selection. The truth-level jets only had the
truth-level selections (i.e. no selection on the number of jet constituents or the mass
of the reconstructed jets). Note the departure from the smoothly falling truth-jet
pT distribution in the high-pT tails. This could be related to contamination from
hard-scatter jets, which would occupy the high-⇢LCW tail in Figure 7.32. However,
more work is needed to completely understand these features.
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(a) Soft-drop groomed jets. (b) Trimmed jets.

(c) Ungroomed jets.

Figure 7.38: Jet pT distribution comparison for the reconstructed and truth jets in
the 2000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2500 bin without ⇢LCW selections. The jet selections here

were modified such that the reconstructed jets had all truth-level selections except
the truth jet mass selection. The truth-level jets only had the truth-level selections
(i.e. no selection on the number of jet constituents or the mass of the reconstructed
jets). A smoothly falling distribution for the truth trimmed jet pT results from the
removal of the high-⇢LCW selection.
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7.39d, and 7.39f show similar relative variation for aplanarity and sphericity, but
the fractional resolution of the sphericity observable is larger than for the aplanarity
observable in each ⇢LCW bin. Thus, sphericity appears to be less succeptible to
pile-up than aplanarity primarily for trimmed jets, which is consistent with the
tagger stability conclusions from Section 7.10.1. However, it is di�cult to relate the
response of individual observables to the tagger performance without the same jet
mass selections.

A note on the jet response distributions

Unexpected spikes are seen in the first bin of certain jet response distributions. These
features appear in several pT bins and could be a consequence of:

• Cases where the observables are shifted towards zero for the QCD background
(a continuous “spike” in the first bin of the distributions for reconstructed
observables).

• Cases where the reconstructed observable is zero (e.g. for the reconstructed jet
⌧
wta

32
evident in Figure 7.8 from Section 7.5).

These features are highlighted for the trimmed jet aplanarity and sphericity response
in Figure 7.45 with a spike seen in the first bin of the 2000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2500

histograms. This behaviour is not isolated to the high-⇢LCW bins where we expect
any hard-scatter contributions to be most significant. However, the absence of these
features in the distributions for low-pT jets seems to suggest that they are in some
way linked to the jet pT and potentially the selections applied to jets. The comparison
of jet response distributions where the reconstructed jets have both vanishing and
non-vanishing observables leads to the conclusion that the behaviour is not solely
explained by the second option listed above. In Figure 7.46 the contribution in the
first bin from the histogram, where the reconstructed observable is zero, is negligible.
These features were further understood by considering the correlation between the
reconstructed and truth observables (Figures 7.47a and 7.47b for aplanarity and
sphericity, respectively), and the number of jet constituents and the jet response
(Figures 7.48a and 7.48b for aplanarity and sphericity, respectively)15. The values of
both reconstructed and truth-level observables are close to zero given the clustering of
the distributions in Figures 7.47a and 7.47b near the origin. However, the correlation
of the number of (reconstructed) jet constituents with the jet response indicates
an apparent reduction in the number of jet constituents in the first response bin
shown in Figures 7.48a and 7.48b. Therefore, the features we see in the jet response
could be linked to the number of constituents of the reconstructed jets (especially
at high-pT where calorimeter energy deposits can merge) combined with the shapes
of the reconstructed distributions relative to their truth-level counterparts. Since
the distribution of the QCD jet constituents in pT is likely asymmetric, small values

15The author thanks Josu Cantero Garcia for his suggestions for troubleshooting these jet response
distributions and his comments regarding their interpretation.
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(a) Trimmed jet observable scale.

(b) Soft-drop jet observable scale.

Figure 7.39: Jet response metrics (scale, resolution, fractional resolution) as a function
of ⇢LCW in a low-pT 350 < pT (GeV)  800 bin. Plots are included for the trimmed
and soft-drop jet observables.
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(c) Trimmed jet observable resolution.

(d) Soft-drop jet observable resolution.

Figure 7.39 (cont.): Jet response metrics (scale, resolution, fractional resolution) as
a function of ⇢LCW in a low-pT 350 < pT (GeV)  800 bin. Plots are included for
the trimmed and soft-drop jet observables.
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(e) Trimmed jet observable fractional resolution.

(f) Soft-drop jet observable fractional resolution.

Figure 7.39 (cont.): Jet response metrics (scale, resolution, fractional resolution) as
a function of ⇢LCW in a low-pT 350 < pT (GeV)  800 bin. Plots are included for
the trimmed and soft-drop jet observables.
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(a) Trimmed jet observable scale.

(b) Soft-drop jet observable scale.

Figure 7.40: Jet response metrics (scale, resolution, fractional resolution) as a
function of ⇢LCW in a high-pT 2000 < pT (GeV) < 2500 bin. Plots are included for
the trimmed and soft-drop jet observables.
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(c) Trimmed jet observable resolution.

(d) Soft-drop jet observable resolution.

Figure 7.40 (cont.): Jet response metrics (scale, resolution, fractional resolution) as
a function of ⇢LCW in a high-pT 2000 < pT (GeV) < 2500 bin. Plots are included for
the trimmed and soft-drop jet observables.
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(e) Trimmed jet observable fractional resolution.

(f) Soft-drop jet observable fractional resolution.

Figure 7.40 (cont.): Jet response metrics (scale, resolution, fractional resolution) as
a function of ⇢LCW in a high-pT 2000 < pT (GeV) < 2500 bin. Plots are included for
the trimmed and soft-drop jet observables.
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(a) Aplanarity

(b) Sphericity

Figure 7.41: Variation of observable response resolution (trimmed jets only) with
the truth trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity, sphericity,
and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(c) ⌧wta
2

(d) ⌧wta
3

Figure 7.41 (cont.): Variation of observable response resolution (trimmed jets only)
with the truth trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity,
sphericity, and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(e) ⌧wta
32

(f) mjet

Figure 7.41 (cont.): Variation of observable response resolution (trimmed jets only)
with the truth trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity,
sphericity, and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(a) Aplanarity

(b) Sphericity

Figure 7.42: Variation of observable response scale (trimmed jets only) with the
truth trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity, sphericity,
and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(c) ⌧wta
2

(d) ⌧wta
3

Figure 7.42 (cont.): Variation of observable response scale (trimmed jets only) with
the truth trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity, sphericity,
and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(e) ⌧wta
32

(f) mjet

Figure 7.42 (cont.): Variation of observable response scale (trimmed jets only) with
the truth trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity, sphericity,
and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(a) Aplanarity

(b) Sphericity

Figure 7.43: Variation of observable response resolution (soft-drop jets only) with
the truth soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity, sphericity,
and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(c) ⌧wta
2

(d) ⌧wta
3

Figure 7.43 (cont.): Variation of observable response resolution (soft-drop jets only)
with the truth soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity,
sphericity, and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(e) ⌧wta
32

(f) mjet

Figure 7.43 (cont.): Variation of observable response resolution (soft-drop jets only)
with the truth soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity,
sphericity, and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(a) Aplanarity

(b) Sphericity

Figure 7.44: Variation of observable response scale (soft-drop jets only) with the
truth soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity, sphericity,
and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(c) ⌧wta
2

(d) ⌧wta
3

Figure 7.44 (cont.): Variation of observable response scale (soft-drop jets only) with
the truth soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity, sphericity,
and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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(e) ⌧wta
32

(f) mjet

Figure 7.44 (cont.): Variation of observable response scale (soft-drop jets only) with
the truth soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW. Plots are included for the aplanarity, sphericity,
and jet mass in addition to the ⌧wta

2
, ⌧wta

2
, and ⌧wta

32
observables.
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of the reconstructed sphericity or aplanarity observable can result when there are
few constituents in the jet, which causes small jet response values if the truth jet
observable is larger in magnitude. Further study would be needed to determine if
these explanations are indeed the case and to build a better understanding of these
results.

(a) Aplanarity (350 < p
truth

T
[GeV] < 800) (b) Sphericity (350 < p

truth

T
[GeV] < 800)

(c) Aplanarity (2000 < p
truth

T
[GeV] < 2500) (d) Sphericity (2000 < p

truth

T
[GeV] < 2500)

Figure 7.45: Aplanarity (left) and sphericity (right) trimmed jet response distributions
in low- and high-pT bins to highlight apparent spikes in the first bin of the response
distributions when a low-⇢LCW selection is applied.
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(a) Aplanarity (b) Sphericity

Figure 7.46: Jet response distributions for trimmed jet aplanarity and sphericity
observables a↵ected by spikes in the first bin of the response distribution. The
histograms in these plots are plotted according to whether the reconstructed ob-
servable is zero (Zero reco) or non-zero (Non-zero reco). The jet response dis-
tributions are derived in a high-pT (2000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2500) and low-⇢LCW

(20 < ⇢LCW (GeV)  40) bin. The Zero reco histogram in both of these plots has a
very small contribution to the total jet response histogram. The first bin of the Zero
reco histogram is only evident on the left-hand side plot in the bottom left corner.
Whereas, on the right-hand side plot, all Zero reco histogram bins are empty and
the histogram integral is zero.
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(a) Aplanarity

(b) Sphericity

Figure 7.47: Correlations between the truth-level and reconstructed observable
for the trimmed jet aplanarity and sphericity. The plots included have a 2000 <

p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2500 jet selection and an additional 20 < ⇢LCW (GeV)  40 event-level

selection.
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(a) Aplanarity

(b) Sphericity

Figure 7.48: Correlations between the number of (reconstructed) jet constituents and
the jet response for the trimmed jet aplanarity and sphericity. The plots included have
a 2000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2500 jet selection and an additional 20 < ⇢LCW (GeV)  40

event-level selection.
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7.11 Pile-up stability of the jet mass calibration

The stability of the jet mass “calibration” (i.e. the jet mass at the LCW scale) for the
large-R LCTopo jets was briefly studied. A qualitative measure of the stability was
achieved by considering the correlation of the ungroomed and groomed jet masses with
⇢LCW. Only the QCD dijet background sample (with a much greater level of statistics
than the signal sample) was considered, but with the same pT re-weighting scheme
used for the earlier tagging studies. The results of these comparisons are shown in
Figures 7.49 and 7.50 for the ungroomed and groomed LCTopo jets, respectively.

The ungroomed LCTopo mjet (Figure 7.49) shows significant dependence on ⇢LCW

regardless of the (ungroomed truth jet) pT bin. This is expected since ungroomed
jets have no pile-up mitigation/subtraction. The soft-drop groomed (Figures 7.50d
to 7.50f) and trimmed (Figures 7.50a to 7.50c) mjet is comparatively stable as
a function of the pile-up activity. Qualitative comparisons of the two grooming
methods indicate that the trimmed mjet is in fact more stable than the soft-drop
mjet as a function of ⇢LCW. This provides further support to the argument from
Section 7.10.1 that the trimmed jet taggers are more pile-up stable than the soft-drop
jet taggers. The dependence ofmjet on the pile-up conditions means there is ultimately
a “convolution” of the mjet pile-up stability and that of other tagger variables, which
leads to the observed tagger pile-up stability discussed in Section 7.10.

7.12 Performance benchmarks for Run 2 DNN

taggers

DNN (Deep Neural Network) taggers were developed for Run 2 analyses using
LCTopoTrimmed jets [80]. Their performance in HL-LHC simulation had not yet
been established, so we briefly evaluated the tagger working points to provide a first
indication of their performance. The input variables for this tagger are introduced
in Section 4.8.3. The original DNN tagger relies on the combined jet mass16, not the
calorimeter-only jet mass considered for these studies, which could lead to di↵erences
in performance relative to the Run 2 (

p
s = 13 TeV) results. Four di↵erent working

points were tested, including the contained and inclusive top quark taggers each with
50% or 80% signal e�ciency configurations. Only jets with 350 < pT (GeV) < 2500
and mjet > 40 GeV17 are valid for these taggers, and they must pass both the
kinematic requirements (pT and mass) and the DNN score selection to be tagged as
a top quark jet. The DNN performance was evaluated in bins of the LCTopoTrimmed
jet pT for jets within |⌘| < 2 using the same pT bin edges as for previous studies. A
modified truth-labelling scheme introduced in Section 7.2.2 was applied for consistency
with the original DNN tagger definitions.

16This requires both a track-assisted jet mass (using ghost-associated tracks in the jet mass
calculation) and the calorimeter jet mass [80].

17The mass selections are discussed further in Ref. [80].
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(a) 500 < p
truth

T
 1000 (b) 1000 < p

truth

T
 1500

(c) 1500 < p
truth

T
< 2000

Figure 7.49: Variation of jet mass for ungroomed (LCTopo) jets as a function of ⇢LCW

(i.e. as the pile-up activity increases). The overlaid profile (red) shows the average
mass in each ⇢LCW bin. The colour scale is normalised using a density normalisation
scheme.
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(a) Trimmed jets (500 < p
truth

T
 1000). (b) Trimmed jets (1000 < p

truth

T
 1500).

(c) Trimmed jets (1500 < p
truth

T
< 2000).

Figure 7.50: Variation of jet mass for trimmed and soft-drop groomed LCTopo jets as
a function of ⇢LCW (i.e. as the pile-up activity increases). The overlaid profile (red)
shows the average mass in each ⇢LCW bin. The colour scale is normalised using a
density normalisation scheme.
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(d) Soft-drop jets (500 < p
truth

T
 1000). (e) Soft-drop jets (1000 < p

truth

T
 1500).

(f) Soft-drop jets (1500 < p
truth

T
< 2000).

Figure 7.50 (cont.): Variation of jet mass for trimmed and soft-drop groomed LCTopo
jets as a function of ⇢LCW (i.e. as the pile-up activity increases). The overlaid profile
(red) shows the average mass in each ⇢LCW bin. The colour scale is normalised using
a density normalisation scheme.
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The signal and background e�ciency of the DNN taggers, and the statistical uncer-
tainty in those estimates was determined using the sum of the event weights and the
sum of squared event weights, respectively. The performance results are summarised
in Table 7.2. Figure 7.51 compares the performance of these DNN taggers with
mjet + X taggers suitable for an 80% e�ciency tagger. It is clear that the DNN
taggers outperform the cut-based taggers from the di↵erences in their background
rejection. The same conclusions are drawn when two-variable taggers with a tighter
(80% signal e�ciency) jet mass selection are compared to the DNN working points
in Figure 7.52.

The measured signal e�ciency in HL-LHC simulation is slightly lower than expected
for the corresponding 50%/80% contained top tagger working points. This is expected
since the DNN is being evaluated under di↵erent conditions – pile-up especially –
and a di↵erent jet mass definition is used. The signal e�ciency in Table 7.2 falls with
pT as expected, except for the 80% signal e�ciency contained top tagger at high-pT,
which might be a statistical e↵ect. The background rejection for all contained top
tagger working points is similar for the same signal e�ciency configuration, but larger
decreases for the 50% e�ciency tagger are seen. As for other studies, the decreasing
background rejection of taggers is consistent with the merging of jet constituents
at high-pT resulting in an (eventual) inability to resolve the individual calorimeter
deposits as noted in [80].

The inclusive top tagger working points are included, but they do not reflect the
true performance of this tagger evaluated in HL-LHC simulations. We applied the
contained top quark label for these studies, which selects only a subset of the jets
that would be labelled as inclusive top quark decays. Thus, odd results are expected
and are indeed evident in the signal e�ciencies for these tagger working points in
Table 7.2. We will not comment further on these performance comparisons and
recommend that the performance of these inclusive top quark taggers is studied
further using the appropriate truth label in the future.

The performance of the DNN tagger working points was briefly evaluated as a
function of ⇢LCW as for two-variable taggers in Section 7.10.1. The results shown in
Figures 7.53 and 7.54 for the contained top taggers with 50% and 80% signal e�ciency
working points, respectively, suggest that the taggers are reasonably stable under
di↵erent pile-up conditions. This is particularly promising seeing as no dedicated
pile-up rejection method is employed for these taggers other than the trimming of the
large-R jets. Like for the two-variable trimmed jet taggers, the background rejection
for the tagger working points in Figures 7.55 and 7.56 falls at large ⇢LCW, but some
fluctuations are seen in the high-pT bin for the 50% signal e�ciency taggers.

Overall, given the reasonable performance of the DNN taggers and their pile-up
stability, it is possible that the DNN tagger definitions can be applied without re-
optimisation in HL-LHC simulation to obtain higher background rejection at the cost
of a small signal e�ciency loss. However, further study of these taggers and their pile-
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up dependence should be considered as an important future step towards developing
recommendations that are more performant than simple cut-based taggers.

(a) 500 < pT (GeV)  1000

(b) 1000 < pT (GeV)  1500

Figure 7.51: Performance comparisons for Run 2 DNN taggers and the mjet + X

derived in HL-LHC simulations for di↵erent pT bins. As before, the ROC curve
legend for the mjet + X taggers is sorted by the area under the ROC curve. The
mjet +X taggers have a 90% signal e�ciency jet mass selection as those for the 80%
signal e�ciency tagger recommendations would have.
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Table 7.2: Run 2 DNN tagger performance results in HL-LHC simulation for all
tagger working points binned in the LCTopoTrimmed jet pT.

500 < pT (GeV)  1000

Working point Signal e�ciency Background rejection

Contained 50% 0.467± 0.009 58.6± 0.7

Contained 80% 0.776± 0.008 12.2± 0.1

Inclusive 50% 0.609± 0.009 24.7± 0.2

Inclusive 80% 0.870± 0.006 6.23± 0.02

1000 < pT (GeV)  1500

Working point Signal e�ciency Background rejection

Contained 50% 0.437± 0.006 53.2± 0.7

Contained 80% 0.757± 0.005 12.9± 0.1

Inclusive 50% 0.516± 0.006 36.2± 0.4

Inclusive 80% 0.840± 0.005 7.88± 0.03

1500 < pT (GeV) < 2000

Working point Signal e�ciency Background rejection

Contained 50% 0.384± 0.005 54.6± 0.6

Contained 80% 0.763± 0.005 11.9± 0.1

Inclusive 50% 0.469± 0.005 37.1± 0.3

Inclusive 80% 0.829± 0.004 8.13± 0.03
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(c) 1500 < pT (GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.51 (cont.): Performance comparisons for Run 2 DNN taggers and the
mjet +X derived in HL-LHC simulations for di↵erent pT bins. As before, the ROC
curve legend for the mjet +X taggers is sorted by the area under the ROC curve.
The mjet +X taggers have a 90% signal e�ciency jet mass selection as those for the
80% signal e�ciency tagger recommendations would have.

(a) 500 < pT (GeV)  1000

Figure 7.52: Performance comparisons for Run 2 DNN taggers and the mjet + X

derived in HL-LHC simulations for di↵erent pT bins. As before, the ROC curve
legend for the mjet + X taggers is sorted by the area under the ROC curve. The
mjet +X taggers have an 80% signal e�ciency jet mass selection as those for the
50% signal e�ciency tagger recommendations would have.
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(b) 1000 < pT (GeV)  1500

(c) 1500 < pT (GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.52 (cont.): Performance comparisons for Run 2 DNN taggers and the
mjet +X derived in HL-LHC simulations for di↵erent pT bins. As before, the ROC
curve legend for the mjet +X taggers is sorted by the area under the ROC curve.
The mjet +X taggers have an 80% signal e�ciency jet mass selection as those for
the 50% signal e�ciency tagger recommendations would have.
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(a) 500 < pT (GeV)  1000

(b) 1000 < pT (GeV)  1500

Figure 7.53: Signal e�ciency for 50% signal e�ciency DNN tagger working points as
a function of ⇢LCW.
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(c) 1500 < pT (GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.53 (cont.): Signal e�ciency for 50% signal e�ciency DNN tagger working
points as a function of ⇢LCW.

(a) 500 < pT (GeV)  1000

Figure 7.54: Signal e�ciency for 80% signal e�ciency DNN tagger working points as
a function of ⇢LCW.
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(b) 1000 < pT (GeV)  1500

(c) 1500 < pT (GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.54 (cont.): Signal e�ciency for 80% signal e�ciency DNN tagger working
points as a function of ⇢LCW.
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(a) 500 < pT (GeV)  1000

(b) 1000 < pT (GeV)  1500

Figure 7.55: Background rejection for 50% signal e�ciency DNN tagger working
points as a function of ⇢LCW.
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(c) 1500 < pT (GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.55 (cont.): Background rejection for 50% signal e�ciency DNN tagger
working points as a function of ⇢LCW.

(a) 500 < pT (GeV)  1000

Figure 7.56: Background rejection for 80% signal e�ciency DNN tagger working
points as a function of ⇢LCW.
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(b) 1000 < pT (GeV)  1500

(c) 1500 < pT (GeV) < 2000

Figure 7.56 (cont.): Background rejection for 80% signal e�ciency DNN tagger
working points as a function of ⇢LCW.
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7.13 Tagger recommendation development

The best performing trimmed jet mjet + S tagger was developed further for imple-
mentation in the ATLAS code-base, allowing its use in further HL-LHC oriented
studies. Other taggers were deemed to have lower background rejection or poorer
pile-up stability (e.g. soft-drop jet taggers). The selections on mjet and the sphericity,
S, were parameterised as a function of the LCTopoTrimmed jet pT so that the tagger
can be applied directly to reconstructed jets. We also ensured the cut direction
derived for the taggers in each pT bin was the same – if this was not the case it
indicated an unexpected (potentially statistics related) fluctuation. The complete
tagger definition consists of the optimised 80% or 90% signal e�ciency mjet selection
from Section 7.8 and the second S cut derived to achieve the 50% or 80% total signal
e�ciency, respectively.

Polynomials were used to model the mjet and S cuts using a �2 fit to the tagger cuts
as a function of the pT bin centres. The fits were penalised to ensure the functions
passed through the initial/final bin centre point. Below and above the initial and
final bin centres, respectively, we assigned these models the value of the tagger cut
derived in the complete pT bin. This ensures that the tagger can be applied to
jets in the kinematic range of “taggable” (i.e. valid) jets from 350 GeV to 2500
GeV. This procedure leads to approximately continuous, but not necessarily smooth,
models of the tagger selection. The variation in the tagger signal e�ciency with
the jet pT after applying these models in the tagger selection is discussed further
later. Five wide pT bins were chosen to describe the tagger cuts due to the limited
size of the top quark signal sample, reducing the impact of statistical uncertainties,
which were not estimated for the tagger cuts. Thus, the models should provide
a set of tagger selections that do not produce rapid (and large) signal e�ciency
fluctuations. While higher-order models led to a low number of degrees of freedom for
the fit (and therefore overfitting), we were primarily concerned with the interpolation
performance between known tagger selections. The mjet cut models were evaluated
with an F -test procedure to determine the polynomial order that best fit the mass
cuts, but the S cut modelling used only a minimisation of the (reduced) �2.

The trimmed jet mass cut for both the 80% and 50% signal e�ciency taggers in
Figure 7.57 is single-sided (“>”) in all pT bins and increases linearly as a function of
the bin-centres. For the 80% signal e�ciency tagger, the mass cut for pT < 575 GeV
(below the initial bin centre) is set to mjet > 96.5 GeV and for pT > 2250 GeV
(above the final bin centre) the cut is set to mjet > 142.5 GeV. The 50% signal
e�ciency tagger uses tighter selections of mjet > 121.5 GeV (for pT < 575 GeV) and
mjet > 163.5 GeV (for pT > 2250 GeV) in those regions. The full functional form
for each model is included in text on the plots along with the �2 and the number of
degrees of freedom for the polynomial fits. Three degrees of freedom exist for the
linear mass cut fits, while a single degree of freedom exists for the sphericity cut fits
using cubic polynomials, making them more susceptible to overfitting. The sphericity
selection for the tagger is non-linear and is well modelled by a cubic polynomial. Like
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the mass cut, the sphericity cuts are single sided (“>”) in Figure 7.58. Below the
initial bin centre a sphericity cut S > 0.2115 and S > 0.0445 is made for the 50% and
80% signal e�ciency taggers, respectively. Above the final bin centre a sphericity cut
S > 0.2665 and S > 0.0965 is made for the 50% and 80% signal e�ciency taggers,
respectively.

The 50% signal e�ciency tagger sphericity cut model in Figure 7.58a, peaks just
before the final fit point. To avoid this, a quartic model was tested, but it recovered
very similar parameters to the cubic fit – a consequence of the low number (1) of
degrees of freedom for the higher-order fit. The only way explored to remove this
peak was to fix the coe�cients of some terms (i.e. the quadratic and cubic terms)
to zero during the fit. A more complete consideration of the interpolation between
the tagger cuts could explore a wider range of alternate fit functions and di↵erent
interpolation techniques with a finer pT binning. However, for our purposes the cubic
fit achieves reasonable interpolation given the limitations of the signal sample size
and the wide pT bins used.

(a) 50% signal e�ciency tagger (b) 80% signal e�ciency tagger

Figure 7.57: Complete models for the trimmed jet mass selections used in the
two-variable tagger recommendations.

Three di↵erent pT binning schemes were used to evaluate the stability of the tagger
signal e�ciency with the complete tagger definitions after deriving the mjet and S cut
models. The first is the same as that used to derive the tagger selections, and we see
reasonable stability for both e�ciency working points in Figure 7.59. An apparent
increase in the signal e�ciency with pT likely results from better containment of the
top quark decay in the jet. Secondly, we split the initial and final bins of the first
pT binning scheme to determine if significant signal e�ciency variation results from
using models that are approximately continuous but not smooth. Similar stability to
the first binning is seen in Figure 7.60 where at low-pT the signal e�ciencies of the
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(a) 50% signal e�ciency tagger (b) 80% signal e�ciency tagger

Figure 7.58: Complete models for the trimmed jet sphericity selections used in the
two-variable tagger recommendations.

two halves of the original bin agree to within statistical uncertainty. However, in
the highest pT bin a fluctuation to greater signal e�ciency is seen, but it is not a
significant deviation (e.g. several percent) with respect to the required total tagger
signal e�ciency. The third and final binning in Figure 7.61 accessed a larger pT

range by adding a lower bin with a width of 50 GeV to reach pT = 300 GeV and an
upper bin from 2500 GeV to 3000 GeV. The addition of the narrow lower bin leads
to a significant statistical uncertainty, which obscures an apparent drop in the tagger
signal e�ciency. However, the uppermost bin is consistent with the increasing signal
e�ciency trend at higher pT. A larger fluctuation in signal e�ciency is seen for the
50% signal e�ciency tagger than for the 80% signal e�ciency tagger. The stability
of the signal e�ciency with these di↵erent pT binning schemes indicates that there is
no apparent problem with the models used for the mjet and S cuts.
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(a) 50% signal e�ciency working point (b) 80% signal e�ciency working point

Figure 7.59: The signal e�ciency as a function of the reconstructed jet pT for the
trimmed jet tagger recommendation. The pT binning is the same as that used
for deriving the tagger cuts. The statistical uncertainty in the signal e�ciency is
indicated by the shaded area.

(a) 50% signal e�ciency working point (b) 80% signal e�ciency working point

Figure 7.60: The signal e�ciency as a function of the reconstructed jet pT for the
trimmed jet tagger recommendation. The pT binning is the same as that used for
deriving the tagger cuts with the exception that the initial and final bins are split
into two equal width bins. The statistical uncertainty in the signal e�ciency is
indicated by the shaded area.
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(a) 50% signal e�ciency working point (b) 80% signal e�ciency working point

Figure 7.61: The signal e�ciency as a function of the reconstructed jet pT for the
trimmed jet tagger recommendation. The pT binning is the same as that used for
deriving the tagger cuts with additional bins at low and high pT to consider the
tagger performance in a 300 GeV to 3000 GeV pT range. The statistical uncertainty
in the signal e�ciency is indicated by the shaded area.

7.14 Summary and further work

The development of recommendations for a first set of HL-LHC top quark taggers
was discussed in detail throughout this Chapter. The results indicate that a jet mass
and sphericity selection are optimal for a trimmed jet tagger definition, and provide
reasonable pile-up stability compared to other tagger definitions. These taggers will
be implemented and used in HL-LHC physics studies in the future, but should also
be studied further and extended. Run 2 neural network (DNN) taggers for contained
top quark decays were also evaluated, and they outperform the two-variable tagger
definitions despite a small signal e�ciency loss (relative to the 50% or 80% signal
e�ciency expected).

Avenues for future study include:

• Adapting the truth labelling scheme discussed in Section 7.2.2 to apply the
contained top quark definition to the ungroomed truth jet collection, but match
the truth groomed jets to the reconstructed groomed jets as in Ref. [130].
With these changes the truth matching/labelling would be more consistent
with recent jet labelling techniques.

• Validating the two-variable tagger recommendations further in simulation.
Firstly, the jet mass distributions for tagged LCTopoTrimmed jets should be
studied to ensure no unwanted e↵ects result from any of the chosen selections.
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Secondly, the performance of the top quark taggers could be measured in an
independent event sample to compare their performance. Finally, the jets in
this study were required to be centrally located within |⌘| < 2, but at the
HL-LHC the tracking acceptance will be larger. It could be quite interesting
to study the ⌘ dependence of the tagger performance for calorimeter jets and
compare that to jets that use tracking information18.

• Extending the optimisation of the 80% signal e�ciency cut-based (two-variable)
taggers by means of considering additional mass selections.

• Verifying the performance of the sphericity observable compared to ⌧wta

32
in Run

2 simulation to further understand changes in the tagger performance relative
to previous studies where ⌧wta

32
is generally more performant [80].

• Extending the taggers to di↵erent jet inputs. This includes more recent jet
inputs such as the Unified Flow Objects introduced in Chapter 4 (Section 4.2.2)
and origin-corrected LCTopo inputs. The limitations of the samples19 used for
these studies meant that only the LCTopo jets with no origin correction could
be studied.

• Considering a wider range of tagger observables for the cut-based algorithms,
including taggers with up to three variables. The selection on the third variable
can be used to achieve even higher background rejection.

• Developing and testing more complex tagger algorithms. Since the Run 2
DNN taggers perform so well relative to the cut-based taggers we studied, it
is possible that simply re-optimising the DNN taggers in HL-LHC simulation
(and using a di↵erent jet mass definition) could recover their signal e�ciency
loss.

There is clearly still much to study in the field of boosted jet identification in
the lead up to the commissioning of the ATLAS detector for HL-LHC operations.
The use of more sophisticated algorithms that include additional forms of pile-up
mitigation will be essential for jet substructure analyses in the anticipated µ = 200
high pile-up environment. Further innovations in jet substructure tagging and their
inclusion in the ATLAS trigger systems could also provide a means to identify the

18We expect that the calorimeter occupancy will increase in the forward region as in previous LHC
runs – there is more pile-up contamination in the forward region. Thus, the performance of
calorimeter only jet taggers should fall, whereas, pile-up rejection methods could be applied for
jet inputs with tracking information, improving the large-|⌘| tagger performance.

19Di↵erences in distributions between the primary reconstruction between signal and background
samples.
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most “interesting” hadronic events in real-time with connections to Chapters 5
and 6.





Chapter 8

Conclusion

The start of Run 3 in mid-2022 and the eventual commissioning of the HL-LHC
provides an opportunity to explore Standard Model physics further and expand
the limits imposed on Beyond the Standard Model physics – hopefully with more
discoveries. However, increases in luminosity will lead to an increase in the level of
contamination from simultaneous pp interactions necessitating additional considera-
tions for triggering and data acquisition, as well as the reconstruction of hadronic
final states. Innovations in these areas will be essential to handle the much more
demanding environment of HL-LHC pp collisions. The results presented in this thesis
address triggering for low-mass searches in both Run 3 and at the HL-LHC, as well
as the identification of top quarks in HL-LHC conditions.

The low-mass search studies were aimed at a multi-jet R-parity violating SUSY
gluino pair-production signal, but the results are also interpreted in the context of
obtaining sensitivity to electroweakino production. Thus, the general findings need
not be limited to a particular signal process. We considered the application of TLA –
the study of trigger-level information rather than complete o✏ine events – to alleviate
limitations on data acquisition. Di↵erent Level-1 (hardware) trigger selections were
tested with basic kinematic selections on multiple jets (multi-jet triggers, especially
those with asymmetric thresholds) and the HT, an event-level measure of the total
momentum contribution from hadronic jets. Both trigger signatures produced better
signal acceptances than the previous high-pT threshold single-jet trigger selections.
These results have informed the development of the ATLAS trigger menu for Run
3, where TLA will be used to search for multiple signatures of new physics. The
outcomes of the work in this thesis indicate that the Level-1 trigger HT selections
warrant further study for a wider range of signal processes. These triggers do not have
an explicit single-jet selection (with high thresholds) and therefore are potentially a
more flexible choice for a wide range of signal topologies. Although a basic study of
the e↵ect of pile-up mitigation techniques was conducted (in the form of pile-up jet
rejection selections), a broader study is also needed to more accurately emulate the
conditions of the ATLAS trigger and consider a wider range of pile-up mitigation
strategies. While the HL-LHC TLA studies were only introduced briefly, we saw that
a loosening of certain selections produces better analysis performance for a higher
mass m = 400 GeV resonance. Using the expected 3000 fb�1 integrated luminosity

315
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of the complete anticipated HL-LHC dataset we extrapolated the cross-section of
this signal to that expected for electroweakinos and found that it is possible to
nearly achieve discovery-level significance. Nonetheless, there are numerous areas
for further study based on these results. Most significantly, the low statistics of the
event samples led to modelling issues for the background and could also influence the
results for analysis significances. Significant further work will need to be carried out
to solve these (and other) problems in addition to emulating the e↵ect of di↵erent
HL-LHC trigger selections.

In the high-mass and high-momentum regime, HL-LHC jet tagging studies led to the
development of a selection-based tagger recommendation for boosted, hadronically
decaying top quarks. This employs selections on both the jet mass and sphericity, a
jet/event shape variable. Tagging boosted objects in the HL-LHC conditions will
require significant additional work to develop more pile-up stable recommendations.
However, even without re-optimisation, more complicated Run 2 taggers (the DNN
tagger) showed reasonable performance despite the increase in pile-up levels and CM
frame energy. Several follow-up studies and avenues for the work were addressed
in the summary of Chapter 7 so they will not be replicated here. However, we
will stress that this first set of studies is only the beginning of the development of
the HL-LHC jet taggers. Since we only considered tagging central (|⌘| < 2) jets,
further studies should aim to explore the ⌘ dependence of the tagging performance,
particularly because the tracking acceptance increases significantly at the HL-LHC.
Further to this, more pile-up robust jet inputs could be studied as an alternative to
the calorimeter-only jets used to develop the existing recommendations. While these
studies have focused explicitly on top quark tagging, they should be extended to
consider a wider variety of event topologies including hadronic W/Z-boson decays
(and potentially even Higgs boson decays).



Appendix A

Jet reconstruction procedures

This Appendix provides more detail regarding the reconstruction and calibration of
hadronic jets discussed in Chapter 4.

A.1 LCW calibration for calorimeter topological

clusters

The Local Hadronic Cell Weighting (LCW) calibration described for calorimeter
topological clusters in Section 4.2.2 is discussed here in more detail and focuses
primarily on an overview of the calibration procedure.

The LCW calibration relies on a two-dimensional likelihood to determine the EM
or hadronic origin of clusters [64]. The discriminating variables for the likelihood
are related to the di↵erences between the depths of hadronic and EM showers
(hadronic showers penetrate further) in the calorimeter and the fluctuations seen
in those showers [64]. The threshold for hadronic/EM classification is defined as
the P

EM

clus
> 50% contour (PEM

clus
! 1 for EM deposits) [64]. The classification is

introduced into the calibration constant (or scale factor) for a particular cell as
[64]:

w
cal

cell
= P

EM

clus
⇥ w

em-cal

cell
+ (1� P

EM

clus
)⇥ w

had-cal

cell
(A.1)

where w
had-cal

cell
is a hadronic calibration scale factor and w

em-cal

cell
an EM calibration

scale factor. The scale factors are determined for each cell by the ratio of the
actual deposited energy and corresponding EM scale deposited energy [64]. Both
the hadronic and EM scale factors are used in the w

cal

cell
to limit the impact of a

particular classification (hadronic vs. EM) on the total cell scale-factor [64]. The
LCW (hadronic) part of the calibration above aims to unify the response of the
calorimeters (after measurements) to EM (e.g. electron) deposits and hadronic (e.g.
pion) deposits [64].

The dead material and out-of-cluster corrections are implemented similarly to the
hadronic calibration (albeit with di↵erences discussed in Ref. [64]) so that the total
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energy of a cluster can be calculated as [64]:

E
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=
X
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w
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⇥ E

EM

cell,i
(A.2)

where the total calibration scale factor is given by the product of the factors for each
individual correction [64]:
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. (A.3)

Further discussion of the calibration procedures for topoclusters is given in Ref.
[64].

A.2 Further jet inputs

Di↵erent inputs to jet reconstruction are discussed in Section 4.2.2. Some of the
more complicated jet inputs are introduced in additional detail below.

Particle flow objects

Particle flow (PFlow) objects combine calorimeter and tracking information to produce
more pile-up robust jet inputs with improved energy and mass resolution [63, 66].
The reconstruction of PFlow objects is designed to combine the track and calorimeter
information without double counting their energy contributions [63, 66]. This
proceeds by matching every charged particle track to a calorimeter topocluster [66].
When a particle deposits energy in several clusters, additional topoclusters are added
to the PFlow object based on calculated probabilities of the extra energy deposits
[66]. Neutral particles are associated with topoclusters with no matching track,
and their clusters remain in the PFlow object with no further modifications [66].
The double-counting prevention consists of subtracting energy from topoclusters
equal to the expected deposit from the matched track [66]. When the track fully
reconstructs the particle and the topocluster signal is consistent with the noise from
a single particle, the complete topocluster energy is removed [66]. At high track pT,
the double-counting subtraction is not performed since the performance of charged
particle tracking decreases at high-pT. For any track with pT above 100 GeV no
subtraction is applied, and tracks are no longer used in the PFlow objects [66, 67].
The subtraction is only applied provided the track pT is below 100 GeV and the
requirement below is not satisfied [66, 67]:

E
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� hEdepi

�(Edep)
> 33.2⇥ log

10

⇣40 GeV

p
trk

T

⌘
(A.4)
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In Equation (A.4) Eclus and Edep are the energy deposit in a �R = 0.15 cone around
the track and the energy deposit predicted for a charged pion, respectively.

Recent developments

Recent studies of the performance of di↵erent jet inputs in large-R jet reconstruction
have shown promising performance for Track Calo-Clusters (TCCs) and Unified
Flow Objects (UFOs) [66]. TCCs provide beneficial performance over PFlow objects
at high-pT where the double-counting prevention mechanism for PFlow inputs is
disabled [66]. Unlike PFlow inputs, the basic premise of TCC reconstruction is that
tracks determine the angular coordinates (⌘, �) and the topocluster determines
the TCC pT [66]. A combination of TCCs and PFlow objects are used in UFOs
to obtain good reconstruction performance across a wide pT range [66]. For UFO
reconstruction, the TCCs are built from PFlow objects and charged particle tracks
that were not combined with topoclusters during the construction of PFlow objects
[66].

A.3 Small-R jet calibration procedures

Further to the short description of the small-R jet calibration procedure in Section 4.5
this Section provides a more complete overview of the steps in the calibration. The
corrections for each calibration step are applied directly to the jet 4-momentum vectors
(or individual components in certain cases) and address detector reconstruction
e↵ects including transitions to di↵erent detector granularity and technologies. The
calibration sequence displayed in Figure 4.4 (Section 4.5) shows the various stages
of the Jet Energy Scale calibration. In principle, this sequence can be applied to
jets clustered from any input object regardless of whether they are reconstructed
from tracking or calorimeter information (e.g. PFlow objects or topoclusters). The
calibrations discussed here are based on those for EMTopo jets in Ref. [74], but similar
methods are applied for EMPFlow jets in Ref. [67].

A.3.1 Jet origin correction

Jet origin corrections can be applied at the level of jet inputs (topoclusters, etc.)
before jet reconstruction or to the jet constituents as part of the calibration sequence
(for EMTopo jets) and ultimately improve the ⌘ coordinate resolution [74]. The origin
correction ensures that the jet 4-momentum points from the primary vertex rather
than the geometrical centre of the detector [74]. Consequently, this correction only
impacts the jet 4-momentum direction, not its magnitude [74]. The ⌘ coordinate
derived with respect to the geometric centre of the detector is commonly referred to
as the detector ⌘ (⌘det).
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A.3.2 Pile-up corrections

Soft pile-up radiation clustered into jets is a source of contamination and necessitates
a pile-up subtraction procedure [74]. The pile-up activity in events is determined as
the median momentum-density calculated by clustering R = 0.4 kt jets from positive
energy topoclusters and measuring [74]:

⇢ =
D
pT

A

E
(A.5)

from (central) jets within |⌘| < 2 (avoiding the significant pile-up occupancy in
the foward region) where A is the kt jet area and pT is its transverse momentum.
The area of an anti-kt (and kt) jet is measured by ghost-association1 such that the
area is a measure of the number of ghost-associated particles [74]. The pile-up
subtraction proceeds using the uncorrected anti-kt jet pT (preco

T
) and its area A to

give p
sub,A

T
= p

reco

T
� ⇢⇥ A, the pile-up subtracted jet pT [74].

A residual pile-up correction is then made in terms of [74]:

• NPV , the number of primary vertices and a measure of in-time (within a bunch
crossing) pile-up activity.

• µ, the average number of interactions per bunch crossing and a measure of the
out-of-time (between bunch crossings) pile-up activity.

This is required since the earlier calculation of ⇢ does not consider the forward region,
which leads to additional pile-up dependence for non-central or very energetic jets
[74].

The residual correction measures the dependence of the jet pT on NPV and µ in bins
of the pT of truth jets matched (with a �R association) to the reconstructed jet
(ptrue

T
) and the jet |⌘| (or detector |⌘| (|⌘det|) in Ref. [67] for PFlow jets) [74]. Linear

fits of the reconstructed jet pT in (ptrue
T

,
��⌘(det)

��) bins are used to obtain coe�cients
↵, � for use in the complete pile-up subtraction [74]:

p
sub

T
= p

reco

T
� ⇢⇥ A� ↵⇥ (NPV � 1)� � ⇥ µ (A.6)

where ↵ and � correspond to the fitted parameters at ptrue
T

= 25 GeV in each |⌘|

bin. After both the pile-up subtraction and residual pile-up correction, the jet pT is
approximately independent of NPV and µ as seen in Figure A.1 [74].

The complete correction is applied using a 4-momentum scale factor [74]:

R =
⇢ subtracted jet pT
uncorrected jet pT

(A.7)

that only alters the magnitude of the 4-momentum (i.e. not the direction).

1The association (by jet clustering) of particles with infinitesimally small energies to the jet, thus
drawing on only the angular components of the distance measures in the (anti-)kt algorithm [74].
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(a) (b)

Figure A.1: The pile-up dependence of the EMTopo jet pT before and after JES pile-up
corrections for ptrue

T
= 25 GeV [74]. This is quantified as the derivative of the jet pT

with respect to NPV averaged over µ (right) and the average number of interactions
per bunch crossing averaged over NPV (left) as a function of |⌘| [74]. Taken from
[74].

A.3.3 Jet energy scale calibration

The next calibration step is an MC based energy scaling of reconstructed jets matched
to truth-level jets to achieve an energy scale comparable to that of the truth jets.
Additional isolation requirements are considered for the reconstructed jets to avoid
energy contamination from overlapping objects [74]. The reconstructed and truth
jets are used to define a jet energy response [74]:

R =
E

reco

Etruth
(A.8)

where E
reco is the reconstructed jet energy and E

truth is the truth jet energy. The
average jet energy response, hRi, is determined by fitting a Gaussian function to the
peak of the response distribution and is parameterised in bins of |⌘det| and E

truth

[74].

The calibration coe�cients for the jet 4-momentum, cJES, are obtained with nu-
merical inversion [74]. First the average jet energy response (hRi) and the average
reconstructed jet energy (hEreco

i) are calculated in every E
truth and ⌘det bin [75].

The (hEreco
i, hRi) points are then parameterised with the function [75]:

F(Ereco) =
NmaxX

i=0

ai ⇥ (lnEreco)i (A.9)
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over the complete E
truth binning range in each ⌘det bin. In Equation (A.9) the

terminating order of the fit, Nmax, (between 1 and 6) and fit parameters, ai, are
optimised to achieve the best fit [75]. Finally, the correction scale factors (cJES) are
calculated as 1/F , as in the energy correction shown in Equation (A.10), which is
evaluated in terms of Ereco and ⌘det [75].

EEM+JES = cJES ⇥ E
reco =

1

F(Ereco)
��
⌘det

⇥ E
reco (A.10)

In transition regions between parts of the detector where the granularity or detector
material changes significantly, the di↵erence between the reconstructed and truth
jet ⌘ can depart from zero [74, 75]. Thus, an ⌘ correction is derived using the
di↵erence between the reconstructed and truth jet ⌘ as a function of the truth jet
energy and ⌘det [67, 74, 75], and numerical inversion is used for the energy correction
(which a↵ects the reconstructed jet pT). These corrections only a↵ect the ⌘ and pT

coordinates of the 4-momentum [67, 74].

A.3.4 Global sequential calibration

Quark- and gluon-initiated jets behave di↵erently in the detector. Gluon-initiated
jets typically contain softer radiation that does not penetrate as far into calorimeters
[74]. Whereas the hadrons in quark-initiated jets are detected at greater depths in
calorimeters since they are more energetic [74]. The Global Sequential Calibration
(GSC) is applied to reduce the dependence of the jet calibration on the initiating par-
ticle [74]. Numerical inversion is used to sequentially derive 4-momentum correction
factors in terms of five di↵erent variables [74]:

1. fTile0, the proportion of the reconstructed jet energy deposited in the first Tile
calorimeter layer.

2. fLAr3, the proportion of the reconstructed jet energy deposited in the third EM
LAr calorimeter layer.

3. ntrk, the number of ghost-associated tracks matched to the jet with pT > 1 GeV.

4. Wtrk, the pT weighted (⌘, �) plane distance between the jet axis and ghost-
associated tracks from (3).

5. nsegments, the number of ghost-associated track segments reconstructed in the
Muon Spectrometer, measuring the “punch through” of jet radiation not
absorbed by the EM/hadronic calorimeters.

All corrections are determined in bins of the jet momentum (pT), except the final
nsegments correction where the jet energy better describes the radiation exiting the
calorimeters and is used for the binning [74]. An additional observable dependent on
tracking information is used at the beginning of the PFlow GSC correction in Ref.
[67].
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A.3.5 In situ calibration

The final in situ correction step in the jet calibration procedure is applied only to
data (not simulated MC samples). Both data and MC samples are used to correct
for remaining di↵erences between the measured and simulated jet 4-momentum [74].
The in situ correction accounts both for any mis-modelling of physical processes in
MC simulations and the response of the detector [74]. The correction factors for the
jet 4-momenta are again derived using numerical inversion but from a double ratio
of the form [74]:

c =
R

data

RMC
(A.11)

where R is the jet response calculated for data and MC simulations.

A range of event topologies are used to correct the jet 4-momenta in di↵erent detector
regions and pT ranges [74]. Each of the corrections uses a balancing procedure where
an event selection is applied to data to identify topologies with a jet recoiling against
other well measured (and calibrated) objects [74]. Thus, the jet response in data
and MC is defined as the ratio of the pT of these objects, but some exceptions exist
to this definition depending on the physics process used for the correction.

The in situ corrections begin with the ⌘ intercalibration, which corrects the jet
response of forward jets (0.8 < |⌘det| < 4.5, including those outside the tracking
acceptance) to that of centrally measured jets (|⌘det| < 0.8) by balancing the forward
jet with a central jet [74]. This correction is particularly important since the response
measured in the central region di↵ers to that measured in the forward region [67, 74],
which might be associated with the higher pile-up levels at large |⌘|.

The next corrections are derived from Z + jet (for jets with 20 < pT [GeV] < 500)
and �+jet (for jets with 36 < pT [GeV] < 950) events, and exploit topologies where a
leptonic Z decay and photon recoil against a jet, respectively [74]. These corrections
are limited to particular ranges in jet pT due to the allowable kinematics for the Z

decay and the scarcity of very high momentum photons among other factors [74].
Additional event selections are used to prevent cases where extraneous hadronic
(jet) radiation boosts the Z/� further, and measurements involving surrounding
tracks quantify any energy lost from the jet during hadronisation [74]. A second
step exploits the ~Emiss

T
to encapsulate all hadronic activity in the event that recoils

against the Z/� [74].

The final stage in the in situ correction is the multi-jet balance where jets with
pT < 2 TeV not considered in previous steps are balanced against a collection of
already calibrated (i.e. in the pT ranges for previous corrections) jets [74]. This is
achieved with an event selection requiring at least three jets, and the highest pT jet
is balanced against the other jets [74]. The combined pT of these recoiling jets is
calculated from a 4-momentum sum and used in the jet pT response measurement
[74].
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The total in situ correction to the jet 4-momentum culminates in a statistical
combination of each in situ balance where their relative contributions depend on the
jet pT and the uncertainty in the response calculated with each method [74].

Further detail regarding these calibration procedures is available in Ref. [67, 74].



Appendix B

Jet substructure observables

This Appendix provides an overview of the jet substructure observables introduced
briefly in 4.7 and those used for the HL-LHC jet tagging studies in Chapter 7.

(Generalised) energy correlation functions

The results provided by energy correlation functions are both IRC safe1 and they
(for generalised energy correlation functions) are independent of the re-clustering
of the jet to define sub-jet axes [82]. The N -point energy correlation function is
described by [82]:

ECF(N, �) =
X

i<i2<···<iNJ

 
NY

a=1

pT,ia

! 
N�1Y

b=1

NY

c=b+1

�Ribic

!�

(B.1)

where � is a parameter controlling the impact of the angular separation of jet
constituents on the ECF, NJ is the number of jet constituents, and ia runs over the
constituent indices. Ratios of the ECFs are used to define dimensionless observables
that for an (N + 1)-point correlation function provide discrimination for N -prong jet
substructures [82, 84]. These include [82, 84]:

• C
(�)

N
variables: C(�)

N
= ECF(N + 1, �) ECF(N � 1, �) / [ECF(N, �)]2.

• DN variables: defined in terms of e
(�)

N
= ECF(N, �) / [ECF(1, �)]N (e.g.

D
(↵,�)

2
= e

(�)

3
/ [e(�)

2
]3↵/�).

The N = 2 variables are most useful for 2-prong decay (e.g. heavy W/Z-boson)
identification, and N = 3 variables are useful for identifying 3-prong (e.g. t-quark)
decays (where the variable achieves su�cient separation performance relative to
“background” jets) [82].

Generalised energy correlation functions encapsulate more information about the
angular separation of jet constituents and are used to defined M -series and N -series
variables [82, 85]. Like before, M (�)

2
and N

(�)

2
are applied to 2-prong topologies, and

M
(�)

3
and N

(�)

3
to 3-prong topologies [82, 85]. An exception for the M -series variable

1They do not change with additional collinear splittings or soft emissions within the jet.
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arises from di↵erences in the role of angular information in the generalised ECF, in
which case the variables should be considered only when groomed jets (introduced in
Section 4.7.1) are studied [85].

N-subjettiness variables

The N-subjettiness variable, ⌧N , gives a measure of the level to which the constituents
of a large-R jet correspond to an N -prong topology [82]. The first step in the
calculation of these variables is to re-cluster the original jet into N sub-jets [82].
For example, using a variant of the exclusive kt algorithm – the sub-jet axes could
be chosen to minimise the value of ⌧N [82]. An alternate method used by ATLAS
[131, 135] is to calculate ⌧N from sub-jets identified with the exclusive2 kt algorithm,
and define the sub-jet axis to point along the axis corresponding to the 4-momentum
of the hardest sub-jet constituent [81]. This is referred to as the winner-take-all
scheme (denoted WTA in ⌧WTA

N
).

The ⌧N 3 variable is defined as a pT-weighted sum over the sub-jets [82]:

⌧N =
1
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X

k

pT,k min(�R
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1,k
,�R
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2,k
, . . . , �R

�

N,k
) (B.2)

where d0 =
P

k
pT,kR, R is the size-parameter of the original jet [83]. Here, � is a

parameter chosen to control the e↵ect of the angular separations �Rij of sub-jet
axes on the ⌧N observable [82]. When the sub-jet axes are at wide-angles, the �Rij

are large leading to large ⌧N – the large-R jet fits an N + 1 sub-jet hypothesis [83].
Whereas, when the sub-jets are relatively collinear with small �Rij , ⌧N is small (and
close to zero) indicating agreement with a  N sub-jet hypothesis [83].

For the purpose of discriminating between an N -prong and (N � 1)-prong structure,
ratios of N-subjettiness variables of the form [82, 130]:

⌧N(N�1) =
⌧N

⌧N�1

(B.3)

can be used to isolate the N -prong topology. These ratios are useful for both
W/Z-boson (⌧21) and top quark (⌧21, ⌧32) identification [80, 82, 130].

kt splitting scales

The kT splitting scale observable originates from the distance parameter used to
define the separation of jet constituents in sequential recombination algorithms
[87, 88]. The distance measure is defined for jets reclustered with the kt algorithm

2Finding exactly N sub-jets.
3The “WTA” notation was dropped since this expression is independent of the choice of jet axes
and only requires a collection of sub-jets to exist.
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as [87, 88]:

dij = min(p2
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(B.4)

and then the commonly used kt splitting scale is denoted (using a modified calculation)
[87, 88]:

dij = min(p2
T,i
, p
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T,j
)⇥�R

2

ij
(B.5)

where the R2 factor has been multiplied out of the equation. Typically,
p
dij will be

used instead of dij.

Further “z-cut” variables can be defined in terms of dij to describe the energy-sharing
of two jet constituents [87]. In Ref. [87], these variables are calculated as4:

zij,cut =
dij

dij +m2
(B.6)

where m is the invariant mass of the large-R jet. A slightly di↵erent calculation
procedure is used in the ATLAS code-base [131], where m is the invariant mass of
the sub-jet last split (i.e. with the highest pT constituent clustered last with the kt

algorithm). For example, to calculate z23, 2 exclusive kt sub-jets are identified and
the invariant mass of the final sub-jet clustered from two (higher pT) constituents
would be used in the calculation.

Jet shape (and other substructure) variables

Other jet shape variables (besides ⌧N ) provide further information about the symmetry
of the distribution of jet constituents within a large-R jet. Early variables commonly
used in substructure analyses include the jet thrust, a variable defined in the CM
frame of the large-R jet [86]. The thrust is defined in two ways with a “major” and
“minor” observable. The former uses a projection onto the constituent momentum
such that the thrust is calculated as [86]:

Tmaj =

P
i

���T̂ · ~pi

���
P

i
|~pi|

(B.7)

where the summations are over jet constituents with CM frame momenta ~pi and the
unit vector T̂ (the thrust axis) is constructed to maximise the sum of the longitudinal
components of the constituent momenta (i.e. perpendicular to the transverse plane
in the CM frame).

4In this thesis zij,cut is denoted zij , particularly in Chapter 7.
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The minor thrust is defined similarly but in terms of a vector pointing perpendicularly
to T̂ and the constituent momentum ~pi [86]:

Tmin =

P
i

���~pi ⇥ T̂

���
P

i
|~pi|

. (B.8)

The di↵erent thrust variables provide complementary discrimination power. When
Tmin ! 0.5, the jet constituents are uniformly distributed, and the opposite for small
values of Tmin [86]. Similarly, as Tmaj ! 0.5, the distribution of jet constituents is
uniform, and the opposite as Tmaj ! 1 [86].

Additional jet shape variables are defined in terms of the momenta of jet constituents
in the large-R jet rest frame – including sphericity and aplanarity. Both of these
observables draw on the rank-2 sphericity tensor defined [86]:

S
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P
i
p
↵

i
p
�

iP
i
|~pi|

2
(B.9)

where the summation is again over jet constituents with rest-frame 3-momenta, ~pi,
and ↵ and � run over the 3-vector components. The diagonalisation of S↵� yields
three eigenvalues denoted �i (i = 1, 2, 3) where �i � �j for i < j and

P
i
�i = 1

[86]. The aplanarity observable is constructed from a single eigenvalue [86]:

A =
3

2
�3 (B.10)

and lies in the range from 0 to 1/2, the latter value indicative of a uniform jet
constituent distribution.

The sphericity observable is defined similarly but in terms of both �2 and �3 [86]:

S =
3

2
(�2 + �3), (B.11)

and is always in the range between 0 and 1. A value of S = 1 indicates a uniform
constituent distribution (e.g. from resonances, not QCD jets) [86]. The S = 0 case
suggests a 2-prong like jet rest-frame structure where the constituent momentum
vectors point in opposite directions [86].

Other jet shape variables include Fox-Wolfram moments defined in terms of Legendre
polynomials (using the angle between jet constituents) and the planar-flow, another
variable that draws on jet constituent momenta to define a tensor from which the
observable is derived [86, 132]. The authors of Ref. [132] note that jet shape variables
(i.e. planar-flow) provide optimal discrimination power when the kinematics of the
(uniform) resonance particle are isolated with some other selection such as the
application of a jet mass requirement.
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Additional variables that consider the kinematic or topological distribution of jet
constituents also discriminate between symmetric signal topologies and asymmetric
background topologies. In the case of top quark tagging, one can consider the
minimum invariant mass of pairs of jet constituents denoted QW [87]. The origin of
this notation arises from the hadronic W -boson decay in a fully hadronic t-quark
decay [87]. Thus, the variable peaks around the W -boson mass for top quark jets
with appropriate kinematics [87].





Appendix C

Statistical uncertainties for trigger
e�ciencies

The calculation of statistical uncertainties in the trigger (signal) acceptances in
Chapter 5 used a method of calculating confidence intervals in e�ciencies using the
F distribution. Typically, the F distribution is used to represent the ratio of two
di↵erent �2-distributed variables, defined [136]:

F =
V1 / NDOF,1

V2 / NDOF,2

(C.1)

where Vi are the �2-distributed variables and NDOF,i are the number of degrees of
freedom for each distribution.

To estimate the statistical uncertainty in event selection e�ciencies, it was assumed
that the number of events passing each selection was binomially distributed [8]. The
probability for the event to pass a selection (p) is given by the e�ciency estimate.
The statistical uncertainty can then be determined by means of a central confidence
interval (confidence level CL) for which the lower bound (plow) is [8]:

plow =
np ⇥ F

�1[�; 2np, 2(Ntotal � np + 1)]

Ntotal � np + 1 + np ⇥ F�1[�; 2np, 2(Ntotal � np + 1)]
(C.2)

where np is the number of passing events, Ntotal is the total number of events, where
� = 1�CL

2
, and F

�1 is the inverse cumulative F -distribution.

Similarly, the upper bound of the confidence interval (phigh) is given by [8]:

phigh =
(np + 1)⇥ F

�1[1� �; 2(np + 1), 2(Ntotal � np)]

Ntotal � np + (np + 1)⇥ F�1[1� �; 2(np + 1), 2(Ntotal � np)]
. (C.3)

The calculation of these uncertainties was implemented in Python code using the
Scipy library [137] to calculate the F

�1 factors.
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Appendix D

Further pile-up rejection
comparisons for Run 3 TLA
studies

The Figures in this Appendix illustrate the e↵ects of JVT selections combined with
a trigger selection on the UDS gluino-pair production signal points from Chapter 5.
These results are for the MC16a only event sample, which is significantly smaller than
the combined MC16 event sample (see definitions in Section 5.2.1). Additional plots
are included for the UDB signal points that were not included in Section 5.9.

Figures D.1 to D.3 show the jet pT distributions when di↵erent JVT and trigger
selections are applied to the UDS decay mode MC16a event sample. Figures D.4
to D.6 show the same plots but for the UDB decay mode MC16a event sample.
Finally, the jet pT distributions with the same selections are shown for UDB decay
mode with the combined MC16 event sample in Figures D.7 to D.9.
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334 Further pile-up rejection comparisons for Run 3 TLA studies

(a) mg = 100 GeV (b) mg = 200 GeV

(c) mg = 300 GeV (d) mg = 400 GeV

Figure D.1: Plots of the leading jet pT distributions for all (MC16a only) UDS gluino
pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT selections
(purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red, and green).
The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20 (orange)
and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers with an
L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the HLT -
4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.
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(a) mg = 100 GeV (b) mg = 200 GeV

(c) mg = 300 GeV (d) mg = 400 GeV

Figure D.2: Plots of the sub-leading (2nd) jet pT distributions for all (MC16a only)
UDS gluino pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT
selections (purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red,
and green). The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20
(orange) and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers
with an L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the
HLT 4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.
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(a) mg = 100 GeV (b) mg = 200 GeV

(c) mg = 300 GeV (d) mg = 400 GeV

Figure D.3: Plots of the sixth-leading jet pT distributions for all (MC16a only)
UDS gluino pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT
selections (purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red,
and green). The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20
(orange) and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers
with an L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the
HLT 4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.
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(a) mg = 100 GeV (b) mg = 200 GeV

(c) mg = 300 GeV (d) mg = 400 GeV

Figure D.4: Plots of the leading jet pT distributions for all (MC16a only) UDB
gluino pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT selections
(purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red, and green).
The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20 (orange)
and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers with an
L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the HLT -
4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.
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(a) mg = 100 GeV (b) mg = 200 GeV

(c) mg = 300 GeV (d) mg = 400 GeV

Figure D.5: Plots of the sub-leading (2nd) jet pT distributions for all (MC16a only)
UDB gluino pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT
selections (purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red,
and green). The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20
(orange) and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers
with an L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the
HLT 4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.
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(a) mg = 100 GeV (b) mg = 200 GeV

(c) mg = 300 GeV (d) mg = 400 GeV

Figure D.6: Plots of the sixth-leading jet pT distributions for all (MC16a only)
UDB gluino pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT
selections (purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red,
and green). The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20
(orange) and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers
with an L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the
HLT 4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.
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(a) mg = 100 GeV (b) mg = 200 GeV

(c) mg = 300 GeV (d) mg = 400 GeV

Figure D.7: Plots of the leading jet pT distributions for all (combined MC16)
UDB gluino pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT
selections (purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red,
and green). The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20
(orange) and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers
with an L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the
HLT 4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.
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(a) mg = 100 GeV (b) mg = 200 GeV

(c) mg = 300 GeV (d) mg = 400 GeV

Figure D.8: Plots of the sub-leading (2nd) jet pT distributions for all (combined
MC16) UDB gluino pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only
JVT selections (purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange,
red, and green). The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 -
j20 (orange) and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers
with an L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the
HLT 4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.
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(a) mg = 100 GeV (b) mg = 200 GeV

(c) mg = 300 GeV (d) mg = 400 GeV

Figure D.9: Plots of the sixth-leading jet pT distributions for all (combined MC16)
UDB gluino pair-production signals without any selections (blue), with only JVT
selections (purple), and with both JVT and trigger selections applied (orange, red,
and green). The trigger selections are abbreviated such that HLT j80 j55 j28 j20
(orange) and HLT j60 j45 2j20 (red) are the two asymmetric threshold triggers
with an L1J45p0ETA21 3J15p0ETA25 seed. The final trigger selection (green) is the
HLT 4j20 L1HT190-J15s5pETA21 selection.



Appendix E

Further HL-LHC top-tagger
optimisation results

This Appendix provides further tagger optimisation results to those discussed in
Chapter 7 (Section 7.8). The results provided here display the background rejection
for each of the tagger definitions studied with di↵erent jet mass selections, but the
results are presented in bins of the (groomed) reconstructed jet pT rather than the
(ungroomed) truth jet pT. All selections, including the |⌘| < 2 selection, are applied
to the reconstructed jets.

The results for trimmed and soft-drop jet tagger definitions are shown in Figures E.1
and E.2 for 50% and 80% signal e�ciency taggers, respectively. The x-axis of the
plots shows the signal e�ciency of the jet mass selection. The background rejection
for both the trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers di↵ers from those in Section 7.8
numerically. However, the same jet mass selections provide optimal background
rejection – no modifications to the tagger recommendations are warranted due to
di↵erences associated with binning in the reconstructed jet kinematics.
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344 Further HL-LHC top-tagger optimisation results

(a) Trimmed jets

(b) Soft-drop jets

Figure E.1: Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for each 50% signal
e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are for both
the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 500 < p

reco

T
(GeV)  1000 bin. The x-axis

displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(c) Trimmed jets

(d) Soft-drop jets

Figure E.1 (cont.): Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for each 50%
signal e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are for
both the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 1000 < p

reco

T
(GeV)  1500 bin. The x-axis

displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(e) Trimmed jets

(f) Soft-drop jets

Figure E.1 (cont.): Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for each 50%
signal e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are for
both the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 1500 < p

reco

T
(GeV) < 2000 bin. The x-axis

displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(a) Trimmed jets

(b) Soft-drop jets

Figure E.2: Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for each 80% signal
e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are for both
the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 500 < p

reco

T
(GeV)  1000 bin. The x-axis

displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(c) Trimmed jets

(d) Soft-drop jets

Figure E.2 (cont.): Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for each 80%
signal e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are for
both the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 1000 < p

reco

T
(GeV)  1500 bin. The x-axis

displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.
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(e) Trimmed jets

(f) Soft-drop jets

Figure E.2 (cont.): Heat-maps illustrating the background rejection for each 80%
signal e�ciency tagger definition with di↵erent mass selections. These results are for
both the trimmed and soft-drop jets in a 1500 < p

reco

T
(GeV) < 2000 bin. The x-axis

displays the signal e�ciency of the mass selection.





Appendix F

Detailed HL-LHC top-tagger
pile-up stability

This Appendix includes additional Figures not shown in Chapter 7 (Section 7.10.1)
for the complete range of two-variable top quark tagger definitions studied in HL-LHC
simulation. Figure F.1 shows the signal e�ciency performance of the 50% signal
e�ciency taggers for trimmed and soft-drop jets. Figure F.2 shows the same results
but for the 80% signal e�ciency working point taggers. The background rejection
stability is illustrated in Figures F.3 and F.4 for the 50% and 80% signal e�ciency
taggers, respectively.
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352 Detailed HL-LHC top-tagger pile-up stability

(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure F.1: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a function
of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet
taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure F.1 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.



354 Detailed HL-LHC top-tagger pile-up stability

(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure F.1 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure F.2: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a function
of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet
taggers.



356 Detailed HL-LHC top-tagger pile-up stability

(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure F.2 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure F.2 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure F.3: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as a function
of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet
taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure F.3 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure F.3 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure F.4: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as a function
of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet
taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure F.4 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure F.4 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the momentum density ⇢LCW for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and
soft-drop jet taggers.





Appendix G

Pile-up stability for HL-LHC
top-taggers as a function of hµi

Further to the tagger pile-up stability discussion in Chapter 7 (Section 7.10.1),
this Appendix provides the same results, but parametrised as a function of the
average number of interactions per bunch crossing (hµi) instead of the event-level
momentum-density (⇢LCW). For clarity, only selected tagger definitions are included
here for comparison to the ⇢LCW binned performance results in Section 7.10.1. The
same procedure as in Section 7.10.1 was used to study the tagger performance1.
The hµi binning considered is inclusive of the lower and upper bin edges to retain
events that would otherwise be lost, ensuring the impact of statistical uncertainties
does not significantly detract from the results. The signal e�ciency of the trimmed
and soft-drop jet taggers is shown as a function of hµi for the 50% and 80% signal
e�ciency taggers in Figures G.3 and G.4, respectively. The background rejection
as a function of hµi for the 50% and 80% signal e�ciency taggers is illustrated in
Figures G.1 and G.2, respectively.

Significantly less variation is seen in the background rejection and signal e�ciencies
for the trimmed jet taggers. This is a consequence of the narrow range of hµi available
in the MC event samples as discussed in Section 7.10.1. For the soft-drop jets, more
variation is seen in the signal e�ciency, and the background rejection falls for all
taggers except the ⌧wta

32
(mjet+⌧wta

32
) variant2. The soft-drop jet taggers were found to

be significantly less pile-up stable than trimmed jet taggers in Section 7.10.1, which
could explain why more variation in the tagger performance is seen for the soft-drop
jets compared to trimmed jets here. Nonetheless, the statistical uncertainty in the
tagger metrics combined with smaller variations over the hµi binning compared to
the ⇢LCW binning impacts the extent to which these conclusions can be relied upon,
especially for trimmed jets.

1Apply a tagger selection derived in an inclusive pT bin in di↵erent hµi bins then study the signal
e�ciency and background rejection stability.

2In the lowest pT bin for the 80% signal e�ciency taggers a decrease in the background rejection
with increasing hµi is seen for this tagger similar to the other tagger definitions.
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366 Pile-up stability for HL-LHC top-taggers as a function of hµi

(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure G.1: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as a function
of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis labels) for
50% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure G.1 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis
labels) for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure G.1 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis
labels) for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure G.2: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as a function
of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis labels) for
80% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure G.2 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis
labels) for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure G.2 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger background rejection as
a function of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis
labels) for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure G.3: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a function of
the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis labels) for 50%
signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure G.3 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis
labels) for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure G.3 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis
labels) for 50% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(a) Trimmed jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

(b) Soft-drop jets with 500 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1000

Figure G.4: Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a function of
the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis labels) for 80%
signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(c) Trimmed jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

(d) Soft-drop jets with 1000 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1500

Figure G.4 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis
labels) for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.
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(e) Trimmed jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

(f) Soft-drop jets with 1500 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2000

Figure G.4 (cont.): Pile-up stability profiles for the tagger signal e�ciency as a
function of the average number of interactions per bunch crossing hµi (µ in axis
labels) for 80% signal e�ciency trimmed and soft-drop jet taggers.





Appendix H

Jet response distributions in
HL-LHC simulation

This Appendix provides further Figures to supplement the discussion of the jet
response stability in Section 7.10.2. Jet response distributions are included for
selected observables: ⌧wta

32
, aplanarity (A), sphericity (S), and mjet. Each jet response

distribution corresponds to a di↵erent pT bin (of the groomed truth jets) with
an additional ⇢LCW selection. As discussed in Section 7.10, ⇢LCW (the median
momentum-density) measures the complete hadronic activity and event. Thus, large
values of ⇢LCW can be associated with increased pile-up activity. Additional selections
on jets include a mjet > 40 GeV cut on both truth and reconstructed jets, and a
requirement that all reconstructed jets have � 3 constituents (N reco

constit.
� 3). All

response distributions were derived with the QCD dijet sample from Chapter 7.

The jet response distributions for trimmed and soft-drop jets are shown in Figures H.1
to H.4 and Figures H.5 to H.8, respectively. All of these plots include overlaid vertical
lines to indicate:

• The “scale”: the median of the response distribution.

• Limits of the “resolution”: the 68.27% (central) inter-quantile range (IQnR) of
the response distribution.
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380 Jet response distributions in HL-LHC simulation

(a) 350 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  800 and 20 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  40

(b) 350 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  800 and 40 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  50

(c) 350 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  800 and 50 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  60

(d) 350 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  800 and 60 <

⇢LCW (GeV) < 90

Figure H.1: Trimmed jet A response distributions binned in the truth trimmed jet
pT and ⇢LCW.
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(e) 800 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1200 and 20 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  40
(f) 800 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1200 and 40 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  50

(g) 800 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1200 and 50 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  60
(h) 800 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  1200 and 60 <

⇢LCW (GeV) < 90

Figure H.1 (cont.): Trimmed jet A response distributions binned in the truth trimmed
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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(i) 1200 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1600 and 20 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  40

(j) 1200 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1600 and 40 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  50

(k) 1200 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1600 and 50 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  60

(l) 1200 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  1600 and 60 <

⇢LCW (GeV) < 90

Figure H.1 (cont.): Trimmed jet A response distributions binned in the truth trimmed
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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(m) 1600 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  2000 and 20 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  40
(n) 1600 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  2000 and 40 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  50

(o) 1600 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  2000 and 50 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  60
(p) 1600 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  2000 and 60 <

⇢LCW (GeV) < 90

Figure H.1 (cont.): Trimmed jet A response distributions binned in the truth trimmed
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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(q) 2000 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2500 and 20 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  40
(r) 2000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2500 and 40 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  50

(s) 2000 < p
truth

T
(GeV) < 2500 and 50 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  60
(t) 2000 < p

truth

T
(GeV) < 2500 and 60 <

⇢LCW (GeV) < 90

Figure H.1 (cont.): Trimmed jet A response distributions binned in the truth trimmed
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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(a) 350 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  800 and 20 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  40
(b) 350 < p

truth

T
(GeV)  800 and 40 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  50

(c) 350 < p
truth

T
(GeV)  800 and 50 <

⇢LCW (GeV)  60

(d) 350 < p
truth

T
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Figure H.2: Trimmed jet S response distributions binned in the truth trimmed jet
pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.2 (cont.): Trimmed jet S response distributions binned in the truth trimmed
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.2 (cont.): Trimmed jet S response distributions binned in the truth trimmed
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.2 (cont.): Trimmed jet S response distributions binned in the truth trimmed
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.2 (cont.): Trimmed jet S response distributions binned in the truth trimmed
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.3: Trimmed jet ⌧wta

32
response distributions binned in the truth trimmed jet

pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.3 (cont.): Trimmed jet ⌧wta

32
response distributions binned in the truth

trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.3 (cont.): Trimmed jet ⌧wta

32
response distributions binned in the truth

trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.3 (cont.): Trimmed jet ⌧wta

32
response distributions binned in the truth

trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.3 (cont.): Trimmed jet ⌧wta

32
response distributions binned in the truth

trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.4: Trimmed jet mjet response distributions binned in the truth trimmed jet
pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.4 (cont.): Trimmed jet mjet response distributions binned in the truth
trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.4 (cont.): Trimmed jet mjet response distributions binned in the truth
trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.4 (cont.): Trimmed jet mjet response distributions binned in the truth
trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.4 (cont.): Trimmed jet mjet response distributions binned in the truth
trimmed jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.5: Soft-drop jet A response distributions binned in the truth soft-drop jet
pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.5 (cont.): Soft-drop jet A response distributions binned in the truth
soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.5 (cont.): Soft-drop jet A response distributions binned in the truth
soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.5 (cont.): Soft-drop jet A response distributions binned in the truth
soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.5 (cont.): Soft-drop jet A response distributions binned in the truth
soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.6: Soft-drop jet S response distributions binned in the truth soft-drop jet
pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.6 (cont.): Soft-drop jet S response distributions binned in the truth soft-drop
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.6 (cont.): Soft-drop jet S response distributions binned in the truth soft-drop
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.6 (cont.): Soft-drop jet S response distributions binned in the truth soft-drop
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.6 (cont.): Soft-drop jet S response distributions binned in the truth soft-drop
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.7: Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

32
response distributions binned in the truth soft-drop

jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.7 (cont.): Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

32
response distributions binned in the truth

soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.7 (cont.): Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

32
response distributions binned in the truth

soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.7 (cont.): Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

32
response distributions binned in the truth

soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.7 (cont.): Soft-drop jet ⌧wta

32
response distributions binned in the truth

soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.8: Soft-drop jet mjet response distributions binned in the truth soft-drop
jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.8 (cont.): Soft-drop jet mjet response distributions binned in the truth
soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.8 (cont.): Soft-drop jet mjet response distributions binned in the truth
soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.8 (cont.): Soft-drop jet mjet response distributions binned in the truth
soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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Figure H.8 (cont.): Soft-drop jet mjet response distributions binned in the truth
soft-drop jet pT and ⇢LCW.
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